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ABSTRACT

This study concerns a deaf child of deaf parents acquiring both 

ASL and English in speech, sign, and print0 The purposes- of the study 

are two: 1) to examine the history of one such deaf child's develop

ment through several varieties of language, both oral and visual, both 

two- and three-dimensional; 2) to describe the interaction of these 

varieties in the child's spontaneous communication, and in her reading 

of sign and alphabetic printo

Three varieties of language emerged before the child was 26 

months of age: ASL, Fingerspelling, and Oral languageo Three other

varieties emerged after 26 months: English print, Sign print, and Sign

Englisho Gradually the child came to separate the language varieties 

she was exposed to and to assign a particular grammar to them (ASL or 

English)o The first distinction she made was between manual and oral 

modalities, between 18 and 23 months, but there was no apparent aware

ness of either grammatical or situational factors that would influence 

the choice of modality,. Intense attention to form, at first of 

fingerspelled letters, alternated with periods of transparent form0 As 

part of this attention to form, the child made an effort to connect a 

form in one variety of language with a form in anothero At about age 

three, the child was most, successful in connecting signs with Sign' 

print and fingerspelling with English printo She was least successful 

in connecting fingerspelling with other varieties, with the exception 

of oral languageo



Most of the varieties, except ASL, the foundation variety, went 

through a progression of 1) a scribble form, ioe0, the outline of the 

form without any articulation of specific words or letters or phonemes; 

2) short sequences that appeared to be frozen forms; 3) actual use that 

then alternated with increasingly sophisticated attention to form in 

contexto

The child exhibited a considerable amount of. metalinguistic 

playfulness as well* She seemed to greatly enjoy playing with spelling 

things out in several ways and playing with sign inventionso Another 

sort of language play, in contrast, was the antithesis of concentrating 

on form* The child would create communication failure by refusing to 

attend to form rather than to meaningo

Storytelling and book behavior was of major importance in this 

child's language development0 She was visually expressive of affective 

qualities of language associated with stories and she attended closely 

to visual displays of story illustrations and of storytellerso Of 

great interest was her ability to use the different varieties of 

language available to solve communication failure in the context of 

book readingo

The study of the interaction of the varieties is found to be 

successful for revealing the child's processes and strategies for 

acquisition of form and meaningo



CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR THE RESEARCH

This dissertation is concerned with the broad question of what

is possible in language0 It is an outgrowth of a general interest of
. ■ ' - the author in such questions as: Could a child exposed only to print

language acquire that variety? Could someone communicate exclusively

through Morse Code? Could someone exposed to a language only while
/

watching television learn that language if there were no other language 

in his environment? What are the possibilities and what would be the 

effects on the language acquired? What are the types of relations that 

can obtain among varieties of language in different modalities? These 

types of questions acquire special import when they are asked in the 

context of an investigation of the language of the death0

Language and language acquisition are usually studied through 

speech, following the strong influence of Bloomfield (1933)o Pressures 

to broaden language investigations to another modality have come pri

marily from reading theorists (Goodman 1967; Smith 1971, 1973;

Soderbergh (1975a) o . Soderbaugh, for example, attacked "the prevalent 

idea that language is inevitably aural" (p0 157) in order to shift the 

definition of language away from something like "a set of soundso"

Reading theorists advocate the inclusion of print in a definition of 

language® In fact, the relations between print and speech for

1



2 '

different languages are quite varied*. Alphabetic print is quite 

closely related to speech, but logographic print is less close*.

The expansion of forms can be pressed even further by'drawing 

attention to the fact that language can be transmitted in a number of 

forms in addition to speech and printo Familiar means include tapping 

or lights blinking in Morse Code*, At least one natural language,

American Sign Language, does not have a spoken form at alio In dis

cussing the structure of ASL, Klima (1975) has pointed out the "glotto- 

centric bias" of people who always think of language as speech* The 

definition of language which guides the present investigation empha

sizes the abstractness of an underlying system realized in many 

varieties of linguistic behavior*

Writing Systems

Phonetic Information

The most common systems of print are alphabetic and logo- 

graphic, while at least one major language (Japanese) also has a 

syllabary* The authoritative work on the history of writing has been 

done by Gelb (1963), who suggests a change over time in the amount of 

phonetic information available in writing systems* The earliest forms 

of writing appear to have been pictorial, with no relationship between 

oral and written varieties in the beginning* The earliest examples of 

print were probably clay markers that functioned as receipts in sales 

transactions and had no relation to speech at all* Over time, print 

seems to have gradually become more like spoken language * Phonetic



qualities in writing may serve as an economy measureo The Egyptian 

word for sun, re.) for example, came to represent the same sound in 

longer words, as we might write Bar-B-Q or barbecueo Chinese today

reflects phonetic qualities in a similar way0 The character fruit pre-
■cedes the character water to mean river in a combination of phonetic 

and semantic informationo In at least one dialect of Chinese river and 

fruit are homophones, so that the water that sounds like fruit is a 

rivero Although modern Chinese contains phonetic information, it can 

be read by speakers of all Chinese dialects, even though the spoken 

dialects are not mutually intelligibleo Languages can also be read by 

people who do not speak any dialect of thenu The most obvious example 

of this phenomenon is Latin, a "dead” language0 The languages of the 

Rosetta stone have also outlived their writers and speakerse Two of 

the three forms on the stone, hieroglyphic and demotic, encode the same 

language, classical Egyptian,, We do not know to what extent these 

written forms of language reflect the speech of their writers (Gelb 

1963)o One point to draw is that a language may have more than one 

written varietyo The reasons, that is, that English has ah alphabetic 

print variety are historical rather than linguistico At least one 

study has demonstrated that English speakers taught a logography could 

answer questions about a story written in that form0 Gleitman,

Gleitman and Shipley (1972) taught eight inner-city second-graders who 

had failed to demonstrate phonographic mapping when the segments were 

letters to learn such mapping when the segments were wordso The 

children were able to read Chinese characters with the understanding



that the characters mapped onto Englisho Had history been different, 

these pages of English might appear covered with characters instead of 

Roman letterso There is no absolute need for writing systems in 

general or for the written variety of any particular language to con

tain phonetic information, although over time, perhaps for economy, 

writing systems make use of phonetic information0

Relative Merits of Alphabetic and 
Logographic Systems

Because this dissertation focuses on both an alphabetic and a 

logographic variety of print, it is worthwhile to discuss the relative 

merits of the two types of systems before detailing the particular sys

tems in the study,, Olson (1970) has discussed this subject, pointing 

out that many Western ideas about the superiority of alphabets are, in 

fact ethnocentrico Olson finds, instead, that in writing the advantage 

is with users of an alphabetography, but in reading the advantage is 

with users of a logography0 Sakamoto and Makita (1973) explore the 

functions and relative merits of the four types of print available for 

encoding Japaneseo Japanese can be written in two different syllabic 

forms, one logographic form, and one alphabetic form0 The logographic, 

Kanji, came from China by way of Korea, and has diverged through time 

from its Chinese relative,. The alphabet is the Roman, brought first by 

European missionaries and then included in the elementary curriculum 

after World War IIo Although it is used all over the country, it is 

primarily a pronunciation guide for foreignerso The Japanese more 

typically use one or a combination of the other systems and prefer the



5

logographic in combination with one of the sy1labographic forms, pre

sumably because the combination highlights the content words in Kanji 

and makes for faster, easier, more efficient reading with fewer regres

sions and fixation pointsQ Children in Japan generally learn to read a 

syllabic form first and then transfer to the logography by learning the 

correspondence between forms, learning the iconicity of logograms by 

studying their pictorial evolution, and analyzing the logograms to dis

cover the system of semantic radicals which combine to make the Kanji, 

many of which have semantic content0 The more complex Kanji are read 

more easily then the simpler, perhaps because the more complex contain 

more cues to discriminate.. The Japanese situation challenges some 

Western assumptions about the superiority of alphabetographieso

Variations on Writing 

With but one exception (and that exception is the deaf, the 

major subject of this dissertation) speech is universal<, Print is 

widespread* Print lends itself to an incredible variety of manipula

tions* Because this thesis deals with some such manipulations and 

because it asks the general question of what is possible in language, a 

brief exploration of print manipulations follows*

The topic has apparently not been explored for non-alphabetic 

print* I was able to find only the not very interesting fact that 

Japanese is sometimes written horizontally now rather than vertically* 

It may be that non-alphabetic codes are less flexible; that is, that 

manipulations interfere with interpretabi1ity* Or, perhaps the variety 

of cues in logographies render them too complex for such manipulation*



One supporting idea is the difficulty researchers have had in adapting 

Chinese for computer technology» Only recently has a system been 

devised, and it is based on a number code0 Logographies are, however, 

manipulated aestheticallyo The beauty of brush stroking is importanto 

(Perhaps the topic simply awaits study to uncover common manipula

tions) o

Alphabetic Manipulations

The alphabet, we know, can be manipulated in a variety of ways, 

both intentionally and unintentionallyo Bowen (1974) gives a delight

ful example of unintentional manipulation0 He reports the case of a 

woman who learned to read through the time-honored method of following 

along while her mother read to hero Everything was fine until her 

first grade teacher discovered she could read something like this: 
S P ^ i s  J© d t p  34<t WOW SlLj pVD

but not this: .
d n d  Vsts MOM ©rx£ MvÔ € 8 tp oQ

She was, you can guess, sitting not on mother's lap but at motherT s 

knee0 We can all read this:-

33VA AJ ivg M .4
and this:

TURN
MUST
LANE
RIGHT ^



Variations in print style like cursive, manuscript, or bold face seldom 

impede understanding once the receiver becomes familiar with a new one: 

CL} 'Ql.j a, ) A, etCo Arabic readers are not bothered by the absence 

of vowels, and Hebrew users can deal with or ignore a complex system of 

diacritical markings0

. More interesting, we can also interpret print when it is pre

sented tactually0 If someone "writes” with a finger on one’s hand or 

even one’s back, the receiver can still interpret the meaningo Without 

sight we can interpret embossed or carved alphabetic writing by touch» 

Visual feedback is facilitative and efficient but,not absolutely neces

sary to writing, which is primarily tactual* The blind can write the 

forms * What they cannot control is spacing and alignment* Sighted 

children stop writing and scribbling when pencil marks are not visible 

(Yo Goodman 1979)* Typewriting, for those who can compose freely in 

that mode, is a tactual variation on writing* Because the machine con

trols spacing, the blind can type (but cannot proofread)* Precise 

copying seems to be another kind of operation which is more centrally 

visual and may in fact involve no processing of language to meaning*

Substitutions for the Alphabet

The touch form used by the blind represents the alphabet in a 

new form, a system of permutations of the arrangement of six dots in a 

single cell* Braille letters do not resemble print letters but have 

the same relation to spoken language* Processing Braille is rather 

slow, the average reading rate about 60 words per minute* Writing 

Braille on a Braillewriter can proceed at 40 to 60 words per minute,



thougho The advantage is with production0 (Braille, who was blinded 

before he learned print, adapted his invention from a dot code used for 

night writing in the military0)

The first long-distance alphabet had been devised by about 300 

BoCo The principle was similar to the one later used by Braille, but 

for long-distance use it was bigger, using vases on walls in a 5 x 5 

pattern'o The Roman alphabet also fit into this pattern, and Roman 

prisoners transferred the configuration from space to time to tap on 

the walls of their cellso In 1551 an Italian system of torches trans

mitted an alphabet by nighto A mechanical device employing this prin

ciple was invented in 1795 for the British Admiralty» Morse Code was 

invented to transmit the alphabet over a wire0 An early version was 

like Braille in that the dots and dashes of the code were embossed on 

papero Embossing quickly gave way to mechanical inkingo The inker in 

turn was replaced by a "sounder," changing the mode of reception from 

visual to auditory«, Operators could transcribe from the sounder faster 

and more accurately than from the inker0 Transcription and interpreta

tion was, however, faster than transmissiono Even skilled senders 

could transmit at only about 35 words per minute (Coggeshall 1975, 

p 0 69)o The adaptation of the typewriter to telegraph use supplanted 

the skilled operators and obviated the need for transcription from the 

code to printo Teletypewriters are still in use for commercial pur

poses, news services, and for private parties unable to hear through 

connection to telephone lines (TTY's) <, Electronic developments have 

made units more compact and typing on them easier and faster0 Anyone



who was a scout knows Morse Code can also be sent with blinking lights 

or written on paper and delivered with great secrecy* The originator 

of the Uo So Army and Navy semaphore system also used the alphabet for 

his flag symbols, but he got the idea from watching Comanches signal 

with lances (Brown 1896, pp* 20-21 q* in Webb 1931, p 0 82)* No one 

found out for posterity^ the basis of the Comanche system, although it 

was probably not alphabetico The heliograph, important in the final 

campaigns against Indians in Arizona, was also based on an Indian mes

sage system* Again, we do not know the basis for the Indian mirror 

system, but the cavalry used the alphabet and Morse Code*

Relation of Speech and Print

Visual graphic varieties of language (print) are not as uni

versal as spoken language varieties* Not only do some societies lack a 

visual graphic language variety altogether, but even within a literate 

society like the United States, there are great differences in people's 

experiences with print* Phillips (1975), for example, reports on the 

limited functions of print within one Indian community*

A child's first language experiences are spoken rather than 

written* Speech is the variety of language in which our first emo

tional experiences and our acculturation are conducted* The ordinary 

ontogenetic sequence of speech to print has led some writers to the 

conclusion that print is a representation of speech rather than a

1* Colonel Dodge tried "both persuasion and bribes to the 
Indians themselves, but could never get at even a hint which I might 
use as a starting point of a practical system of signalling" (Webb 
1931, p* 369)*
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representation of languagee Print certainly may be a recording of 

speecho Alphabetic print facilitates such recording because letters 

can be matched with phonemes (tempting some authors to convey English 

dialect with "phonological spelling")e A logographic system, in con

trast, does not provide this particular possibilityo Print may then be 

second in time typically, iPeo, may typically follow speech, both in 

individual development and in some recording situationso Moreover, 

graphic varieties follow spoken varieties in the history of a culture; 

that is, we know of no culture which has a print variety of language 

but no spoken variety0 Print, then, is second in time, but is it 

necessarily secondary in status? That is, does print represent speech 

or does print represent language? Although it can be the former, and 

the tie for alphabetic print to speech is quite strong, print does not 

always necessarily represent speecho There are many functions not 

shared by written and spoken languageo Soderbergh (1975b) attributes 

the strong emphasis on speech/print correspondences in Western thought 

to instructional practiceso Although the argument is frequently made 

that printed language is less complete than spoken language (see, for 

example, Chall 1967), Carroll has observed that the Chinese "write in 

the air" to avoid ambiguity in speech (1972, p 0 108, also quoted in 

Soderbergh 1975a) and English speakers sometimes clarify homophones by 

reference to their spelling, when context does not seem sufficient to 

disambiguate terms— a lecture entitled "The Rights of Men" will be 

quite different from one entitled "The Rites of Men0" The impact of 

speech on print is mirrored by the impact of literacy on speecho As
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Miller says, 11 You think about words very differently after you know how 

to write them" (1972, p 0 127; also quoted in Soderbergh 1975a)o Print 

is not, therefore, wholly dependent on speech«

Sign Languages

The Visuo-Spatial-Gestural Modality

Sign languages exploit the visuo-spatial-gestural modality 

sometimes thought too crude to actually convey languageo The modality 

has, though not infrequently been exploited for language, when speech 

is ineffectual, as in the deaf; when speech is constrained by needs for 

silence, as in Trappist monasteries or hunting parties; or when spoken 

languages were not shared, as among American Plains Indians0 As the 

case of Chinese writing demonstrates, a language variety intelligible 

to speakers whose speech is not mutually intelligible does not neces

sarily mean the intelligible variety is incompleteo That is, Plains 

Sign Language may have been a rich language with complete possibilities 

or it may have been a rather limited lingua francao It was, however, 

clearly more than just mime or transparent gestureso

Plains Indian Sign Language *

This lingua franca was, from all accounts known to most of the 

Plains Indians by the nineteenth centuryo This sign language is dis

tinct from the sort of nonverbal communicative activity behind such 

remarks as Coronado1s when he said of Indians in what is now Texas, 

"That they were very intelligent is evident from the fact that although 

they conversed by means of signs, they made themselves understood so



well that there was no need of an interpreter" (Coronado!s Journal 1542, 

q 0 in Tomkins 1969, p 0 93)o Plains Indian Sign Language definitely 

required interpreters— for European/Americans and for Indians who did 

not know ito

In the nineteenth century Americans were fascinated by its use 

as an inter-tribal method of communication« In available accounts from 

Indians after "pacification" and resettlement, the Indians, too, 

stressed the inter-tribal functiono Iron Hawk, a Sioux chief, cited 

two functions for this sign language (Clark 1885 and Webb 1931)o Webb 

noticed that the chief gave as much emphasis to intra-tribal communica

tion as to inter-tribal:

The whites have had the power given them by the Great Spirit 
to read and write, and convey information in this way0 He 
gave us the power to talk with our hands and arms, and send 
information with the mirror, blanket, and pony far away, and 
when we meet with Indians who have a different spoken language 
from ours, we can talk to them in signs (emphasis added by 
Webb, p 0 79)o

Webb argues convincingly that Plains sign language arose "entribally 

o o o out of the necessity for communicating over great distances,, It 

was just as essential for the Indian to communicate with members of his 

own tribe as it was with members of a strange tribe, hostile or 

friendlyo On the Plains the eye far outruns the ear" (Webb, p„ 73)„

His analysis of the structure of the signs supports their suitability 

to long-distance communication, (noting that the gestures make use of 

arms and hands and sharp silhouettes rather than finger articulation or 

handshapes in front of the body, which are harder to see at a dis

tance), and it is a persuasive point that quiet entribal communication
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in hunting or raiding would be likely to arise before intertribal0 The 

need for quiet was not great among the lethargic buffalo, but the dis

tance between men might easily be beyond shoutingo Charles Goodnight1s 

trail riders borrowed the idea for communicating from the point or 

across the herd of cattle*

The rapid spread among the tribes suggests either that one 

tribe's system spread rapidly to others or that the idea spread rapidly 

and that the gestures were plain enough that frequent contact kept them 

uniformly intelligibleo Not all Plains Indians, however, used sign 

language* The Comanches, who had little need for communication with 

any people besides other Comanches, did not develop sign language*

They never became skilled at its use, utilizing the services of Kiowa 

interpreters with other Indians and Mexican captives and with Euro

peans when the need arose*

Bantu Sign Language

Through the ignorance and carelessness of traumatic cultural 

change, we have lost too much of Indian sign language to ever be sure 

how much of a language it was* A documented case of entribal sign 

language does exist still ort another continent* In Africa drums were a 

means of extending the range of the human voice and of communicating 

inter-tribally over distances* At least one group of hunting people, 

a Bantu group, also found the need of a silent language among them

selves* This example may give support to Webb's argument for how sign 

language first arose among American peoples, too, as an entribal hunt

ing language*



Written Sign Language

For none of these groups was a sign variety of language the 

primary language, however. All these people had spoken languages, so 

it is reasonable to suspect that the sign languages had a limited 

domain, such as hunting. Although writing was not a strong cultural 

necessity, many of these peoples had some kind of writing. The early 

writing systems were not based on spoken language but were pictorial. 

Tomkins (1969) points out a strong similarity between the Indian signs 

and pictographs, suggesting a common motivation for each (Webb 1931, 

p. 74). The pictograph hungry, for example, appears to be based on 

the sign hungry.

It is a provocative idea. Perhaps if circumstances had allowed these 

methods of communication to continue, each might have become more 

arbitrary. Perhaps phonetic information might have entered the writing 

the way it entered hieroglyphics and Chinese.

The Emergence of Deaf Communities

As far as we know, any community for which speech is intelli

gible has had a spoken language. Sign languages have been specialized

pictograph sign

Deaf Signers
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and limited in use among members of a speech community or to warring 

and trading among members of different speech communities o For another 

kind of specialized group, though, sign language is the natural and 

chief means of verbal communicationo This is a community of deaf 

people0 There has never been a nation or tribe of deaf people and riot 

even many families of deaf people* Although many causes of deafness 

are genetic, only 10 percent of deaf children are born to deaf parents 

(Mendel and Vernon 1971)*

A community of hearingless people can develop in two ways: 

children or adults can be selected for lack of hearing and grouped 

together or adults can select themselves and group together* From 

these groupings language might arise* Deafness, however, selects only 

a tiny percentage of the young population* Five percent of school-age 

children in the United States in 1967 were in special classes for hear

ing impaired children (Brill 1960) which does not provide a large group 

from which to collect enough members to establish a separate community* 

From all available evidence, such communities, in the form of schools, 

have been established only in quite recent times; for in addition to a 

large political group, they depend on a comparatively "well civilized" 

social system, that is, on the economic need for speech by the majority 

of people within the group and the luxury of providing extra services 

for deviant members of the society* Where speech and print are not 

crucial to economic contribution or to social participation, a deaf 

individual is at little or no disadvantage in the society* Where they 

are crucial but only to a small class of individuals, as in the case of
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sixteenth century Spanish nobles who could inherit their birthrights 

only if they could speak, great efforts will be expended for a few deaf 

persons, but no deaf community is likely to arise*

In Europe in the eighteenth century social conditions did 

encourage institutions for the deaf* At that time good weather and 

sufficient food together with the lack of scourging disease led to 

increased population and a general improvement in the conditions of 

life* The Enlightenment advanced the values of democracy and social 

usefulness * RousseauTs evocation of the common man and common things 

and of human pity and compassion had strong influences on upper classes 

directly and indirectly on lower classes, who were experiencing the 

beginnings of social revolution* A general shift toward humanitarian- 

ism led in one direction to greater political/social equality and in 

the other to institutional charity* Along with hospitals, schools and 

orphanages, institutions were established for the education and care of 

deaf children of all classes * National identity was already strong in 

Western Europe and made national institutions, whether state- or 

church-run, a natural development* From institutions for the deaf sign 

languages arose and gradually developed*

In one institution this rapidly developing sign language was 

recognized as a natural and valuable tool of growth and learning* The 

Abbe de I'Eppe of the Asylum for Deaf-Mutes in Paris attempted to take 

the emerging language of signs and make it more like French by making 

up signs which corresponded to written elements of French* His aim was 

to make French visible in a sign form which would be easier to
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understand than lip-reading or faulty speakingo There was some resis

tance among the deaf to 1'Eppe's inventions, presumably because they 

made communication more cumbersome and because they were alien elements 

injected into a natural evolving language (Lane 1976)0 Many of the 

leaders in the institution in Paris were deaf themselves, contributing 

to â stable population core and enabling youngsters entering the 

institution to learn the sign language from them rather than from 

children onlyo

Through an accident of history this sign language of France 

(not 1 !Eppe!s sign form of French) came to the United States in the 

nineteenth century in the person of a deaf teacher and former student 

of the Paris schoolo Laurent Clerc's sign language mingled with what

ever nascent sign language might have been here and has emerged as 

what we now call American Sign Language (ASL, Ameslan, or Sign)o In 

the United States, the educational institutions have not been in the 

hands of the deaf, although deaf employees and even administrators may 

be numerous, and active efforts to suppress any gestural communication 

whatsoever have been frequento Most deaf people in the United States 

first see other deaf in special classes or schools for deaf childreno 

Falberg suggested that sign language is the only language extant which 

has been passed down from child to child (q0 Moores 1971, p 0 2)o How

ever, many do not experience contact with members of the deaf community 

until adulthoodo Meadow (1972) observed that voluntary organization 

rather than birth or geographical location was a hallmark of the deaf 

communityo The two other distinguishing characteristics are endogamous



marriage and the use of American Sign Languageo A majority of deaf 

adults elect to participate in this community, regardless of their edu

cational experienceo

Written Sign Language 

Written forms of sign languages have not been developed by the 

users, although illustrations have been prepared,, If we think of the 

Plains Indians and the Chinese examples, we may "picture” a system of 

pictogfaphs developing into logographic characters o The communities of 

deaf signers, however, are not likely to develop a written form, 

because they are not separate geographically defined communitieso On 

the contrary, the deaf live next door to and work with the hearing,, 

Their relatives and their children are usually hearingo Their environ

ment is filled with the written language of the larger communityo 

Their education is designed to enable them to communicate in the speech 

and print of the larger community, although this effort has generally 

failed miserably0

Language in the Deaf Community

The Diglossic Continuum from English 
to ASL

A language profile for the deaf community is quite complicatedo 

Sign language is the hallmark (Schiesinger and Meadow 1972, p„ 3)„

Users of sign language have been stigmatized by the society at large 

and by deaf individuals who do not use sign language or do not use it 

around hearing people0 Furthermore, some varieties of sign language
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are stigmatized more than others0 Stokoe (1969-70) has used Fergusonf s 

treatment of the term !,diglossiaIf to compare a "high" and "low" variety 

of American Sign LanguageP Neither variety is English* Woodward 

(1972, 1973a) has described the language situation in the deaf com- 

munity in terms of a diglossic continuum with standard English at one 

end and ASL at the other* Woodward (1972), Stokoe (1972), and Friedman 

(1975), have referred to varieties of language somewhere in the middle 

of this continuum as Pidgin Sign English (PSE)0 Woodward (1973b, 

p* 40) notes several typical characteristics of pidgins that are found 

in PSE: "reduction and mixture of grammatical structures of both

languages as well as some new structures that are common to neither of 

these languages*" Like most pidgins, PSE developed naturally for com

munication between deaf people who use ASL among themselves and 

English-speaking hearing people who know some sign language*

Interpreters for the Deaf—
A Unique Situation

The language situation in the deaf community is further compli

cated by the need for interpreters in face-to-face communication 

between deaf and hearing people* This intercommunication requires 

interpretation between the auditory and the visual modes* Sometimes 

this interpretation takes the form of translation between spoken 

English and ASL, analogous to English-Spanish, English-Polish, or any 

other spontaneous translation between two spoken languages, except for 

the change in modality from speech to sign*
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There is another type of interpretation, however, that is 

unique to interpretation between modalitieso Even deaf people who are 

fully competent in the English language and whose performance with 

printed English demonstrates this competence may be unable to produce 

and/or receive spoken English, because their performance is restricted 

by their lack of hearing0 Although it is something of a truism that 

reception precedes and surpasses production in language, production of 

spoken English by the deaf is often better than receptiono A number of 

explanations are possible: an individual may have developed enough

sensitivity to himself to monitor his own speech production but not 

enough to comprehend others'; he may be unable to understand strangers; 

he may receive enough visual clues from lip-facial movements and con

text to communicate with a single speaker facing him from a close 

position with no background distraction but be unable to discern the 

spoken language of a lecturer in the front of a room or to follow a 

conversation among several individuals all turned slightly away from 

the deaf person and all taking turns by means of cues that the deaf 

person may not follow; the content of the situation may be so stressful 

that the deaf person wants the security or relief of an interpreter; 

and so on*

In many of these situations the deaf person does not want to 

know just the meaning of the speaker's message through translation; he 

wants to know exactly what language was saido That is, he wants a 

word-for-word quotation, not a translation to another languageo In an 

English-speaking situation the capable deaf person may want to operate



in English, too*. This need calls for mode transliteration rather than 

translation^, Usually transliteration is an operation performed on 

printed language to accommodate typewriters, printers, and pronouncers 

within a particular languageo Vinni-Pukh is a transliteration of 

8  which is a translation of Winnie-the-Pooh, which is

English written in the Roman alphabeto "Transliteration" also applies 

to the changing of Japanese logograms to syllabic forms (Hirigana or 

Katakana) or to the Roman alphabetic forms of the same language or to . 

word-for-word substitution (literal translation) of the forms of one 

language for those of another, when morphological changes are also 

included. The interaction of a speaker and a signer is the only case 

of the need for mode transliteration in face-to-face communication I 

can imagine. The absurdity of transliteration in oral language can be 

illustrated by this story: Imagine a meeting at the OAS on imports or

produce. The American trade minister says, "Now, I like apples" and an 

interpreter recodes the message into Spanish. Consider the reaction of 

the Latin Americans if the interpreter were to say, "Ahora, yo gusto 

manzanas." If one of the ministers had been a linguist before joining 

his government, in his mind a big asterisk would pop to the front of 

the sentence. No interpreter would say, "Ahora, yo gusto manzanas" 

because that is transliteration--Spanish words but not Spanish grammar, 

and, in the case of now/ahora, not the right meaning either. It is 

literal translation plus the use of inappropriate affixes. The speaker 

makes the verb agree with the subject as it would in English, instead 

of with the object, as it must in Spanish. Only a speaker of English
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who had learned a few Spanish lexical items would ever produce that 

stringo An interpreter would translate the English "Now, I like 

apples" to "Pues, (a mi) me gustan las manzanas" because that is the 

equivalent form in Spanish for the meaning of the English utteranceo 

Trans1iteration in oral language would be like trying to read 

an unknown language armed with only a dictionary and no knowledge of 

the languagee Even if the dictionary gives parts of speech, declen

sions and conjugations, and even if the reader vaguely remembers the 

story, transliteration produces gobbledegook like this version of 

Winnie-the-Pooh:

Winnie-the-Pooho Very pleasantly! You, probably, astonish why 
he so strangely call, but if you know English, what you wonder 
still biggero

One thinks of instructions on cheap importso The words are English, 

but the utterance is note The language thus produced is like a pidgin 

in its mixture of codes, but it is not used for face-to-face communi

cation, like the pidgin used between the deaf and hearing signers0 It 

is also likely to emphasize particular content words and to contain, at 

least in some settings, a heavy load of English grammar« The partici

pants think of the language they are using in this mode transliteration 

as English rather than as a pidgin mixtureo

No formal studies of this phenomenon have been conducted, in 

spite of the fact that legislation demands the availability of inter

preters for the deaf in legal and educational situationso
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Reading with Signs 

When a speaker reads print aloud, there is a question of how

well the two forms fit (Miller 1951)0 Problems may arise when the fit

is poor and may be particularly difficult for non-standard dialect 

(Goodman 1977) or second-language speakers (Buck 1977)o Signing while 

reading is analogous to reading aloud* Signing while reading a variety 

of sign print should reveal a closer fit than signing while reading 

English print* If signing matches English print sign for word, espe

cially if it includes morphological signs for English, then the product 

is mode transliteration, the lifting of English words into the gestural 

sign modality* If the signs are a translation of the English print

into ASL, on the other hand, the product is not transliteration but

translation between languages*

Need for the Study 

This dissertation is specifically about language development in 

one deaf child of deaf parents * The deaf have available an ideal popu

lation for investigation of the relation between varieties of language 

in a single situation* Because instructional practices employed with 

deaf children require them to process many language varieties in 

gestural, auditory, and print forms, there is as well a practical need 

for such investigations*

The education of deaf children has historically been notably 

unsuccessful* One basis and product of education in a literate society 

is competence in printed language— in this society, printed English*

The deaf, in general, do not have such competence* Only 12 percent of
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' ' the deaf population demonstrate native-like competence in English by

their achievement on such a measure as a standardized reading test

(Furth 1966)o Their lack of ability in reading tests may indicate a

lack of ability in English rather than a lack of ability in language,

but it clearly indicates the lack of an important skill for a literate

societyo

Deaf children of deaf parents acquire language at roughly the 

same time and with the same milestones as hearing children (Bellugi and 

Klima 1972)0 Most deaf children, however, born to hearing parents, do 

not begin acquisition of language until after most children have already 

demonstrated competence in their language0

In order to improve the education of all deaf children, we need 

a better understanding of the process of interpreting various varieties 

of language— speech, sign, printo In addition, the deaf individual1s 

need to deal with more than one form of language at once in so many 

situations demonstrates the need for understanding the interplay of the 

various forms available to the deaf0

Theoretically, there is a need in the fields of linguistics, 

reading, and language acquisition--both normal and disordered— to 

better understand what is possible in language interaction and to 

understand the interrelations of different varieties of languageo

The Problem

This study provides unique information of both practical and 

theoretical relevanceo It does not seek to prove that any variety of 

language is superior to any other, only to illustrate how the interplay
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of forms affects the usero Perhaps this limited goal may stimulate 

others to consider just how complicated the linguistic situation of 

deaf children can be* It may form the basis for additional more con

trolled research in this important area0 Perhaps this limited goal may 

also stimulate others to examine the interactions of varieties avail

able to other children, too, to increase our knowledge of what is 

possible in language in children,,

This dissertation is an attempt to investigate the relation 

between varieties of language in a particular situation, that of a deaf 

child exposed to several varieties of language,, Of concern is the fact 

that language is not inevitably aural0 A deaf child may be exposed to 

language that is aural, gestural, and graphico Of concern are the dif

ferences between the learning of alphabetic and logographic printo Of 

concern are the relation between speech and different kinds of printo 

A deaf child may have access to two different varieties of print, one 

alphabetic English and one a logographic sign varietyo The relation of 

the logography to a natural sign language and to a sign system for 

English will be discussed in a later section0 The example from 

Japanese demonstrates that there is no inherent superiority of one type 

of print over another but rather different benefits from each type0 It 

also demonstrates that learners can address multiple systems early and 

simultaneouslyo Of concern is the interaction of the different varie

ties of print with each other and with the child's other language 

varieties* That is, the systems might be maintained entirely separate 

from each other* The child may transfer from one system to another by
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learning the correspondence between formso The child may make use of 

iconicity in interpreting the sign logogramso Complex sign logograms 

may be easier or harder to read than simple logogramso There may be 

certain strategies which guide the child's interpretation of the 

logographic print and these may differ from her strategies for inter

preting alphabetic print«

Included in this dissertation is an investigation of a written 

sign languagee The particular one did not develop naturally but was 

devised as an educational tool for illustrating a sign language system* 

Because the illustrations can be interpreted as a writing system, it is 

worth speculating on the kind of writing system which might have been 

expected to evolve naturally* It seems reasonable to expect a pictorial 

system and it seems reasonable to expect a strong connection between 

the pictographs and signs* Because it is reasonable to expect a strong 

similarity between the form of a logograph and the form of a sign, it 

is not unreasonable to expect signers to interpret illustrations arrayed 

in print sequence as logographs to be read* This dissertation includes 

an examination of one deaf signer's strategies in reading such illustra

tions as logographs*

We have seen that print in different environments has different 

characteristics and different contextual associations * How does a deaf 

child attend to print in different environments? Does she interpret 

letters and words in different ways when she encounters them on walls 

and packages or when she encounters a parent writing, as well as when 

she sees printed books? Fingerspelling is a particular manipulation of
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the alphabet from two-dimensional print to three-dimensional gesture® 

That is, fingerspelling may develop as a separate variety of language 

or it may be dependent on print® It may precede, follow, or coincide 

with print development® It may function as a supplement or as a viable 

mode of extended communication® The acquisition and use of finger- 

spelling will be investigated in this study for its relation to print 

and for its use as a communication mode®

In hearing people different relations obtain between speech and 

different types of print, but they all assume a common understanding of 

both varieties® There are many possible relations that could obtain 

between speech and print in a deaf child's language development® Print 

could be secondary to and dependent on speech® If the child because of 

deafness has no phonological representation of speech, print might be a 

primary variety and speech might be dependent on it® One variety might 

follow the other in time of development® In exploring the relation

between print and speech or gestures, the relation between signs and

printed signs, between speech and spelling, between the alphabet and 

fingerspelling will be investigated®

Although it is not the aim of this dissertation to study inter

pretation, it is one of the aims to examine how one deaf child learns 

to juggle the varieties of language available to her® This study will 

examine whether mode transliteration occurs spontaneously and how the 

child learns to align a particular language code with a particular 

variety or modality for production® The novel issues raised in this 

introduction will be explored in a uniquely advantageous setting, one
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which will allow for the isolation of several varieties of language and 

for the exploration of the relations that obtain among them in their 

acquisition by a deaf child of deaf parentso

Statement of the Problem

This is a descriptive study of a deaf child of deaf parents * 

acquiring both ASL and English in speech, sign, and print* The 

purposes of the study are two: 1) to examine the history of one such

deaf child s development through several varieties of language, both 

oral and visual,both two- and three-dimensional; 2) to describe the 

interaction of these varieties in the child’s spontaneous communica

tion, and in her reading of sign and alphabetic print*

The issues raised in this disseration are too complex to be 

answered completely by data from one child* The situation of this 

child is unique to deaf children of deaf parents who know both ASL and 

English* Whether this child is representative of that group is,of 

course, impossible to answer *

There are, nevertheless, many parallels between this child’s 

language situation and those of other children* We all share the 

experience ot processing at least two varieties of language form—  

speech and print— and several varieties of language code— formal and 

informal (Fishman 1973)* The existence of natural language in a visual 

modality reminds us that though speech is a natural form of language, 

it is not necessary* Language can and does arise in other modes 

(Klima 1975)* Perhaps understanding of processes restricted to the



visual mode can give a fresh perspective to the consideration of more 

common situationso



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

It is well-known that pre-lingual deafness imposes severe limi

tations on the educational, achievement of individuals which are rarely 

overcomee Reading achievement rarely advances beyond fifth grade level 

(Furth 1966), and linguistic competence in written English remains 

inferior to that of a ten-year-old hearing child (Quigley 1968)0 Hear

ing children acquire language informally prior to attendance in schoolo 

Deaf children, in contrast, frequently enter school with little or no 

language, sometimes without even the awareness that there is languageo 

In spite of the fact that schooling for deaf children has focused on 

mastery of the English language, most of them leave school without 

having attained competenceo

The perception of many educators that deaf children whose 

parents were deaf performed better academically and socially than deaf 

children whose parents were hearing has now been documented (Meadow 

1967; Brasel and Quigley 1975)0 Interest in signing children has come 

from two directions: 1) the desire to know what the similarities and

differences are between language acquisition in the visual and auditory 

modalities and 2) the desire to know if using signs with young deaf 

children will enable them to progress farther academically and maintain 

more pleasant relationships with their hearing families» A third con

cern is the definition and description of the varieties of language

30
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available to deaf childrerio This chapter includes a brief review of 

pertinent literature in these three areaso Because this dissertation 

covers such a large number of language varieties in deaf children, it 

would be easy to get lost in a complete review of the literature of any 

one of them, for example, speech or reading in deaf children.. Instead, 

this literature review will be restricted to those studies which give 

the background from which this study derives its particular concerns<>

Varieties of Language in the Study 

Six of the varieties of language available to the deaf will

receive attention in this study: 1) American Sign Language, 2)

(Pidgin) Sign English, 3) Fingerspelling, 4) Signed English Print, 5) 

English Print, and 6) Speecho

American Sign Language

ASL is not derived from or historically related to English in 

any wayo ASL is historically related to the sign language of France, 

though not derived from spoken or written French (Stokoe 1972;

Frishberg 1975)o ASL makes use of the visual-spatial mode for vocabu

lary, morphology, and syntax0 Fischer (1978) argues that ASL is a

creole recreated by each generation of deaf children, and her argument

fits my six years of observations of deaf children in schoolse One 

question, however, concerns whether or how much of the sign language of 

deaf children in special schools eventually enters the ASL of the adult 

deafo A corollary is how many adult deaf use a sign language with the 

properties described for ASL in the literatureo Informants for these
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studies have been almost exclusively native signers of ASL, while most 

signers are, in fact, not native but have learned the language either 

as school children or as adults0 The description of ASL that follows 

is contributed by native signers of ASL*

Vocabularyo There is more iconicity in a sign language than in 

a spoken language* Many signs capture some visual quality of an object 

or action* Over the years this aspect of signs has been the dominant 

one mentioned* It, along with what Klima calls glottocentric bias, has 

led to descriptions of sign language as "concrete” or "Ideographic” or 

the notions that signs are "pure concepts" rather than linguistic 

items * The use of the term "concrete" should not lead one to conclude 

that sign language can not convey messages of love or justice or per

sonality or that it cannot describe believing, trusting, or hoping* 

Signs themselves may be more concrete than spoken words in the sense 

that the hands can be captured in a way that sound waves cannot* They 

may be more concrete in their visual relation to referents, but mean

ings are not concrete* Signs are ideograms and "pure concepts" in the 

same way that spoken words are; that is, signs and spoken words both 

represent concepts* Sign symbols do not map onto spoken or written 

symbols but directly onto meaning, as spoken symbols themselves map 

directly onto meaning* Every signed or spoken symbol has a range of 

meanings that users of the symbol perceive as grouped together under 

that symbol (word)* Everybody knows the wide range of referents and 

particulars the word dog maps onto, as everybody in linguistics or 

anthropology knows Whorf’s example of the many different subdivisions
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in Eskimo of what English calls snoWo On the other hand, if signs were 

"pure concepts" in a way that obviated language, then there would be no 

language rules to learno Indeed, "pure concepts" seems to apply more 

appropriately to good pantomime than to sign language, and pantomime is 

limited to what one can see or evoke through vision, making rich use of 

contexto Sign language is not* When Tomkins (1969) gives a history of 

Indian sign language, he includes example after example of sign lan

guage as mimeo That is communication but not language0 Bellugi and 

colleagues have more than adequately pursued the issues of iconicity 

and transparency and, I would hope, laid it to rest by placing it in 

the perspective of language in a visual-spatial modeo In short, sign 

languages are more iconic because the visual medium allows greater 

representation than the auditoryo Many more sign words look a little 

like their referents than spoken words sound like theirso As Bellugi 

and Siple (1974) have demonstrated, however, most sign words are not 

transparento. That is, once you know the meaning of a sign you can 

provide a rationale for it, but the chances of guessing the meaning 

because of the way the sign looks are slim0

Morphologyo It is in this domain that the special qualities of 

a visual-spatial language may be most interestingo In spoken language 

such modifications of meaning as past, durative, plurality, perfection, 

directionality, if they are marked at all, are marked by particles 

which appear as affixes or as separate words0 Plural in English, for 

an example, is realized as a suffix with several phonologically influ

enced possibilities /-z -s - s/ and with two common graphic
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possibilities /-s -es/ and some others less commono In ASL, however, 

morphological changes generally f'overlay11 the root sign and result in 

changes of movement and (usually) slight changes of form, which may be 

physically influenced by the changes in movemento Sometimes the move

ment is repeated, which is similar to the repetition of syllables or 

words that some spoken languages employe For example, the typical way 

to change a verb to a noun is to shorten the movement and repeat ito 

Thus, SIT has one movement of the index and middle fingers of the 

dominant hand crossing the index and middle fingers of the base hand* 

For CHAIR the signer shortens and repeats this movement (Supalla and 

Newport 1978)0 Other times, however, the movement changes location, 

direction, size or some dynamic quality* ASL seldom adds particles to 

a sequence of language but changes some element or adds a new quality 

to the production (Bellugi 1975)* This sort of overlay rather than 

sequential ordering has led researchers to propose the greater degree 

of simultaneity in sign language as one of the differences between 

language in an auditory and in a visual-gestural mode (Fischer and 

Gough 1979; Bellugi and Klima 1975)*

The inventive use of space allows for a certain economy in the 

language along with a richness in the operations that can be applied to 

the forms * For example, the sign equivalent of English "pay attention" 

is a single word (sign): the flat palms of the hands face each other

from opposite sides of the face and move outward* "I pay attention to 

you" or "I am paying attention to you" in ASL is the same single sign, 

with the hands moving in the direction of the object of attention*
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,e(You) pay attention to me" is the same single sign again, but with the 

direction of movement reversed: the hands move from in front toward

the sides of the face0 "Ifve been paying attention (all day long and 

I'm tired)" is translated in sign into the same single sign again, but 

in this case the movement outward from the face is repeated so that 

ovals are described in the air on each side of the face as the hands 

move forward to a point, then circle back to move forward again and 

againo The changes are not made by the addition of words as in English

"at me" or "at you" or "have been -ing" but by changes in the movement

of a single formo Changes in meaning that are expressed in English 

through different lexical items may also be expressed in ASL through 

changes in movement of a single wordo One expression of the meaning 

"pay complete attention" in English is "concentrateo" The ASL trans

lation of "concentrate" is the sign PAY-ATTENTION, with the movement 

made more punctual, or suddeno As one might expect, also, ASL makes a 

number of distinctions that English does not, though some other spoken 

languages, for example Navajo (Allen 1977) make some of them, too0 In 

English "put" encompasses a wide variety of specific types of putting» 

ASL does not permit this particular linguistic generalization0 If we

ask the translation of "put" we are shown a sign in which the fingers

and thumb make a flat "0" at about a 45° angle to the bodyo The move

ment of the sign is down to a point then forward in an arc of about 

165° to another pointo PUT is commonly marked for directionality, 

which does not cause any change in shapeo For the concept !put-upf 

the arc of the sign moves vertically upward rather than horizontally,
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and so on„ But PUT and other signs also change shape to incorporate 

certain aspects of the size and shape of objects or to incorporate 

certain manners of puttingo The shape of ’put the box on the shelf’ 

will change from the flat tt0n to a classifier for box-shaped objects 

made with two hands while ’on the shelf’ is indicated when the arc 

stops on a flat plane in the airo

It is interesting to note that while these aspects of ASL 

morphology are quite iconic (or mimic) children’s signing is character

ized by their absenceo Mow (1974) reported that children’s sign did 

not modulate to incorporate even such obviously mimic elements as 

direction0 Instead of modulating PUT to include the direction of up, 

a child signed PUT? UP0 In her discussion of fluent sign, Bellugi has 

given examples of modulations which ’’suppress iconicityo” The sign 

YEAR iconically ’’indicates the earth revolving .around the sun0” One 

fist is stationary in front of the midriff while the other fist con

tacts it, bottom to top, makes a full revolution around it, and returns 

to the original contacto For the concept ’for years and years’ the 

upper fist describes the revolution above the stationary fist; it does 

not revolve around the fisto For ’yearly’ it does not circle at all 

but brushes several times against the top of the stationary fisto The 

marker for continuous, usually a slow circular or arc-like motion, and 

the one for habitual, rapid repetition, may be somewhat iconic in them

selves, but when applied to YEAR, the effect is to suppress the 

iconicity of the root sign (Bellugi and Klima 1975)0 ASL has a rich
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morphology which operates in a way quite different from spoken lan

guages in general, and quite independent of English in particulare

SyntaXo As long as linguists thought of ASL as a visua1-manua1

language, their efforts to discover syntactic rules ended in confusione
: t  '

English, as a point of reference, is an SVO language; that is, most

sentences are in subject-verb-object order0 Linguists have tried to

determine a usual word order for ASL sentences0 Fischer (1975) and

Liddell (1977) present different analyses of historical change in ASL

from nineteenth century SOV to present day SVO word order* Changes in

word order include OSV when the object is topicalized and VOS when the

verb phrase is topicalized* A major breakthrough in ASL syntax

occurred when Liddell began to analyze facial expression, the tilt or

movement of the head, and the movement or orientation of the body*

"These non-manual activities are the key to understanding the structure

of ASL utterances* Without attending to these signals, the flow of

signs could give the appearance of being an unstructured jumble" (p* 1

Intro*)* Non-manual signals serve not just the supra-segmental function

writers have recognized but actually mark syntactic structure* They

are not only communicative as in English dialogue, but linguistic,

governing syntactic structure*

Liddell observed that the duration of non-manual signals is

strictly correlated with manual signs in an utterance* He found that

the sign sequences

RECENTLY DOG CHASE CAT COME HOME



had two very different interpretations and different underlying struc

tures 0 One translates in English as "The dog that recently chased the 

cat came home" and the other as "The dog recently chased the cat and 

then he came homeo" The cue to these underlying structures is not in 

the signs or in the sequence of signs but in the tilt of the head and 

the facial expression,. For the relative clause, the head is tilted 

back, the eyebrows are raised, and the muscles raising the upper lip 

are tensed* For the main clause the head and eyebrows are lowered and 

the muscles of the upper lip relaxed* In the second sentence, there is 

no raising or tensing because there is no relativization* This is a 

process quite different from that of English, where gestures may 

accompany speech but do not regularly mark syntax* Furthermore, an,

ASL signer would not always use a relative clause in the same context 

that an English speaker would choose one (see Thompson for another view 

1977)*

(Pidgin) Sign English

Woodward (1973b) and others have given preliminary descriptions 

of characteristics of a natural pidgin derived from ASL and English* 

Whereas ASL has no articles and English has articles, they may or may 

not occur in Sign English* Plural is marked in some environments in 

ASL by reduplication and may be so marked in Sign English* Whereas ASL 

has no copula and English has a highly inflected one, old style Sign 

English may use the sign usually glossed TRUE and new style may use new 

signs based on English* Aspect may be marked in PSE either through ASL
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verb reduplication (Fischer 1973) or through the use of inflected forms 

of be from English for progressive0 For example, in Sign English a 

speaker may sign ATTEND with reduplication (short repetitions) or sign 

ATTEND and a new sign for English -ING— or both! Sign English may or 

may not be accompanied by speech* When it is, this form of communica

tion is usually called Simultaneous Communication or Total Communi- 

cationo When Sign English closely parallels written English, it is 

sometimes called Manual English or Signed English (Wilbur 1976)* When 

English structure is the goal, the signer makes use of numerous new 

signs for vocabulary and morphology, including signs for the past 

morpheme or D to indicate regular past endings, a sign for -ing for 

progressive aspect, -st for plural or third person singular verb ending, 

-ful, -tion, articles the, a., an, etc*

Hearing people usually identify Sign English so completely with 

English print that they will exclaim in puzzlement when a deaf person 

expresses some concept in sign and then is unable to produce its 

English print form* For hearing signers Sign English is usually 

another form of English, like print, and some of them report rapid 

visualizing of print "in the mind's eye" (sub-visualizing?) as they 

sign* For the deaf this identification is not always automatic* Deaf 

people's written dictation taken from careful Sign English may show 

considerable mismatch and numerous gaps, as teachers of the deaf 

usually findo When the regular English teachers of some deaf high 

school students gave their dictation, they were amazed at the !,simple 

ordinary words" that many of the students could not produce in writing
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(Maxwell 1979)o For example, a hearing teacher might sign and say to 

his students, "correct your mistakes 011 There is a problem in the 

choice of sign for "correct1̂  In ASL CORRECT (right) is only an 

adjective, not also a verb 0 The meaning * correct your mistakes' would 

be rendered in ASL as CHANGE YOUR MISTAKE* (TO RIGHT ANSWER+) or MAKE 

ANSWER+ RIGHTo This lack of fit between English and ASL can lead to 

confusion in deaf listeners who do not know this fact of English (or 

have not been conditioned by school to know what to do without being 

told) or to oddities in the language of hearing signers who may drop 

the verb "correct" from their languageo Other mismatches arise because 

of semantic differences in the lexicons 0 In English several very dif

ferent concepts are all labeled with the word "right"0 In ASL, how

ever, the concepts grouped as 'correct, appropriate' are expressed by 

one sign, the direction by another, what one is due or has privilege 

to by a third, 'restoring to upright position' by a fourth, and the 

aforementioned 'making right' by otherso "All right" has a single 

sign equivalento Other problems arise when several items in English 

are subsumed under one symbol in ASLo "Allow", "permit" and "let" 

can be used interchangeably in some environments, but when followed 

by infinitives, "allow" and "permit" require marking with "to" while 

"let" requires no markingo ASL has only one sign to translate all 

three English words and no lexical infinitive marker0 To make the 

distinctions of English the signer may change the handshapes of 

ALLOW- LET - P ERMIT to make the English distinctiono This mismatch in 

vocabulary is not surprising; French and Swahili do not match English
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eithere Recall the ersatz Spanish interpreter at the OAS who trans

lated an interjectory "Now" as "Ahora" instead of "Pues"o The combina

tion of ASL vocabulary with English structure and lexical distinctions 

represents neither language perfectly* The point, of course, is not to 

prove that ASL and English are different languages but to illustrate 

some of the problems of deliberate pidginizatlon when the parties 

involved in the communication do not realize the mismatch in the base 

languages*

Another point to make about Sign English that is very like 

English is that it is considerably slower (l have not measured it, but 

the difference is obvious in every signer I have seen) than either ASL 

or spoken English, which are roughly the same speed for discourse 

(Bellugi 1972)* Frequently, a signer of this variety speaks or 

whispers or sub-vocalizes English as he signs * The voice for many 

signers loses volume against their will and typically loses its char

acteristic modulations as well as the characteristic rhythms of 

English* Some study of this problem might enlighten our understanding 

of language production* Teachers of the deaf who use Sign English and 

project their voices to a classroom tend to develop a loud, flat, 

measured way of speaking that sounds somewhat foreign, if they do not 

work against it* (My first year of teaching deaf youngsters resulted 

in stories about my adventures to hearing friends* Everything I had 

said to a deaf student was repeated to these long-suffering friends in 

the same distorted voice that had accompanied my signing, even though 

my hands were still* Often for hearing signers, the hands seem to
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take on a life of their own and not exactly talk along with the voice 

but move slightly linguistically, perhaps analogous to the sub

vocalization that accompanies some readingo) The implication is that 

there is some problem in the interaction of oral and manual modes of 

production, at least when the code is Englisho Possibly the division 

of energies between speech and sign modes causes the slownesse Or, 

possibly,\ most hearing Sign English users simply lack sufficient 

fluency to maintain a natural speed» Probably one of these factors 

causes distortion in speech patterns during signing»

Another consequence of signing English rather than ASL struc

ture is the loss of the function of the face and postureo Remnants may 

linger, but their role is a supra-segmental one or a non-verbal one of 

expressivenesso Whereas ASL is a facial-gestural-postural form of 

language, Sign English is more strictly manual»

Recent efforts at language planning among educators of the deaf 

have resulted in another form of signing English (Wilbur 1976)0 These 

workers have as their goal the learning of English by deaf children0 

They are not much concerned with the adult deaf community but with the 

environment of little deaf children,. They are particularly sensitive 

to the fact that most deaf children have hearing parents whose native 

language is English and whose chief concern is that their children 

learn Englisho Recognizing the mismatch between Sign English and 

English, they have devised new systems which are, for hearing people, 

neasier to learn and use than ASLo" Although the systems differ in 

several respects, each aims to be tra more direct translation of English
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into visual symbols", ioe», transliteration, than the pidgin forms 

(Gustason 1972, p 0 5)0 That is, the new systems aim to avoid transla

tion problems between languages and transfer one language to another 

modality, ice*, to transliterate English from a spoken/written form to 

a manual form*

The devisors of these systems have shared two major aims: 1)

to eliminate lexical distinctions based on ASLo They eliminate for 

example, all but one sign glossed as "right" above0 They are all 

signed with the same sign because in English the print and sound forms 

are all the sameo 2) To introduce sign forms for English affixes*

Some of these are used in Sign English, but the effort reaches full 

flower in the new systems* The ASL sign ATTENTION is borrowed and 

restricted to the English verb "attend", "Attention" is signed ATTEND + 

-TION* "Pay attention" is realized as three signs instead of the one 

in ASL: PAY (which in ASL is restricted to money) + ATTEND + -TION* 

Although this form of signing makes a strong effort to reflect English 

morphology as realized in print, it is not exact and can produce, as
V-

above, ATTEND + -TION, LAW + ER for "lawyer" or SCISSOR + S , and can 

sign "vice" the same in "Vice squad" and "vice president", but not show 

that the first syllable of "sandwich" looks and sounds the same as 

"sand"*

Speech always accompanies new signs* In fact, new signs are 

said to make speech (language) clear to the child* The promulgators of 

new signs expect new-signers to "have English in their heads*" Errors 

in a memory experiment should reflect English (speech? print?) rather
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than ASL regularities (Bellugi 1972), but n o .one has examined this 

issue.

Fingerspelling

This manual form of language parallels print letter by letter. 

The manual alphabet of the United States forms each of the twenty-six 

letters with the fingers of one hand. The shapes of the letters are 

also most of the basic handshapes of ASL signs. Fingerspelling is 

print transposed to three-dimensional space. Fingerspelling combined 

with speech is known as the Rochester Method named after the school for 

the deaf in Rochester, N. Y. It may be the sole form of language in 

communication or it may join with new signs, or Sign English, or it may 

be borrowed into ASL.

When fingerspelled words are permanently borrowed into ASL, 

they become sign-like. That is, they operate in space as signs do. A 

frequently cited example of a common borrowing is D-O-G. Fingerspell

ing is ordinarily performed roughly in front of the shoulder, although 

in ASL discourse it may occur wherever the hand happens to be.' The ASL 

sign DOG is performed with the elbow in the same position as for 

fingerspelling but with the 'lower arm supine. The signer snaps his 

fingers. The borrowed fingerspelled sequence assumes the twist of the 

snapping fingers (Battison 1977).

Fingerspelling is quite slow and cumbersome without this 

assimilation. The rate of production is controlled as much by recep

tion as by physical skill. Eye fatigue is a common complaint of those 

required to process lengthy fingerspelled material, and it is difficult
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to process unfamiliar words delivered at normal speed without repeti- 

tiono Unlike the processing of print, there is no opportunity to look 

aheade On the other hand, the cumbersomeness of fingerspelling per

ceived by deaf signers may be due to limited English abilities more 

than to the mode itself* Quigley (1968) reports three-and-a-half-year- 

old deaf children communicating fluently in fingerspelling* For hear

ing signers the balance may shift the other way: greater knowledge of

English but less skill in transmitting or receiving the mode* Or it 

may be the case that the mode is inherently awkward and slow* More 

certain is the limitation imposed by spelling ability* Some young 

hearing children begin to write before they have knowledge of standard 

spelling (Read 1975), making up their own rules for phoneme-grapheme 

correspondence * .

For the hearing initiate, fingerspelling may seem like spelling 

words out in the air, but this is inefficient and almost makes com

munication impossible* A better analogy is with writing* We do not 

spell out the words we write; and if we did, writing would be unbear

ably slow* Some anecdotal evidence is offered by the case of a deaf 

girl who fingerspelled a word correctly in discourse, then went to 

write the word and did not know how to spell it* Similarly, finger- 

spelling is read the way print is read in the sense that we do not 

spell words out in order to read them and understand them*

Signed English Print

Friedman said in 1975 that the deaf community is one in which 

there is literacy only in a second language (p* 940)* Although
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speakers of German and Arabic may write a dialect different from the 

one they speak, they are still operating in dialects of the same 

languageo The deaf in the United States learn to read and write 

English printo The public operates overwhelmingly in English and any 

education the deaf enjoy is, of course, based on Englisho Their situa

tion may be analogous to that of some African groups who are educated 

in French rather than in their native languages„ If this is a good 

parallel, it is worth noting that the French writing of many such stu

dents is immediately identifiable as the language of a non-native 

speakero ASL has never had a written form, although it has been illus

trated and now analyzedo In an attempt to help parents and children 

mutually enjoy more language experiences, a group of workers has been 

producing, since 1970, a set of books for young deaf childreno These 

books are brightly colored version of old tales like Little Red Riding 

Hood and stories about concerns like visiting the dentisto The books 

are written in English print and each print word is accompanied by the 

illustration of the appropriate sign* The writers call their illus

trated form of language "Signed English"o It is an intermediate form, 

assigning a sign to every English word, using some new signs, and 

separate signs for English affixeso The flyleaf of each book in the 

series states that Signed English is "a tool designed to supplement 

speech and thereby help /[the parent/ communicate better with the

c hi l do "
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SO

HAPPY

Although this is not a form of language devised by the deaf 

themselves, it may enjoy the same success as some other introductions 

of literacy, at least for children. Sometimes schools also make use of 

drawn sequences of sign language to cue English print.

English Print

This is familiar alphabetic English, whether printed or written 

by hand in whatever style.

Speech

This variety is simply spoken English.

Summary of the Varieties 

Each of the varieties described in this review is used by a 

somewhat different population of the deaf or educators of the deaf for 

somewhat different purposes.

ASL is signed by the deaf among themselves, in whatever style. 

Few hearing people, except those born to deaf parents, learn ASL 

(Markowicz and Woodward 1975). Sign English arose naturally for com

munication between deaf and hearing people. A more English-Sign



English was intended to be a language for instruction in classrooms0 

New sign systems are designed to visually represent English vocabulary 

and morphologye The newest varieties are designed for instruction and 

for hearing parents to use with their deaf children before the children 

enter school, in order that they may acquire language at the appro

priate time and establish fluent communication in English, the parents' 

language, in the home0 Signers of new systems are not expected to know 

ASLo Fingerspelling is mixed with any of the other language forms or 

used independently when one wishes to convey exact English wordso Sign 

Print was developed as a tool for parents to learn a Sign English 

system while interacting with their deaf childreno English Print and 

speech are the normal modes of linguistic communication in the United 

Stateso

Language Acquisition of the Signing Child 

The first line of research on signing children has attempted to 

understand the process of language acquisition in deaf and hearing 

children who are exposed to sign language in the home (Bellugi and 

Klima 1975; Schlesinger and Meadow 1972; Jones 1976; Stoloff and Dennis 

1978; Prinz 1979)0 Recently, such studies have focused on the acquisi

tion of particular properties of ASL learned by deaf children whose 

deaf parents sign ASLo For example, the aspect of ASL which has 

received most attention from linguists and non-linguists alike is its 

high degree ofs iconic!ty (Bellugi and Klima 1972)o One might expect 

iconicity to facilitate language learning, and, in fact, it appears to 

be helpful for certain language-handicapped non-deaf individuals



(Konstantereas, Oxman and Webster 1978; Bonvillian and Nelson 1978)o 

The exposure of these individuals to signs, however, has been through 

deliberate teaching in which the iconicity plays a central part* Of 

those researchers studying natural sign acquisition, only Prinz has 

suggested that iconicity was an enabling factor in the sign acquisition 

of a hearing child raised by a hearing father (Prinz himself) and a 

deaf mothero His examples of enabling iconicity, however, are highly 

suspecte He suggests, for example, that his child learned a baby form 

of the sign MILK quite early because it is representational of milking 

a cowo The child, however, had never seen a cow, much less a cow being 

milked, and we have no evidence that she associated milk with cows at 

alio Thus the use of iconicity is unpersuasive0 In contrast, several 

observers have noted a relative lack of iconicity in the signing of 

young deaf children exposed to fluent ASLo As reported to date, this 

lack is of two types: 1) absence of spatial or directional modula

tions on signs, or the use of only citation form signs, and 2) absence 

of spatial elements either in exploitation of the signing space or in 

the use of action and noun classifiers or size and shape specifiers 

(Mow 1974; Ellenberger and Steyaert 1978; Maxwell 1979)o

Only gradually did either of the two children studied longi

tudinally incorporate spatial or locational modulations0 At seven 

years of age, one child studied (Maxwell 1979; the child is Alice; also 

the subject of this report) still did not have the structuring of space 

or the use of either classifiers or specifiers under consistent con

trol,, A slightly different report exists for two other deaf children
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of deaf parents (Hoffmeister 1978)» When these children were 52-53 

and 53-56 months, respectively, they "usually modulated properly" all - 

the verbs that allowed modulation, with locative the most common and 

source the least commono Pronominalization and location began in these 

children as simple pragmatic gestures but also gradually "yielded to 

the emergence of spatial indicators" as the children learned to struc

ture space linguisticallyo One of Hoffmeister’s subjects is also 

Ellenberger and Steyaert1s childo This child and Maxwell1s were 

exposed to Sign English as well as ASLo Both children alternated 

spatial structuring with English word order after about 60 months o

Bernstein (1979) replicated ClarkTs (1973) experiment to test 

whether deaf signing children could use the iconicity of signed spatial 

relations to help them complete a manipulative tasko The handshapes in 

an ASL spatial relation, that is, are classifier handshapes which 

iconically relate to classes of objectso If iconicity were productive 

for these children, their performance on the task should have been 

affected by the signso Because it was not, Bernstein was able to con

clude that the children were unaware of (or at least not using) 

iconicity in their comprehension of spatial relations«,

It is obvious from this short review that very little is known 

about the acquisition of ASL, although various researchers are cur

rently at work on the investigation,,



Educators' Concerns with the Variety of 
Deaf Children's Language

Educators have generally compared groups of deaf children dis

tinguished by the variable of parental or school language variety with 

the aim of identifying which language environment— an English-like sign 

system, ASL, oral, or auditory-emphasis/oral— leads to better school 

achievement (e0go, Moores, Weiss and Goodwin 1978)0 For a description 

of these, see Moores (1974), BonviIlian, Charrow and Nelson (1973), or 

Wilbur (1976)o In summary, deaf children of deaf parents achieve higher 

than deaf children of hearing parentso Meadow (1972) reported that 

they also displayed better self-concepts0

A splinter controversy exists over what kind of signs to use, 

with various systems proposed and their degree of English-ness argued 

(for a discussion of signs and sign systems, see Wilbur 1976)« No 

research has compared the effectiveness of the various systems for 

developing English competence, although one group has studied inflec

tional morphemes in deaf children using one system (Gilman and Raffin 

1975; Raffin 1976)0 Another group, Griswold and Commings (1974), has 

studied early vocabulary development in signing childreno

At the heart of the oral/manual controversy in the education 

of deaf children is a persistent fear that the use of one mode somehow 

precludes the othero Parents are told that allowing their deaf child 

to use any gestures will inhibit speech developmento Educators who 

sign are asked if they don't want deaf children to learn to speak„

There exists, however, no direct evidence that the use of manual
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communication is detrimental to the development of speech (Power 1974; 

Moores 1971, 1974)«

One assumption shared by both proponents of English-like signs 

and exclusive speech is that their mode will lead to better competence

in English than the other0 In a longitudinal study of school programs,
-

Moores (1971) found no significant difference in the speech of deaf 

children exposed to manual and auditory modes, but he found that the 

children exposed to manual modes performed significantly better in 

academic and social skills«, In investigating the English of the deaf, 

researchers regularly test reading and writing (Swisher 1976)o One 

problem with this approach is apparent in view of the difficulties that 

many hearing children with normal spoken language have with reading and 

writingo On the other hand, deaf children are often said to have read

ing problems when in fact they really have problems with the English 

languageo When deaf children who sign read, English print and sign 

what they are reading, the English-ness of their signs has an inverse 

relationship to comprehension; that is, the worse their comprehension 

the more English-like their signs; while the better their comprehension, 

the more ASL-like their signs (Ewoldt 1977, 1978)0 Such deaf children 

also apparently comprehend better when the English printed words are 

arranged in an ASL-like word order and some inflections are omitted 

(Odom and Blanton 1970)o Although some teaching strategies have 

stressed the need to "go from sound to print,11 it appears from short

term memory experiments (Conrad 1964, 1965) that some deaf readers
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store information phonologically and some store it graphically0 

Probably some make use of signs0

One study (Ewoldt 1977) presented one Signed English storybook 

to one six-year-old deaf child who signed but was not a native signero 

The child was also unfamiliar with the format of the books« The 

child's treatment of the sign illustrations and English print was only 

minimally successfulo Ewoldt herself judged that the child got nothing 

out of the experience, but I will refer in detail to her discussion in 

Chapter 4 and compare her findings and interpretation to this study0

Summary

This chapter has presented somewhat detailed definitions of 

language varieties examined in the study— ASL, Sign Variations, Sign 

Print, and English Print,and Speecho Research directly relevant to 

this dissertation is quite meager and includes studies on iconicity and 

limited other aspects of ASL in children of deaf parents and studies of 

school achievement in deaf children trained in different language 

varieties either because of their parents or school trainingo Few of 

the studies on language and academic skills have explored the processes 

of deaf children's communicationo Conrad (1964, 1965), Odom and 

Blanton (1970), and Ewoldt (1977, 1978) have explored processes in 

reading English print and Ewoldt (1977) looked at one child's process

ing of Sign Print combined with English print0 No one has, however, 

looked at the varieties of language deaf children use with the purpose 

of understanding their interaction of these varietieso



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This study concerns a deaf child of deaf parents who acquires 

both ASL and English in speech sign, and print varieties0 The purposes 

of the study are two: 1) to examine the history of one such deaf

child!s development through the varieties of language available to her, 

in oral and visual modalities, visually both two- and three-dimen

sional; and 2) to describe the interaction of these varieties in the 

childTs spontaneous communication and in her reading of sign and alpha

betic printo Specifically, the purpose of this study is to determine 

any patterns in this development of interaction and the child's 

strategies for managing the different varieties of language available 

to her0

Background of the Subject 

The subject of this study, who shall be called Alice, was born 

March 14, 1969 of deaf parents and has deaf grandparents on one side* 

She appears to have above normal intelligence as measured by the Leiter 

and Merill Palmer scaleso Alice also has always appeared to be bright 

and curiouso Audiometric testing elicited responses only at 250 Hz and 

500 Hzo The hearing loss is presumed to be hereditary; however, Alice 

has four older hearing and hard of hearing brothers and sistersP The 

youngest of these was 10 when Alice was born0 None of these losses was 

educationally significanto Her loss was discovered by her father when

54
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she was 8 months old* Until that time, most of the parents' communi

cation to the child was in speech, as they attempted to provide their 

presumed hearing child with a speech model0 Although they wanted Alice 

to learn to sign for their later ease in communicating with her, they 

felt their first responsibility to her, as to the other children, was 

to give her a speech modelo Both parents have speech that is usually 

intelligible but has typical prosodic, pitch, and articulation features 

of deaf speecho Most communication between the parents and hearing 

children is without signs, although the hearing children have learned 

more signs to communicate with Alice*,

Alice's father was deafened at age 2 or 3 and he attended a 

school for the deaf where he learned ASLo The mother is hard of hear

ing and is a native signer of ASL with deaf parentso The father has a 

master's degree in education and has been an administrator in both day 

and residential programs for deaf children*. The mother graduated from 

college and has a teaching certificate in Special Education for the 

Deafo The parents report that they use ASL and fingerspelling with 

deaf friends and with each other, some form of Sign English or speech 

with hearing people*. Both read and write English (the father has pub

lished an article written in English^ When the parents discovered 

their daughter was deaf, they made a plan for presenting language to 

hero They began communication in ASL and planned to later introduce 

fingerspelling and some form of English sign*, They did not adopt a 

formal system but signed what they felt to be English*, Word order and 

signs for English suffixes like -ing and -jd distinguish this form where
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it appearso They also engage in a good deal of code switching and 

t!instant translation” in their discourse,, They never consciously tried 

to teach Alice to read, believing reading was a late developing skill 

that would come in response to instruction at school and not a parental 

responsibility,, On the other hand, much of parent/child interaction 

took place in the context of books or storytelling,, The father tells 

Alice wonderful, joyful stories, acting out parts for her and encour

aging her to act out partso Books and print were of considerable 

importance in this family,. Everyone in the family was involved for 

both work and pleasure with books and writingo The parents wrote 

letters and read frequently« The father had paper work from his 

employment and kept a notebook of Alice1s language developmento She 

literally grew up watching him write down what she said„ The older 

children could be seen reading for pleasure or doing homeworko A type

writer was frequently in use„

Alice was initially contacted for participation in a longi

tudinal study of the acquisition of ASL by Dr„ Ursula Bellugi of The 

Salk Institute, La Jolla, California,,

Dro Bellugi selected Alice for her longitudinal studies of 

language acquisition in a visual modality because parents and child are 

all deaf and sign and because one of the parents was a native signer 

and the other, has been signing since early childhood,,

Alice was first recorded on videotape by Dr„ Bellugi in 1971 

when Alice was 2 years 3 months old„ Alice's language acquisition was 

well underway by that time,, A quotation from a letter Alice's father
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wrote to Dro Bellugi reveals something about the home situation:

People will say that (Alice) is that good because of the type 
of parents she has0 This is only partly true because we can
not teach her formally-— she refuses to participate if we do*,
She will accept us as parents and not as teacherso She is 
stubborn and independent which by now is evident to you 
(August 7, 1972)o

At age five Alice began to attend a day school program for deaf 

children* The teachers Alice has had are not native signers and are 

not deaf* They are reported to have used a form of English sign 

accompanying speech, although they were not observed by anyone attempt

ing to characterize the form of language* They have reported that 

Alice is doing well in school* Her achievement scores for first 

through third grade indicate she is at or above grade level in both 

reading and mathematics*

Standardized Tests--Primary

5/75 Stanford Level 1 Voc* (-0-) Read*(2*2) W*S*(2*4)
Math Cone*(1*6) Math Comp*(2*0) 
List*(-0-) Spell*(3*0)

5/87 Stanford Level 2 Voc*(l«2) Read*(2*5) W*S*(2*5)
Math Conc*(2*5) Math Comp*(3*7)
M* App*(1*5) Spell*(4*3) S*S*(2*0) 
Science(2* 7) Listening (K*6)

5/77 Stanford Level 2 Voc*(l*0) Read*(3*0) W*S*(2*1)
Math Cone*(2*9) Math Comp*(3*0)
M* App*(2*1) Spell*(4*2) S*S*(2*0) 
Science(l*5) Listening (K*3)

Data Gathering

There are two sets of data for analysis videotaped spontaneous 

language and parent records of language used in the home* A natural

istic longitudinal design was used to collect data from Alice* She was
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videotaped monthly in interaction with members of her family and/or 

members of Dr» BellugiT s research staff0 The parents and others were 

instructed to elicit as many utterances as possible from Alice** The 

sessions were situationally free with the participants playing with 

toys, film cassettes, animals, and bookso During these sessions, Alice 

conversed with a variety of people, including parents, siblings, 

friends of the family, and researcherso She also addressed language to 

the family dog, a pet rabbit, and various toys*

The sessions vary in length but are usually two hours or more9 

The quantity of language varies, too0 The amount of time involving 

printed material was not regulated; nor was Alice encouraged to use 

more than one form of language in an utteranceo The exception is that 

one or the other parent occasionally prompted her to spell something* 

Dr* Bellugi alternated taping locales between her studio at Salk and 

Alice's home * One session took place in Alice's classroom*

Most of the data were gathered using various Sony videotape- 

recorders that record 60 images per second* The author was present for 

the 7;4 and conducted the 8;5 sessions* The videotapes were tran

scribed and checked by at least one native signer and another fluent 

signer* The author transcribed several of the tapes and viewed all the 

tapes, comparing them with their transcripts*

Tapes at six months intervals were all studied extensively by 

the author for another study* Intervening tapes were studied only 

where the transcriptions indicated some relevant activity* These tapes 

follow Alice monthly from age 2;3 to 3;0 and then continue at roughly
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six month intervals; 3;6, 4;0, 4;6, 4;11, 5;5, 6;3, and then yearly at 

7;4 and 8;5o Alice was never asked to read, until the final taping 

sessions, in which she read two stories for this research*. The author 

noticed with amazement that Alice was not only talking about the books 

but actually reading parts of them*. This observation led to scrutiny 

of every part of interaction involving some book or printed material0 

As the implications of this activity began to become clear, then 

instances involving more than one form of language for the same meaning 

were located*, Instances of play with or other attention to forms were 

also collected*. These non-book utterances were first identified from 

written transcripts and then viewed on videotapeo

The second set of data is a collection of Home Records Alice's 

father has kept from the time she was 18 months old*, With the guidance 

of Dro Bellugi, Alice's father wrote down language that was of inter

est, especially the emergence of some new expressive or receptive 

abilityo

A Note About Transcription 

Everything said by or to the child was included, as were notes 

about the objects and other aspects of the nonlinguistic situation*, I 

am not a native signer, but all the signers were easy for me to under

stand*, I am confident of my ability to make accurate transcriptionso 

Alice's first tapes were transcribed by Salk researchers, and I was 

able to study them as I studied the tapeso The first tape I tran

scribed myself was spot checked by a native signer, who found no 

errorso Indeed, there were a few instances where my transcription was
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evaluated as an improvement on earlier records0 To be sure of my 

accuracy, all the tapes were doub1e-cheeked«

Transcriptions took the form of English word glosses for stan

dard signso Any differences from the standard description or any 

standard variations were noted either through prose description or 

through the notation devised by Stokoe, Gasterline and Croneberg 19650 

Translations were sometimes included to clarify utteranceso Note was 

made of English signs or signs with initial dez (the handshape changed 

from ASL to match the initial letter of the English print form of the 

word)o Many signs, of course required more than one English word in 

the gloss, and these are transcribed as hyphenated formso Finger- 

spelled words are hyphenated between letters0 Pauses longer than those 

in normal utterances were marked, though not measuredo The author also 

noted eye gaze patterns during book experiences, although in the 

grossest wayQ Numerous notes concerned the placement of signs, which 

is important in ASL for meaning and an important distinction among the 

forms of signingo Pantomimes are described in prose, alsoo

Analysis of Each Language Variety 

Each variety of language used by Alice was examined in detail0 

For each variety, characteristic forms and uses of the variety were 

noted as they appeared in Alice!s development0 The data are divided 

according to the appearance of new features or new uses of the variety 

rather than according to time intervals, but they are reported accord

ing to the time intervals in which the new features appeared* First 

the data were classified according to the varieties of language used—



oral, ASL, Sign English, Fingerspelling, Sign Print, and English Printo 

Each of the language varieties was then analyzed for three broad 

aspects of developments 1) the development of form within each variety 

of languagee For oral language forms noted were only moving the lips 

with or without vocalization and speechreadingo No phonetic analysis 

was attemptedo For Sign English, forms noted were English bound mor

phemes such as -ly and -ing, non-ASL signs, and English word order» 

Fingerspelling forms include the actual making of the letters, con

scious spelling, and fluent expressive fingerspelling (including mis

spelling) o The analysis of Sign Print and of English Print forms 

concerned the relation between the printed forms and ASL, Sign English, 

Fingerspelling, and oral language, as well as between each othero The 

analysis thus reflects that each of the non-ASL varieties of language 

was being acquired against the background of preexisting varietieso 2) 

The uses of each language variety« One of the questions asked for 

bilingual children, this question is of considerable concern to edu

cators of deaf children because of uncertainty about the effects of 

processing language in various modes on the deaf child's general 

language development (see, for example, Ling 1976)0 Issues of use - 

included who was addressed in each variety, the content of each 

variety, and the ways in which one variety was used to decipher mes

sages in another0 3) The child's awareness of the interaction of the

various forms of languageo Issues included the ability to transfer 

knowledge from one variety of language to another and the ability to 

ask questions about a variety of language»
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In addition, it became clear that certain aspects of Alice's 

behavior with story books influenced her language development0 A 

separate subsection thus deals with aspects of story behavior not 

treated in the discussion of the language varietieso These included 

the development of story sense, picture reading, and book manipulation«



CHAPTER 4

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LANGUAGE VARIETIES

Each variety of language used by Alice was examined in detail0 

For each variety, characteristic forms and uses were noted as they 

appeared in Alice's development» The interaction of the variety being 

described with the other varieties is described** The data are divided 

according to the appearance of new features or new uses of_rthe variety 

during time intervals0 The subsections of analysis are thus somewhat 

circular because features and uses continually reappear in new com

plexity or context throughout Alice's development0

Stages of development were searched for for each language 

varietyo These stages were not necessarily parallel and comparisons of 

progress are not made in this chapter0

These are the issues of interest in each of the varieties, pre

sented in the order in which they emerged in Alice's developments

ASLo The grammar of ASL was not studied for this dissertation*, 

We lack, therefore, any comparison of the expression of different 

semantic combinations through two language structures« We were con

cerned in this study with the emergence and development of each vari

ety*, In order to then have some evidence beyond the statement of the 

parents that Alice was indeed acquiring ASL, a study of Alice's sign 

inventions was carried out (Maxwell 1979)0 These inventions give
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evidence of Alice's articulation of visual space and her use of classi

fiers, both characteristics of ASL not shared by Englisho

Oralo Five aspects of oral production were observed in Alice's 

communication: 1) Actual speech; 2) Jabbering, or scribble speech,

talking behavior with or without vocalization that could not be anal

yzed into words; 3) Speechreading, or the gaining of linguistic meaning 

from the visual aspects of others' speech; 4) Mouthing, or the per

formance of speech movements without vocalization; and 5) Awareness of 

the effects of human-caused sounds or such behaviors as sleep* In this 

subsection there is no formal analysis of the quality of Alice's 

speech, although some discussion is offered of the reaction of others 

and of Alice herself to her oral development0 The focus is, however, 

on Alice's uses of oral language, both in terms of the nature of the 

language expressed orally and in terms of the situations in which Alice 

uses oral language*. Aspects of the situation include who is addressed 

with oral language and its relation to the other varieties of language 

Alice commands*,

Fingerspellingo The crucial issue in Alice's fingerspelling is 

the nature of the language expressed through the variety*, In the 

earliest use of the variety, there were both meaningful expressive 

sequences and practice sessions, both with individual words and with 

the alphabet* In addition there is a brief period of jabbering, or 

scribble fingerspelling* An important factor is that this was the only 

language variety overtly taught to Alice0 There were frequent sessions 

of practice and elicited spellings that were not in any communicative
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the fluent expression of meaning in fingerspelling, and spelling, the 

recitation of letters which a word comprises0 Performance of finger- 

spelling and spelling are as different as of writing and spellingo 

Spelling may be rapid or slow, depending on delivery and on familiarity 

with the word, but it is never expressive (except perhaps when we are 

attempting to talk over the heads of children)o

The parents\ teaching method drew a strong connection between 

fingerspelling and alphabetic print; therefore, it is necessary to 

treat alphabetic print somewhat in this sectiono A final subsection 

discusses misspellings in fluent fingerspellingo These indicate some

thing about Alice's knowledge of English spelling and something about 

her relation of spelling to oral language on the one hand and to Sign 

English initial signs on the other0

Sign Englisho This variety is traced through the appearance of 

non-ASL signs and through English syntax and morphologyo No note was 

made of structures shared by ASL and English, only of elements unique 

to Englisho Much of the material signed by Alice in this variety was 

verse0 The variety did not emerge until Alice began school, where she 

was taught to recite and sing a number of selections0 These recita

tions were characterized by a number of linguistic behaviors and 

structures not concurrently found in Alice's spontaneous language and 

apparently led to some odd rules for Englisho Comparison is made of 

Alice's morphology and syntax with the language of hearing English 

speaking childreno Alice's use of Sign English markers in reading, an
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environment more_ heavily weighted toward their use (since the text is 

English) than spontaneous communication might be, gives insight into 

her grammar and into the dynamics of signing with the markers« Three 

years of such story reading were analyzed for this purpose0

While oral language and fingerspelling were never more than 

supplemental varieties for expression, Sign English grew to carry con

siderable weight in Alice1 s communication,. Some indication of how much 

communication contains Sign English elements and of the communicative 

functions of the two varieties is discussedo

Sign Printo This subsection is concerned with the forms of 

signs rendered in two-dimensional printo Knowledge of English is, of 

course, a major factor in reading English, but the focus of this sub- 

section is Alicef s strategies for decoding the printed signso Although 

the printed sign is pictorial, and so bears a closer relation to 

gestural sign than any print form can bear to spoken words, recognition 

of a printed sign is not automatico Alice had first to segment and 

extract individual signs, then to shape them out in a process similar 

to sounding out English words, and then to deal with texto As she 

became more adept and more knowledgeable, Alice was able to use oral 

and English print information to help her make meaning of sign texto 

Alice's approaches were compared to those of two other young 

deaf children of deaf parents on Sign Print (Maxwell 1979)0 Their 

strategies are compared to the reactions of another deaf child of hear

ing parents who has been reported in the literature (Ewold 1977, 1978)0
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English Printo In many ways the fluent processing of English 

print is seen as the ultimate goal for deaf children, because it is 

through this mode that they can share the same experiences as hearing 

children,. It is certainly the prerequisite educational attainmento It 

is thus not only the most advanced language variety in this study but 

perhaps the culmination of the others, from an educator's viewpoint,,

Alice's development passed through stages of dealing with the 

form itself, for example spelling out words, whether or not their mean

ings were known, segmenting words into letters, and interpreting dif

ferent styles of printo Alice early revealed some understanding of the 

uses of print for expressing meaningo She recognized certain words, 

requested the meanings of words she saw, dictated to a writer, and 

looked at books intensively0 There were considerable data on Alice's 

growing concept of a word, its spacing and compositiono Alice fre

quently looked at books whose stories she knew0 In this context she 

began to sort out various ways to match print on a page with meaning0

Story Behavioro So many of the data were collected while Alice 

was interacting with books that it became clear that storytelling and 

book behavior were of great importance in Alice's family and in her 

general language developmento It was concluded that the discussion of 

the details of the language varieties neglected this important general 

area,, Naomi Baron (1974) has suggested that metalinguistic aspects of 

language associated with stories are better predictors of reading suc

cess than the usual factors measured by readiness instrumentso M 0 A„

Ko Halliday (1975) has suggested that the same metalinguistic functions
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are central enablers of language acquisition itselfo Marie Clay (1975) 

has studied the importance of book manipulation and print awareness as 

prerequisites to reading instruction,: Consequently, a final subsection

deals with such general facets of story behavior as' the development of 

story sense, picture reading, and book manipulation, and with such 

metalinguistic aspects as character portrayal through voices« In

addition, some practices appeared unique to story reading in a sign
■ ' ®

variety, and these are reportedo

In the discussion of each variety of language there is alter

nation between attention to form and to function or meaning« This 

oscillation reflects Alice’s own shifting attentiono Chapter 5 dis

cusses how these shifts between form and meaning operated across 

varieties as well as within them0

ASL

There were no data on the emergence of ASL, for it was the 

foundation language, established before the project began0 Alice's 

father recalled that the first sign he was sure of, DADDY, appeared at 

12 months of age0 When videotaping began, Alice at 27 months was still 

at an early stage of expression, with all utterances either single 

signs or combinations of a POINT and a lexical sign* The POINT 

expressed various semantic functions % agent, demonstrative, locative, 

patient, and possessed* The list corresponds to the one compiled by 

Hoffmeister (1978) for his 29 month old subject* Such aspects of 

language as semantic relations, functions of language, grammatical 

functions, and vocabulary growth paralleled the reports for hearing
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children (Collins-Ahlgren 1975)0 Particular features of ASL were not 

studied for this report, but some that have been noted in the litera

ture are noted here to demonstrate that Alice was indeed acquiring ASLo 

The parameters of signs appeared to be meaningful to Alice from the 

beginning of the taping* Certain grammatical processes, in particular 

modulations on verbs and the use of size and shape specifiers and clas

sifiers, emerged gradually* A study was made of all of Alice's 

apparent inventions (Maxwell 1979), that is, nonstandard signs that 

were explainable neither as phonological simplification nor as other 

sorts of pronunciation "mistakes«n One example of such a "mistake": 

Alice signed SPANK with her hands in the wrong orientation, sloping, 

downward and out instead of perpendicular to the body*

Analysis of these nonstandard signs, which I have called 

inventions, revealed the use of sign parameters and processes common to 

standard ASL* A partial list may be illustrative: metonymy (referring

to Mary Poppins by the sign UMBRELLA), punning (shortening the sign 

LONG instead of signing SHORT to tease her father when he asked for a 

long kiss), using size and shape specifiers (hereafter called SASSes; 

see Newport and Bellugi 1976) (referring to a bathtub as ELLIPSE), 

original compounding of regular signs or of SASSes and signs (compound

ing LONG-THINFIRES to mean traffic flares), using classifiers to 

modulate verbs whether or not they are a part of the citation form 

(signing the "legs" classifier to refer to persons and some animals but 

the full hand classifier to refer to other animals), incorporating 

number in time expressions (signing 3-WEEK as one sign), incorporating
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negative (appropriately signing DONTT-KN0W but over-generalizing the 

negative element to produce a nonstandard DONTT-REMEMBER), incorporat

ing a verb feature and a classifier (combining the feature inchoate and 

the classifier for ball-shaped objects with the verb LARGE to produce a 

single sign meaning "the pumpkin grew large")o Of particular diffi

culty for Alice was control of classifiers and SASSes0 Although some 

appeared to be used appropriately before age 3, full mastery still 

eluded Alice at the end of the project0

This brief glance at Alice's development of ASL establishes 

that she was actively learning the rules of that language when other 

varieties began to emerge and that she continued to learn its rules 

while learning the other varieties0

Oral Development 

The five aspects of oral production observed in Alice's com

munication— 1) actual speech, 2) jabbering, 3) speechreading, 4) mouth

ing, and 5) sound awareness--are presented at time periods in which 

some new form or use of one of the aspects appears0 Actual speech was 

the richest aspect of oral development, in terms of the number of uses0 

Speech was used to produces . a) fixed phrases, b) function words, c) 

a stress marker, d) apparent arbitrary choice, e) a means of dis

ambiguating something produced originally in another variety, f) to 

recite memorized material such as songs, g) in addition, Alice talked 

about her speech and allowed her choice of mode to be conditioned by 

external factorso No attempt was made to determine the quality of 

Alice's speech, only its uses0 Some inferences about its quality can
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be made, however, from Alice's and others' reactions to her oral 

developmento

18- 20 months '

lo Speecho As early as 18 months, the time of her father's first 

records, some of Alice's utterances were oralo The first spoken word 

recorded reveals already the ability to resort to alternative language 

forms in Alice0 She announced with a sign that she wanted a cookie*

The sign was unclear and her sister, unable to interpret it, did not 

act* Alice spoke the words "eatrcookie" clearly enough that her sister 

acted without further delay*

2° Jabbering* The term jabbering refers her to talking behavior, 

with or without vocalization, that cannot be analyzed into words* It 

is like energetic babbling in sound but is intentionally playful or 

imitative* Older children and adults "jabber" to imitate excessive 

talking, as when mocking someone who talks on the telephone a lot or 

chatters incessantly*

In her second and third years Alice jabbered in a number of 

contexts * At 20 months she mouthed "ferociously" after seeing her 

father scold the other children* No sound was emitted* The other 

children, who are hearing, would be scolded orally without signs*

Alice imitated the parts of the behavior perceptible to her, the visual 

parts*

3* Speechreading* From as early as 20 months Alice paid attention 

to others' lip movements* Those in her household typically spoke as
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well as signed, and her father wrote that Alice's "eyes studied our lip 

movements0M

4o Mouthingo Her father observed that at 20 months Alice's "own 

mouth movements sometimes came close to what it should look like, when a 

person says 'dog' or 'house'«"

20 - 30 months

lo Speecho Alice produced no verbalizations during the taping at 

27 months and none received attention in the home records for this 

periodo The videotape session did reveal nonlinguistic vocalizations 

such as chuckles, sobs, and squealso When Alice elsewhere made the 

sign CRY in a very expressive, mimic way, as if sobbing, she did not 

emit sobbing sounds0 Four times during the session Alice squealed or 

shrieked in excitemento These behaviors simply confirm the well-known 

fact that deaf children exhibit the range of non-verbal vocalizations 

that hearing children doo

2o Jabberingo At 27 months Alice was videotaped jabbering noise

lessly while holding a toy telephone receiver approprlatelyo After 

handing the receiver back and forth to her mother, Alice made a couple 

speech sounds into the mouthpiece» She also dialed once with the 

receiver on the hook, then offered the receiver to each parento

At another point in the session Mother rang the telephone and 

she and the watching Alice both covered their ears0

Mother: PRO3 (belt) QUESTION<» PRO3 QUESTION GIRL.
Alice: QUESTION. GIRL YES.
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Alice rang the bell and let out a squeal.

Father: PRO3 WHO QUESTION
Alice: GIRL

She again let out a squeal and rang the phone0 

3o Speechreadingo At 30 months Alice speechread her father and 

demonstrated comprehension by pointing to the parts of the body her 

father mouthed: "nose", "hair", "teeth", "ear", "mouth"0

26 - 30 months

4o Mouthingo At 30 months Alice produced the "first" recorded 

mouthing utterance in which a word was produced through mouthing:

LEAVE, SPANK /you1 

The first two words were produced through mouthing and signing0 The 

last word was only mouthed0 The change in mode, moreover, had the 

effect of emphasizing the word* The emphasis was appropriate, because 

Alice was talking back to her father, who frequently warned her that if 

she did not leave something alone, he would spank her!

Her lip movements during the taping sessions were not identi

fiable as speech-relatedo

5o Other sound awareness0 Alice demonstrated that she was aware 

of human-caused sounds at 30 months when she signed that she had 

awakened from her nap ending the need for others to be quiet: SHH

FINISH, AWAKEo

36 - 38 months

lo Speecho There is one report in this segment of Alicefs use of 

signs and speech to answer a hearing neighboro See speechreadingo
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2° Jabberingo No instances in the tape nor notice in the home 

recordo

3o Speechreadingo Father reports that when Mother stepped on the

dog and said with speech only, l!I Tm Sorry, Bo jo,11 Alice immediately

signed, YOU S0RRYo She must have speechread her mother to echo her0

Alice and her father conducted a short mixed mode dialogue in

which he spoke and she signed:

Father (noticing a bruise on Alice): "How? 11
Alice: FALL
Father: "Where?"
Alice: OUTSIDEo

At this age Alice entered a pre-school class for the deaf 

taught by a hearing woman who signed and spoke0 After two days Alice 

was speechreading short utterances produced by this woman: "turn

around", "jump", "thumb", "march", "fall"0

At 38 months Alice was approached by a hearing neighbor, who

spoke:

"Where's your father?"

Alice responded in speech and signs:

AIRPLANE SUNDAY COME

"airplane Sunday " come"

Alice was vocalizing more steadily but still not producing 

either sounds or lip movements that are clearly interpretable0

39 - 42 months 

1 o Speecho
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a 0 The home records note some common phrases which Alice fre

quently uttered orally, sometimes with signs and sometimes indepen

dently at 39-40 months: nPut it b a c k o ”
"Come here*,"
"Over thereo"
"Move0"

and at 42 months: "Hurry up0"

It may be of some significance that these multiple word utter

ances in English have single sign equivalents in ASLo When Alice 

uttered sign'and speech simultaneously, there was meaning correspond

ence but not formal item correspondence, as there would be if Alice had 

been signing manual English or if she felt some need to produce coor

dinated sign and speech exactly simultaneouslyo Sometimes an utterance 

like "Hurry up" emerged as a mixed mode production: HURRY "up"o

b 0 It was common at this interval for several function words 

in English to be spoken, especially if these elements have no surface 

realization in ASLo Examples are:

"This is" POSS^ ; "this is" POSS^ (42 months Home Records) 

Similarly, function words like this and that in English, whose 

counterparts in ASL have the same form and differ only in point of 

articulation, were sometimes- distinguished orally:

DEM BETTER, "that's" OLD (42 months) 

where DEM would be glossed as "this"©

Co Speech can also serve as a stress marker on parts of an 

utterance, parallel to rising pitch or volume in American English
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speech or to enlarged or emphatic movement in ASL signs 

I WANT "this" (40-41 months)
PICTURE NOW HURRY "up" ('we are going to the pictures now',

42 months)

do At other times the choice of speech seems to be purely 

arbitrary:

"tea ice" (a request for tea with ice, 39-40 months)

3o Speechreadingo Alice speechread a waitress in a restaurant at 

40-41 monthso When the waitress asked her parents if they wanted 

coffee, Alice signed N-0 COFFEE»

In this remarkable case Alice gave evidence of being able to 

glean some information through a stranger's speech which was not 

directed to hero In another incident an adult spoke this question to 

Alice in her home: "Where are the grapes?" Alice dealt with this

understood question by guiding the speaker to the refrigerator0

44 - 48 months

1 o S p e e c h o

a 0 At 45 months Alice spoke the phrase: "one more timeo"

bo Alice continued to drop spoken function words into a sign 

sequence:

STAY "there" TOMORROW, "then" URSULA BRING RABBIT
I "will" SHOW PRO2
WHAT "do" PRO2 WANT QUESTION

Co At 47 months Alice spoke one of the short phrases that

first appeared in the last 6-month segment for emphasis:

SLEEP WITH PRO1 , "Come on"
PROl DON'T LOVE PRO2 
"I don't love you"
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MAN COME DRIVE ICE-CREAM ROUND0 

+dur +dur 
ICE-CREAM MONEY "buy11 o GIVE.
ICE-CREAM, 0-Ko

do Seemingly arbitrarily Alice answers her mother’s signed 

question in speech:

Mother: D-I-D PRO2 TAKE-A-BATH?
Alice: ’’finished” (or ’’finish”)

Two striking elements about this exchange are: 1) Alice

uttered speech to her signing mother even though her mother signed to 

hero The mode of address did not control the mode of reply for Alice0

2) Alice’s speech, ’’finished”, is an idiom of ASL0' Apparently Alice 

did not have a rule disallowing the expression through the speech mode 

of utterances organized through ASL grammar0 The modes freely alter- „ 

nate, rather than being assigned to certain grammars, e 0go, speech for 

English only and sign for ASL only0

The notion that variation of the speech and sign modes is free 

is supported by ’’dropping” speech into sign utterances as when Alice 

spoke ’’there” and ’’then” above and very strongly by practices such as 

those in the following dialogue between Alice and her father:

Alice: PRO1 WANT TO WATER
Father: I WANT SOME WATER

”1 want some water«”
Alice: ”1 want to some watero”
Father: I WANT SOME WATER

”1 want some water0”
Alice: I WANT SOME WATER, PRO1 TELL PRO2

It is implicit in the father’s corrections that the sentence 

must consist of parallel words spoken and signedo Thus each mode is a 

means of expressing the same underlying structure0
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Evidence that Alice perceived some limits on the variation is 

offered by speaking of some differences that are not signed - nupn

after HURRY; "This is" POSS1 , "this is" POSS2: e.g.
' - \

e0 Pisambiguationo At this time Alice expressed the structure

behind Tpajamas 1 in three linguistic forms: fingerspelling, a sign

borrowed from fingerspelling, and speech* She signed P-J and spoke

!,pajamasTT simultaneously on one occasion* On another she resorted to

the fingerspelling mode but failed to complete the word and drew on the

speech mode:

P-A-J ,!pajamasT1

She didn't break the word apart but instead abandoned the 

failed form to move to another form in another mode*

This resort to an alternate mode is similar to the early 

COOKIE-"cookie11 (18-20 months) in that a form in the visual mode is 

disambiguated by resort to the speech mode, but here Alice switched to 

the other mode because she perceives a failure in production rather 

than because her audience had a failure in comprehension* There was 

another case of the latter circumstance when at 44 months Alice signed 

BOOTS to her sister* When the sister did not respond, Alice spoke the 

word "boots" clearly* (44 months Home Records)

3* Speechreading* Alice again demonstrated her attention to 

others 1 talk by eavesdropping on a discussion her father had with one 

older sister about her fights with a second sibling* After the spoken 

discussion, Alice signed to the sister: PRO^ FIGHT * (44 months Home

Records)
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4 0 Mouthingo The home records for this period do not mention 

mouthing, but the videotaping session did capture four mouthed expres

sions at 48 months0 One was uninterpretableo One was a sentence, and 

two were individual words 0 The uninterpretable utterance and the sen

tence were not accompanied by signs; the individual words were spoken 

simultaneously with signs« The sentence was a question, mouthed twice 

to one of Alice's hearing siblings: "You want some?" Alice was hold

ing candy in both hands at the time0 The speech seems to be a freely 

chosen alternative to signing, chosen perhaps because her hands were 

more occupied than her mouth0 The first instance perhaps could have 

been chosen because her mother and sister were speaking to each othero

The sister replied to Alice in sign and they continue a short dialogue

in sign* After mother signed: PRO"*" WANT MORE, however, Alice mouthed,

"You want some?" After she exchanged utterances with four signers, she 

still mouthed her offer, suggesting that, as in answering her mother's 

question about a bath in the Home Records, the form of her reply was 

not conditioned (at least not at all consistently) by the linguistic 

environmento

The utterances of the single words pertain to this issue and 

perhaps, not surprisingly, to the issue of stress which arose in the 

discussion of speech* Whereas Alice sometimes appeared to speak a 

word to add emphasis, so might she mouth a word for this purpose*

One utterance followed the other:

Alice: NEC
"no"

Alice: PRETTY '
"beautiful"



51 - 55 months 

1° S p e e c h o

Be Alice1s speech in some way seemed to blossom suddenlyo Up 

to this point she had been silent or vocalized without much articula- 

tiono The speech noted by her father was noted partly because of its 

rarityo At this interval, however, there are enough speech sounds on 

the videotape that one can usually tell it is playing even with his 

back turned, whereas the early tapes are distinguished primarily by 

silence and non-speech environmental noiseso 

bo Functors o

DINNER FIRST "then" EAT PRO3 (candy) (Home Records)
PRO2 "did" IT,
P R O 1 "did" IT.
BOTH PUT IN (trash)
MOMMY SAY "don't" WANT . , .

Co Stresso Several examples of speech of emphatic elements

were noted in the home records:

"Get off"
I HAVE TO-GO-TO-BEDo "Moveo"
KATE WALK ACROSS STREET0 "Mistake0"
ALICE "fall."

The expression of "mistake" in the oral mode is like that of 

"finish" in the previous segment0 If the utterance were in sign - 

MISTAKE- it would be translated sententially and would have the con

notations of Tthat was wrong1 or 'that was a violation of the rule of 

safety' rather than 'that was an error in a considered judgment or 

incorrect information!' MISTAKE would be acceptable ASL sign; "mis

take" would be acceptable English, speech only in a special contexto
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The converse to this pattern was noted in the Home Records t an

utterance is initiated in speech with an emphatic end in sign: "You

have to" THINK0 This may, along with a general increase in speech, 

indicate that speech is assuming a position in Alice1s linguistic sys

tem more nearly on a par with sign*, As she had more speech at her 

command, perhaps she became able to create emphasis by ,a change of one 

mode (speech or sign) to another (speech or sign) <> The stress marker 

then shifted from a characteristic available to only one language mode 

to a characteristic related to strategic change of any language mode to 

anothero

do Arbitrary Choiceo Two sentences that were simultaneously 

signed and spoken reveal that Alice was learning that visual configura

tions have spoken equivalents but that she had not yet learned the con

texts in which these are to be spoken: -

DO PRO2 LOVE PRO1 QUESTION MARK
"Do you love me (?)"

PRO2 DO LOVE PRO1 PERIOD
"You do love me („)"

Speakers do not say "question mark" at the ends of questionso 

Signers do0 The sign -■ QUESTION - looks like the printed question 

mark that does follow written questionso Neither speakers nor signers 

say or sign a period at the ends of ordinary sentenceso Signers do 

sometimes sign PERIOD as speakers sometimes say "period" for emphasis 

and finality, e0go, "I said 'no', N-0 periodo" Writers use periods at 

the end of declarative sentenceso Alice had not yet sorted out the
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different ways that sentence punctuation operates in these three modes 

- speech, sign, print.

?
Question mark

PERIOD

The first perfectly intelligible sentence spoken by Alice was recorded 

on videotape at 53 months. It was clear enough that those present 

remarked on its quality in surprise. Alice said to her mother: "Do

you want me to open?" When her mother did not reply, Alice signed:

OPEN QUESTION and finally resorted to pantomime. When a researcher 

commented how perfect Alice's speech was, her mother responded:

FINE. ABOUT TIME. FIRST TIME.
FIRST 3 YEAR NEC USE VOICE MUCH.
NOW . . .

The breakthrough, so propiciously captured on tape, did not, 

however, signal the onset of perfect speech for all utterances. In the 

same videotaping session, Alice decided she wanted a toy butterfly her 

mother had. The frustration of trying to communicate in speech tugs

Period

QUESTION
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the observerTs hearts

Alices "Butterfly”
Mothers SHRUG„ ME NEG'UNDERSTAND, HUH?
Alices (mouthing) "Butterfly" PRO^
Alices FORGET (forget it)
Mother; PRO2 SIGN, PRO2 -
Alices NEG 
Mothers SIGN
Mother; PRO1 TELL PRO2, PICK-OUT FISH (from the barrel)
Alices (points to something)
Mothers WELL QUESTION» NOW PRO2 TELL PRO1
Alices GIVE-PRO A BUTTERFLY
Mother (to researcher)s SENTENCE G00Do

Poor Alice was trying her best to communicate in speech, but

she failed* Fortunately, she had another mode to fall back on*

The second time Alice tried to produce "butterfly", she omitted

vocalization and just mouthed the word* One wonders if eliminating

vocalization allowed her to concentrate more on the shape of the word*

e* Disambiguation* At this age Alice began to distinguish in

her speech between "say" and "said" even though she did not make the

distinction in sign*

3* Speechreading* One incident in the Home Records demonstrates

the way in which the sign mode can disambiguate misunderstood speech*

(It will be recalled that Alice herself has produced speech to clarify

signs and fingerspelling*): "

Father: "Small one" (referring to a band-aid)
Alice: (imitating) "Small will"
Father: "Small" 1
Alice: . "Small one"

4* Mouthing* The instances of mouthing on the videotape at 53

months are in three cases apparently arbitrary: In the first Alice

called a picture a snake* When her mother signed it was not a snake,
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Alice mouthed 'What is it?', undoubtedly a common sentence for her in 

Englisho Perhaps this use of mouthing is related to her choice of 

English for the sentence0 The picture was actually of a worm, mouthed 

after it was signedo Alice also mouthed the common verb phrase 'don't 

know'o The third case of mouthing was counting numbers»

Mouthing also functioned for a second try at the spoken word 

"butterfly" (see Speech do) and once as an alternative to sign forms 

when Alice's hands were busy with a block tower, demonstrating again 

how this child uses her variety of forms for a back-upo When her 

mother tried to get her attention, Alice spoke: "Minute" without

diverting her attention from the blocks« "Minute" is a speech gloss 

for the sign MINUTE, which would be properly translated (just a 

minute) or (in a minute)Q As with FINISH, MISTAKE, and sentence punc

tuation, Alice has not yet sorted her systems and their modes0 Shortly 

after this utterance, Alice again put off her mother by signing the 

two-handed MINUTE without a base hand, allowing her to keep one hand 

around her tower0 She modified an utterance to a mode or within a mode 

according to her physical contexto

55 - 62 months

lo Speecho The data explode with speecho Much of this speech 

activity was probably influenced by school, as a new development 

appears„

a0 fixed phrases and do arbitrary choice* Longer spontaneous 

utterances than noted earlier appear in this segment* The longest
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spontaneous speech in the data to date was spoken in excitement to the

dog, who was nipping Alice: "What's the matter with you0 Stop it!

Stop it!" Shorter sentences and single words are common» A dialogue

takes place all in speech:

Alice: "I'm not going®"
Father: "We can't leave you alone®"
Alice: "I don't care®"

Alice was overheard speaking to a hearing 8-year-old neighbor:

"Go home eat; finish, come back play, OK?" Alice used the appropriate

mode with the child, but the utterance is structurally an ASL sentence,

not an English one®

c® Stress® Mode shift continued as a means of adding

emphasis® At 60-62 months Alice used speech and fingerspelling both as

she repeated an order:

PRO2 WATCH MARK DON'T TAKE POSS1 CANDY 
MARK D-O-N-T TAKE POSS1 CANDY

fo Memorized speech® Alice recites and sings nursery rhymes 

and other verses her teacher has taught her® The verses are in 

simultaneous speech and sign English® Alice enjoys the verses and 

throws herself into them with enthusiasm® (See the section on English 

for a full discussion of the verses®) Alice's singing was tuneless, 

but not unlike that of some hearing children in its lack of melodic 

qualities® The singing was almost devoid of articulation® The 

dominant speech sounds were labials and long /i/o After her mother 

told her to slow down on "Ba-ba Black Sheep", Alice's vowel sounds more 

closely approximated the appropriate ones for the words she was signing® 

Alice's singing was different in several aspects from her other
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recitation: 1) the sounds were elongated and elided across words in

singing, and breath control changed accordingly as Alice tried to con

trol exhalation; 2) her visual behavior was that of a"child singing—  

her chin was tilted upward slightly from tension; her head nodded 

slightly from side to side, not quite in rhythm; and she looked happyo 

go A major self-assessment took place at this time0 Alice 

began to measure her abilities in relation to others and to express

awareness of aspects of speech functiono

Although at this same period Alice was seen to rely on speech 

with a hearing child, when her father asked her to get something from a 

neighbor, Alice replied: PRO^ CAN'T TALKo This was her father's first

observation that Alice expressed any limitations related to her lack of

hearingo

4 0 Mouthingo She also tried to measure either her own production 

or her father's reception by mouthing something and then asking in 

sign: PRO^ HEARo When her father asked her what she had said, she

signed BANANA0 Then her father and brother tried to teach her to 

articulate "banana0"

Alice's awareness of differences in people's hearing and 

ability to speak and be understood must be considered a remarkable dis

covery, which could be expected to strongly affect Alice's perception 

of her place in the world* She had used this knowledge in various ways 

at least since 18 months, but this was the first sign of any insight 

into the variation of language forms *



3o Speechreadingo The significant development in speechreading at 

this time is evidence that Alice can learn new words through exposure 

to them in speech* Alice talked of "Carol's"* After Alice described 

a remembered submarine sandwich her parents realized she was thinking 

of FarrellTs Ice Cream Parlour* She had learned the word through the 

family!s talk of it* In a second case her father reported that Alice 

was able to interpret an unfamiliar synonym for a sign she knew by 

speechreading the word* Her father used a sign JEALOUS made at the 

lips* The sign was new to Alice, but she replied: NO, LUCY JEALOUS

using her usual sign, demonstrating that she had grasped the meaning 

through speechreading in spite of the unknown sign*

62 - .65 months

During this period it became rare to have an exchange with 

Alice that did not elicit some speech or mouthing from her, from spoken 

sentences:

"Mrs * Cady not have boots *"
"I donlt like you anymore I like my mother*"
"Both have go Laura1s house swim tonight*"

to mouthed short sentences, phrases, and words including names:

!What is it?1
’0*K*'
11 don!t know* T
1 bus 1
'car'

There are no examples of long mouthed sentences* Perhaps Alice 

perceived that these were more ambiguous to her audience or perhaps she 

could not sustain vocal-less mouthing through a long utterance* There
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are several mouthed utterances on the videotape which are uninterpret- 

ableo

lo S p e e c h o

a0 common phrases - no change 

bo functors - no change 

Co stress - no change

do arbitrary - increase in overall use and in length of utter

ances

e0 disambiguateo In saying someone's name Alice made an 

initialized name sign that she was not sure of and said the name at the 

same time0

fo memorization - no change

go conditioned mode* There is evidence from the Home Records

that Alice could add new vocabulary to her lexicon through more than 

one form or mode* When a friend asked in sign where the dog was, Alice 

knew the answer in only one language form— speech, but not in sign or 

finger spelling, so she spoke the word "garage11»

Alice's sophistication in aspects of hearing and speech 

increased at this age„ She became concerned with a hearing aid and 

with her parents' wearing of aids* She expressed a sensitivity to 

aids, too: when she detected an aid buzzing, she signed: I AM NOT USE

IT HEARING-AID and looked around to see who was* At this age Alice

had memorized some telephone numbers of friends and would ask a sibling

to speak and listen for her after she dialed* Once she told her 

sister; TELL (my friend) I LOVE PRO2 BECAUSE I WANT PRO2 COME WITH



FOSS-*- HOUSE WITH POSS^ SISTERo On another occasion Alice spoke to her 

sister on the phone: "Come home I love you*"

Alice continued to assess othersT speech comprehension, remark

ing, for example, about a mother's understanding her infant's speecfu 

30 Alice showed pride in gleaning information from speechreading, 

paying close attention to spoken conversations of which she was not a 

parto Once she tattled to her father that one of her siblings had said 

a dirty word which she had seen, seeming to take great delight in her 

ability to comprehend the word and tattle,, Another time Alice

announced after a visit from the grandparents: GRANDPA SAY
"Grandpa said

GRANDMA AND GRANDPA WILL COME HERE AGAIN SUMMER» I UNDERSTAND*
Grandma and Grandpa will come here again summer * I understood*"

Since this news was spoken and not signed, Alice had to have

speechread her grandfather*

4/ Mouthing* Mouthing served to disambiguate a name sign that

Alice was having trouble with on the videotape* In trying to name four

children Alice mouthed 'Pern' and 'Terry' but signed the third one as
a - . -

PURPLE* Several of the color signs— among them PURPLE, GREEN, BLUE, 

YELLOW--are similar to initialized name signs* Both kinds of sign have 

a letter as handshape and are waved in neutral space; the color names 

are waved from the wrist and name signs from the elbow* Either this 

child had been given the name PURPLE inadvertently by a hearing teacher 

or Alice herself could remember only that some sign with P made the 

name* Her mother questioned that a child is named PURPLE and Alice 

recites the names: S_, * * * 'Pern', * * * 'Terry' , * * * PURPLE* * * NEG PURPLE,
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N-0 PURPLEo (The sign is the same as PURPLE, but her name isn't really 

fPurpleT o) When they finally got the names straightened out, Alice 

abandoned the sign PURPLE to mouth !Peggy? 0 The frequency of mouthed 

words on this videotape far exceeds that of any previous tapeQ 

Although the Home Records do not mention mouthing for this period,

Alicefs father said that when something became common, he no longer 

thought to mention ito The 60 month tape, for example, had only three 

mouthed utterances, while the Home Records were replete with examples 

of mouthingo For the interval before the 65th month tape, the Home 

Records do not mention mouthing, but about 9 percent of the utterances 

on the 65th month videotape contain at least one mouthed wordo At this 

stage of Alice's linguistic development, mouthing is a significant 

means of communication for her0

75 months

A year after the last tape a striking new development occurred 

related to speechreadingo Alice not only added vocabulary from speech- 

reading but transferred that vocabulary to fingerspellingo "Picnic", 

speechread, emerged as P-E-C-K0 "Bomb" or "bomber", speechread, 

emerged as B-0-P-P-0-Bo (See Fingerspelling for a fuller discussion 

of these and other spellings0)

The other side of this process was exemplified when Alice tried 

to spell San Clemente and produced S-A-N C-L-U-A0 Mother tried to 

pronounce Alice's rendition and signed TALK FUNNY Y0Uo
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Alice expressed, as well, a conscious awareness, undoubtedly 

nurtured by school speechwork, of sound-symbol relationships0 For 

example, she was seen to remark to herself: NO VOICE WITH K e

89 months

Speech flowed almost constantly with Sign English sentences, 

name signs, spontaneous fingerspelling and with some individual signs 

within an ASL utteranceo Speech might also accompany the identifica

tion of classifiers at the beginning of some description, so when Alice 

signed the vehicle classifier, spoke ,,carM, and then moved the classi

fier and spoke "drive", then went on to exploit ASL space to tell a 

story of a wild drive» Alice also spoke when she was not sure of 

spelling or sign, both in spontaneous production and in reading.. 

Alternatively, while reading, she spelled out unknown words with no 

speecho There appeared to be no constraints on switching language 

forms or modes within sentences and even words as she read* For 

example, under the haycock fast asleep was read as UNDER THE GRASS 

"cock fast asleepo" Bobby Shafto was read once as B-O-B-B-Y S-H-A-F 

"to", tu not too ^

Summary

The data reveal very little oral activity for the first year of 

taping, Alice's third year of life, but even the earliest records at 

18-20 months note that Alice paid attention to speech around her0 

Through age three Alice exhibited a jibberish imitative of genuine 

speech but without articulation or meaning--an imitation of the form
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but not a use of the function,. Yet even in the earliest home record 

Alice was already able to call up speech when communicating in sign, 

by all measures her dominant form of language, failed to get a cookie 

from her sister0

By age three Alice was producing short segments of speech and 

occasionally interacting in speech/speechreading with non-signerso 

Entry into a total communication pre-school may have affected her oral 

productiono i

There was no restriction of the environment for speech, thus 

Alice spoke ASL sentences such as "airplane Sunday come" and signed 

simultaneously to communicate with a non-signero. English function 

words were often spoken and combined with ASL signs as Alice began to 

acquire English syntaxo Other words were mouthed or spoken to add 

emphasiso

In the fourth year of life Alice began consciously to align 

sign words and spoken words as her parents began modeling sentences 

with simultaneous signed and spoken forms of the same wordso Alice 

began to eavesdrop on spoken conversations and then comment on themo 

Speech remained a very minor means of communication for Alice 

until after 51 months, when she began to produce more speech with 

better articulation, assessed by others' understandingo She over

generalized the lesson of parallelism in speech and sign to the 

extent that she spoke punctuation marks as she signed them0 Alice 

sometimes tried to pronounce words unsuccessfully;^one strategy.for 

focusing concentration apparently was mouthing instead of vocalizingo
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Alice also mouthed or spoke when her hands were busy with nonlinguistic 

taskso

After 55 months Alice began to sing; singing was different from 

speech in both length and elision of sounds and in meta-linguistic 

behavioro Comparison of her own speech and hearing abilities with 

other si was noticed for the first timeo

About this time Alice became able to add new vocabulary to her 

lexicon by transferring an item from one form to another0 The first 

datum of this kind involved an unfamiliar sign that was identified 

through speechreading and contexto

After 65 months AliceTs ability to gain new vocabulary and to 

derive information through speechreading became a great source of 

pride*

By 75 months Alice's ability to transfer words from one form to 

another had extended to transfers from speech and speechreading to 

fingerspelling*

By 89 months Alice restricted simultaneous speech and sign 

utterances to Sign English structures, name signs, fingerspelling, to 

non-sign utterances, and to some individual signs in ASL utterances*

The high degree of free variation of speech, sign, and fingerspelling 

for Alice apparently led her to alternate within sentences and even 

within words between, for example, fingerspelling and speech/mouthing* 

Speech and mouthing almost always accompanied signs in English struc

ture* Most extended ASL utterances, however, were not accompanied by 

speech*
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Fingerspelling

The crucial issue in Alice’s fingerspelling is the nature of 

the language expressed, whether meaningful utterance or practice spell

ings 0 The presentation thus distinguishes between fingerspelling, the 

fluent expression of meaning in fingerspelling, and spelling, the 

recitation of letters which a word comprises0 The uses of fingerspell

ing include: 1) initialized name signs, 2) a small class of short,

common English sequences, for example, 0 o K o, 3) the spelling of Alice’s 

own name, 4) the English alphabet, 5) numbers, 6) other English words, 

7) jabbering, or scribble spelling, 7) imitated or memorized language 

that contains fingerspellingo A final subsection analyses Alice’s 

misspellings and compares them to the misspellings of hearing 

children’s writingo

25 months

■l.o The earliest production of Alice’s fingerspelling consisted of 

initialized name signso

Stokoe (1965) has described the formation of name signso One 

common type consists of the fingerspelled form of the initial letter of 

the English spelling shaken back and forth at the wrist in the neutral 

space in front of the bodyo Alice’s parents gave her four older 

brothers and sisters as well as Alice herself this type of name sign0 

Alice is using them all by 25 monthso There is a diary record at 24 

months of one additional sign which is formed by the name sign con

vention: TOILET o
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26 - 30 months

2o Short wordso At 26 months the diary notes Alice was finger- 

spelling N-0o This is one of a number of common short English words 

which have been borrowed into ASL0 Battison (1977) has described the 

process by which the letters in these fingerspelled sequences lose 

their separability and take on the shape of the appropriate sign if 

there is one0 The sign that has similar meaning to ,!non is formed by 

snapping shut the thumb on the bottom and the index and middle fingers 

on the top0 The fingerspelled letter N is formed by extending these 

two fingers over the thumb0 The letter 0 is made by bunching together 

all the tips of the fingers and thumb to form a circle,. The sequence 

of movements to fingerspell N-0 is similar to (though more complex 

than) the movement of N0o Typically signers produce a gesture that is 

half sign and half fingerspellingo This process follows (in reduced 

scale) the principles of sign compounding within ASL described by 

Bellugi (1975)o

At 28 months Alice fingerspelled at least two other sequences

in this class in the utterance T-V T-V 0-Ko At 29 months she finger

spelled B-J, the dog's name0

There exists among signers also a unique acronym consisting of

the first letters of three English wordsi MI love youon The three

letters I, L, Y are formed simultaneously on one hand and the single 

configuration is a code for the meaning I love you„ Alice uttered this 

sign at 29 months, first on one hand and then on both hands0 There is
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no reason to surmise that she understood the composition of the sign or 

its uniquenesso

3o Alice's nameo At 28 months Alice had the level of awareness of 

the letter analysis of her own name in two forms— fingerspelling and 

printo She sometimes spelled her name correctly when asked to finger- 

spell her name, sometimes transposed letters even when imitating letter 

by lettero
\

For example, in tape II Alice's teacher tried to get her to 

spell after her but could not, then her father interceded:

A: A
Fs L
A: L
F: I
A: I
F: C
A: A
Fs C
A: C
F: E
A: E
A: A
F: L
A: I
F: wrong
A: L
F: yes
A: I C E

It should be stressed that this fingerspelling of the name 

Alice is not fluent expression of the name in the fingerspelling modeo 

This is spelling of the name in the fingerspelling mode0 Alice had not 

yet expressed any meanings through this mode except the Class 1 words 

N-0, T-V, 0-K, Or-F-F aboveo

After spelling her name after her father, above, Alice showed 

her name, printed on a paper, to her teacher, who looked at it and said
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in combined speech and Sign English: Where name? Alice excitedly

answered NAME MEME NAME.

She recognized her name in block print on papers and objects 

that belong to her and produces the fingerspelled equivalents of the 

printed letters0 At this stage she knew the 5 letters of her name but 

did not always match the fingerspelled letter correctly to the print 

stimuluso

Her father fingerspelled L, and Alice pointed to the L in her 

name0 Her father said YES and then pointed to L on the paper and on a 

nearby booko. The teacher said: FINGERSPELL, YOU FINGERSPELL, YES?

Alice agreed and as the teacher pointed to the letters in Alice's name 

one by one, Alice made them in fingerspellingo She erred at the second 

letter, making an I on her hand instead of an L 0

The importance to the family of the spelling of Alice's name is 

reflected by the amount of time devoted to this activity during the 

taping sessions at 28 and 29 monthso The subject was reverted to 

throughout the second half of the 28 month taping and came up twice in 

the following month's session, when Alice still needed prompting to 

render her name correctly in fingerspellingo

4o The Alphabeto At this same stage Alice's parents frequently 

showed her one by one a set of alphabet cards for preschoolers0 The 

mother or father typically showed Alice a card, with a large brightly 

colored block print letter, and showed her how to make the finger- 

spelled lettero The fingerspelled alphabet was thus very closely 

associated with the printed alphabet, and in the data collected has no
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independent existence as an alphabet0 These are cards from the same 

set as those used to spell Alice0 ^

The father reports that they did this activity occasionally but 

that Alice was not very interested in ito On the 27th month tape Alice 

made a fingerspelled A when shown a block letter A 0 They also had a 

set of plastic letters that fit on a boardo The letters, kept in a 

jar, were frequently brought out one at a time for fingerspelled iden- 

tification0 At 27 months Alice was observed identifying A and G 

correctly but also misidentifying 0 as a Co At 30 months she was seen 

identifying a plastic H with a big smile0

5o Numbers„ On the 27th month videotapeo Alice had one doll and 

noticed a second*

F: 2 PR03a 3b (2 dolls) 2 DOLL

Alice to Mother: 2

Mother to Alice: 2

Spontaneously she counts pop top soda can tabs fast: 1,2,3,4,5

Father replied: 2 (meaning they have opened only two)*

Alice's counting is mock, quite fast, seeming to have no real connec

tion with the tabs, as if 1,2,3,4,5 means "the tabs are mounting up" or 

just Tseveral tabs'*

31 - 34 months

The third stage of development includes the initialized name 

signs of the first stage and the three categories of the second stage:

2) short, common English words

3) Alice's name
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4) the English alphabet

5) numbers 

and add:

6) other English words

lo The name signs for Ursula and Ed, the researchers, appeared at 

33 monthso

At 34 months and again at 36 months, when Alice was shown the 

fingerspelled letter U, she excitedly made a rapid association with a 

name sign formed with that configuration: URSULA0 The first time was

when she was asked to spell J-U-M-P letter by letter after her sistero 

The second instance occurred during an activity with her mother, who 

was trying to teach her to fingerspello Then the letter U had no 

semantic context, only its membership in the alphabet0

20 At 31 months Alice engaged in a dialogue with her father which 

consisted almost exclusively of one fingerspelled wordo It is clear

that Alice fully understood the meaning of the word 0-F-Fo She was

able to express herself in the conversation through synonymous finger- 

spelling and pantomimeo The other parts of her production were ASL: 

YES, NEC, and the sign glossed STAY, which heref means something like 

"Leave it there*"

Father: THIS (Alice's shoe) O-F-F?
Alice : NEC, N-0
Father: ME THIS (his shoe) O-F-F?
Alice : YES, O-F-F
Father: O-F-F THAT?
Alice : O-F-F THAT (pantomimes taking off a shoe)
Father: O-F-F SAME THAT-THAT (his shoes)
Alice : YES (repeats pantomime)
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Father: FATHER COLD
Alice : YES (repeats pantomime)
Father: FATHER IS COLD
Alice : YES (repeats pantomime)
Father: STAY THAT-THAT (his shoes)
Alice s YES (repeats pantomime)
Father: N-0 STAY THAT-THAT.(his shoes) 0-F-F N-0o

STAY THAT-THAT 
Alice : YES
Father2 O-F-F?
Alice 2 YES
Father 2 N-0
Alice 2 YES, O-F-F0 NEC N-0o
Father: N-0 O-F-F N-0
Alice : STAY THAT (her shoe, which has been removed by her

father and set on a nearby table)
Father: STAY THAT (his shoe). O-F-F THAT N-0
Alice : YES (She gets up and goes over to her father who

shrugs and takes off his shoe.

In this context Alice was attentive and produces the word with

correct spelling. No attention was drawn by Alice or her father to the

spelling. This situation contrasts with an incident at 33 months

involving the same word. Alice was playing with a thermometer in her

mother's mouth. Her mother wanted her to take it out. The word O-F-F,

which in its borrowed form in ASL it can be either adjective or verb

and mean ntake-it-off,T or ntake-it-out.!!

Mother: TAKE-IT-OUT, O-F-F THAT (thermometer)
O-F-F. YOU O-F-Fo 

Alice : T-V
Mother: T-V?
Alice : NEC ("never mind")
Mother: O-F-F, SEE SPELL 0-
Alice : 0
Mother: F F
Alice : .‘F
Mother: YES, YOURSELF SPELL 0-
Alice : F
Mother: YES, -F-F THAT (thermometer)

JUMP SPELL: J-
Alice : (ignores her)
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The anomalous T-V was never explained, but it is clear that at 

this minute Alice was uninterested in spelling out words, though she 

had several available for spontaneous communication.. It may be noted 

that Alice never did spell the word O-F-Fo A possible factor involved 

in the spelling of double letters will be discussed in Stage 6 belowo 

In the home records Alice used 0-N and B-J and after she suc

ceeded at getting her shoe on where her father had earlier failed, she 

fingerspelled 0-Ko

3o Rehearsals of Alice1s name continued with increasing ease but 

continued to be somewhat haltingo Alice also continued to reverse the 

second and third letters and the second and fourtho

4o The English alphabet0 The alphabet was still tied closely with 

printo An example of interaction based on the alphabet was recorded at 

33 monthso Alice's mother pointed out to her an alphabet book and 

signed 2 SPELL0 C0ME-0N++O Mother started to go through the book page 

by page pointing to each letter in sequence as Alice identifies A, B,

Co Alice, however, interrupts the sequence and insists on picking her 

own page0 Her mother gave up on maintaining control and asked Alice to 

identify the letter on that page0 Alice correctly identified H 0 Her 

mother tried to go on from there with the following letters, but Alice 

stole her role and imitated her mother's question instead of answeringo 

Although Mother tried to manipulate Alice into responding, Alice forced 

Mother into the learner's roleo Only when she accepted that position 

did Mother successfully get Alice to identify any more letters at alio 

Alice seemed to enjoy the role reversal0
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Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice
Mother
Alice

THIS? THAT? HUNH?
THIS? THAT? HUNH?
WHAT THAT?
(turns page) THIS
V i 
Yes
V
Yes
BE-CAREFULo YES 
Yes
(turns page) HOLD-ON0 THIS?
Yes
THISo Yo . YOU CAN'T SAY Yo YOU NEC DON'T KNOW YOUc 
(ignores Mother)
V
THIS (Z)
HUNH, ME NEC DON'T KNOW ME, NEGo 
Z!
OH, Z, YESo
THIS
HUNH?
D
D, OH, 0-H, YES
(closes the book and puts it away)

That Alice did not yet have a sense of the sequence of the 

alphabet is hinted when Alice at 32 months asked her father to write 

A, C, D, then thought and thought before coming up with another letter, 

Po
5° Numberso At 31 months Alice was observed counting pennies in 

fingerspellingo Her father monitored the counting and frequently cor

rected her o '

Father: 1
Alice : 1, YES (drops
Father: 1
Alice : 2, YES (drops
Father: 2
Alice : L
Father: 3
Alice : 1
F ather: (corrects her)
Alice : 4, YES 5
Father: 5
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Alice : 6 5 
Fathers 7 
Alice s D 
Fathers 7 8 
Alice's YES, D, 6 
Fathers 9 
Alice s YES 
Fathers 10 
Alice s YES 
Fathers 11 
Alice s YES
Fathers (pours out the pennies)
Alice s YES 2 .
Fathers 1 
Alice s i  
Fathers 1, YES 
Alice s 2
Fathers YES
Alice s 3 (mouths only, no fingerspelling)
Fathers HEY! 3
Alice s YES, 3 (mouths)

4 (mouths)
5 (mouths)

Fathers 5
Alice s YES
Father s 6
Alice s 6 (mouths)
Fathers YES

Although Alice showed that she is familiar with the sequence, 

she did not control it but relied on the prompts from her fathero She 

clearly confused L with 3 and D with 7 and apparently also confused 6 

with 9o The configurations in the pairs differ only minimally0

These minimal differences require considerable fine muscular 

discrimination in the hand as well as visual perception0 

(See Print for numbers at 34 months)



Between L and 3 the 
only difference is 
in the position of 
the middle finger.

Between 6 and 9 the 
difference is in 
which fingertip 
touches the thumb, 
the index in 9 or the 
little finger for 6.

Between D and 7 the 
difference is in the 
position of the middle 
and little fingers.
In D the thumb touches 
all but the index 
finger. In 7 it 
touches only the ring 
finger.

6. The home records report more fingerspelling of new words at 

this stage, including R— E—D R—I—D—I—N—G H—0—0—D , J—U—M—P , B—A —L—L •

This fingerspelling occurred with print as the prompt and independently. 

A sample of non-print-associated fingerspelling was captured on tape at 

34 months. Mother tried to get Alice to spell the word J-U-M-P to show 

off what she knew.

Alice was apparently not in the mood, for she was reluctant. 

Though she eventually followed her sister's lead letter by letter, she 

refused to "perform" for the cameras and spell it alone.

35 - 37 months

The fourth stage of development includes 1) the initialized 

name signs of the first stage; the three categories of the second 

stage:

2) short, common English words,
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3) Alice!s name,

4) the alphabet;

the two additional categories of the third stage:

5) numbers

6) the spelling of other English words 

and one additional category:

7) jabbering

Activities with all these categories were essentially the same 

as before, with Alice gaining increasing fluency,.

In Category 2, short common English words, Alice used 0-H 

idiomatically at 37 months:

Alice : WHERE MY GLASSES?
Mother: OVER THERE
Alice : 0-H

At 36 and 37 months Alice requested I-C-E in her drink once and 

another time asked for TEA and I-C-E with dinner» When asked, however, 

to spell C-A-T, Alice produced: C A 5 W V 3 V 0

After discussion of this spelling, Alice produced the desired T 

and laughed at someone e.lse's T-A-C0 She corrected this to C-A-T and a 

minute later, when prompted with a B, she spelled BUSo Mother tried to 

get her to spell H-O-L-E, but she ignored her0 Father took up the 

challenge and received a twists When he could not bribe Alice to 

spell, he spelled H-O-L-E himself several timeso His daughter cooly 

replied: COLD PRO^ YES, where PRO^ referred to an air hole in the

bread she was munchingo She comprehended the word, knew what was 

wanted from her, and insisted on controlling her own production by
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making something of a joke— and by insisting on attending to the mean

ing of utterances when her father was momentarily attending only to 

fornio

In Category 4, the alphabet, Alice was observed at 35 months 

refusing to perform for her father and the camerao Alice was observed 

at 36 months identifying the configurations on a set of fingerspelling 

flash cardso These cards have a drawing of a hand on one side and 

print on the othero Alice was presented with only the side with the 

fingerspelled form0 Her mother first showed her a fingerspelled Z 

card, then made an oversized fingerspelled Z in the air0 Alice very 

poorly imitated the Zo The second letter was Y, but Alice made no 

response<> At the third letter, U, Alice signed the name sign URSULA, 

formed with a U at the chin instead of in neutral spaceo At A Alice 

signed BAD, which her mother interpreted as part of YOU ARE A BAD GIRL, 

which both parents often sign to Alice with measured emphasis on each 

wordo When shown the fingerspelled B card, Alice tries to write a B 

with pencil on paper0 The activity of identifying the fingerspelling 

cards proceeds slowly, with a number of mistakes in forming the finger- 

spelled letters that Mother patiently correctso Alice's attention did 

not flag, although almost every letter is a case for discussion or play 

which often goes far afield, sls when the writing of a letter turned 

into wild pencil play and a session of hand tracing®

Alice and her father began to "say the alphabet" independently 

of print® At 36 months Alice was observed by her father signing to 

herself: YOU FINGERSPELL ® ® ® NOT B and to wave her fingers without



articulating any individual letters as if she were saying something on 

the videotapeo Alice is seen to perform this behavior once* In 

Numbers (Category 5) an activity identifying cards reveals some number 

problems related to print» (See Print)

38 o- 43 months

4o The Alphabeto Alice manipulated a plastic hand to make three 

of the letters of her name, demonstrating that she had sufficient con

scious awareness of the shapes to shape them on a model at 42 monthso

At the 38th month a notable difference emerges in the data* At 

this age Alice was recorded spontaneously imitating fingerspelled 

wordso Alice and the housekeeper were sharing "Little Red Riding Hood 

in Signed Englisho" Alice clearly enjoyed the activity for her eyes 

were shining and she studied both the storyteller and the book with 

rapt attentiono That she had been told the story before is clear from 

her knowledge of the story0 Alice chose this story, which she refers 

to as "Little" and asked to have it read to her, then volunteered 

"LITTLE RIDE HOOD LIVE 0 o o SICK" and make other brief references to 

this booko The housekeeper and Alice carried on what is almost a 

responsive recitation of the story as Alice turned the pages and they 

pointed to the figures in the pictureso

Housekeeper: THIS WATCH-YOU, RUN
Alice: BUTTERFLY (mispronunciation of GRANDMOTHER)

Housekeeper: *S HOUSE
Alice: HOUSE (The bad wolf runs quickly

Housekeeper: QUICKo S-L-Y to Grandmother’s house,
Alice: QUICKo Y material covered in several

Housekeeper: A HOUSEo pageso)
Alice: A HOUSEo
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Housekeepers HOUSE, BAD 
Alices BAD

The repetition of the Y from S-L-Y was not prompted the way the 

previous repetitions of, for example, J-U-M-P were* This is voluntary, 

spontaneous repetition* Later data on uninflected fingerspelling (see 

Stage 6, for example) suggests that Alice remembered the beginnings of 

spellings better than the ends *

Other fingerspelling imitations in the same episodes

Housekeepers LITTLE
Alices LITTLE

Housekeepers RED
Alices RED

Housekeepers RIDING
Alices RIDING W-A-S

Housekeepers D
Alices D!

Housekeepers WHAT
Alices WHAT

Housekeepers D-0 YOU HAVE
Alices D-0 YOU HAVE

Housekeepers IN
Alices IN

Housekeepers THAT
Alices THAT

Housekeepers BASKET
Alices BASKET

Housekeepers 0-H
Alices 0-H

Housekeepers AND WHERE D-<
Alices AND WHERE D-

The housekeeper did not prompt Alice to perform* Alice!s 

^utterances came fast on the heels of or interrupted the housekeeper1s , 

as if she were trying to tell the story in unison with her* Obviously, 

Alice had interacted with this story and with the housekeeper in 

similar situations many times before* (See Print for a discussion of 

other aspects of the interaction*)
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50 Numberso At 42 months Alice spontaneously counted a bunch of 

plastic hands dumped out on*'the floor:

1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 3
3

PRO (a hand she is holding), 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5 (on the floor),

6 (in her own hand) o WOW!

Many, many examples of number incorporation in 2-OF-US appear

on the videotape in Alice's 42nd montho In a long story about fishing

Alice used 2-OF-US and THREE-OF-US exclusively instead of the more

general WE0 Toward the end of the story Alice's largesse led her to

invite the whole room to the beach:

to Mother: YES, 2-OF-US (Alice and Dad), 3-OF-US (includes
Ma), MAYBE LATER, YES. 

to Father: 3-OF-US, 4-OF-US, PRO^ (a researcher), PRO^
(another researcher), ME, PRO^ (Father), PRO^
(a researcher), 4, 5

and in the same story: ALL-OF-US, PRO^ (researcher), PRO^ (Father),
PRO-*- (Alice), PRO^ (other researcher).

6. Spelling. At 41 months the tapes reveal another contrast 

between the levels of awareness of fingerspelling expression and spell- 

1SS.:
Father: ICE, SPELL I-C-E

Alice (to Mother): E, C, I q 0 . I, E, C . . o I, C, E

(a few minutes later)

Alice: I WANT I-C-E, YES
Adult: FINISH. AGAIN?
Alice: I WANT I-C-E. YES
Adult: MORE I-C-E?
Alice: YES.

In the conversation about her desires Alice fluently produced 

an expression in signs and fingerspelling. When earlier called on to
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spell the word, she had trouble with reversals, even though her father 

fingerspelled the word to her in askingo Was the earlier rehearsal 

responsible for the later correct expression? or is this contrast 

similar to the one between expression and spelling on-demand of 0-F-F 

in Stage 3o Whereas Alice was uninterested in spelling anything or 

even paying attention when her mother requested the spelling of 0-F-F, 

the spelling of I-C-E takes place in a series of spellings on request0 

There was no lack of interest as Alice even asked for more things to 

spello (See Print)

43 ” 47 months

Newo In these months the parents report that they began 

addressing more expressions to Alice using fingerspelling for content 

words 0 There are some data which indicate that Alice paid attention 

to fingerspelling in a new way during this stage0 She sometimes com

mented on fingerspelling, indicating that she did or did not derive 

meaning from the utterances* There are no data quite like the imitation 

of S-L-Y as -Y from Stage 5*

lo Name signs* Alice was, with parental help, beginning to spell 

the names of her sisters and brothers, as well as continuing to use 

their name signs*

2* Short common words* At 48 months Alice was reported to use 0-R 

in this sequence:

THIS ICE-CREAM 0-R THIS CANDY 

3* Alice's name* At 43 months Alice spelled her name very slowly 

on videotape* At 46 months she recognized her mother's spelling of a
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name, A-L-I as hers and shouted: MINE! She refuses to give up a

Christmas present to her mother's teasing:

Mothers WHICH THIS (name tag) A-L-I- WHICH?
Alices MINE!

Mother s YOURS?
Alices YES, A-L-I

Mothers C-'E, NEG, NOTo
Alices C—E

Mother s NEG, NOT S-U-S-A-N?
Alices NEG

FOR MINE
A—L—I—C—E

Mother s YES, YOU ARE RIGHT, YOURS0

4o The alphabet. On the same day Ursi asks Alice to teach her the 

alphabet after Alice identified all the letters in rapid sequence in an 

ABC booko

Mother (of Ursi): WANT LEARN A-A, YOU TELL HER A.
Alice: B

Mother: LOOK-AT-HER (Ursi), HEY
Alice: A, B ME FORGET

Mother: A, B, C , „ , A, B, C, D, YOURSELF, ME NEC,
See,

Alice: A
Ursi: A

Alice: B
Ursi: B

Alice: A, B, C„ URSULA SEE ME, A, B, C,
Ursi: A, B, C

Alice: C, G
Mother: (shows Alice she skipped a page)
Alice: ME KNOW, ME FIND, ME FIND

A, B, C, D 
Ursi: F

Alice: D!
Ursi: F

Alice: D, D, D! (Alice manipulates Ursi's fingers
to make D)
D , E o o ,  E , , ,  G , , , H 

Ursi: U
Alice: NEC, H (she manipulates U's hand to make H)

YOU (mother), SAY,
Ursi: NEG, YOU (Alice)

Alice: NEG, YOU (Ursi)!
Ursi: NEG, ME DON'T-KNOW HOW, TEACH, YOU KNOW,

SMART,
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Alice: H
Ursi: OH-I-SEE

Alice: I
Ursi: "the finger" (not a possible handshape in

sign)
Alice: NEC, I, OOPS, I
Ursi: I

Alice: J
Ursi: J

Alice: K
Ursi: P

Alice: (Alice lifts Ursi1s P to K position) K, L
Ursi: I, SAME-YOU-AND-ME

Alice: L, SAME THIS (picture in book), M
(Alice manipulates UrsiT s fingers to M ) , N 

Ursi: M
Alice: (pushes Ursi1s ring finger back to form N ) ,

0, P (forms Ursi1s hand in P),
P, ?, Q, %

Ursi: R (backwards)
Alice: S
Ursi: R RIGHT?

Alice: (apparently doesn't notice error), S
Ursi: E

Alice: (shows Ursi to put thumb under the bunched
fingers incorrectly, then shows her cor
rectly to put thumb over the fingers in a 
fist), T 

Ursi: N, T
Alice: U
Ursi: H

Alice: (lifts Ursi1s hand to make U correctly), V
(opens Ursi's two fingers in U to make V), W 

Ursi: 4?
Alice: Y
Ursi: (makes Y incorrectly with index and little

finger instead of thumb and little finger) 
Alice: (looks at error and then makes an expression

of acceptance), Z 
Ursi: YAY

Without the book, Alice could not think of the letterso With 

it she needed only to turn the pages as she went to include every 

letter in ordero She perceived 10 of the 12 "errors" that the 

researcher madeo One of these, the W-4, may not have even been seen by

Alice, as she was looking down at the book when it was made0 She did
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not appear, however, to notice the error in R:

Ursi’s
r

Correct
R

She made the 10 corrections both by re-demonstrating the cor

rect form (2 cases: I and L) and by manipulating the researcher's

fingers (7 cases). In these 8 cases she made only the correction 

needed; that is, she did not reform the whole configuration, only 

pushed or pulled the errant finger or the orientation of the hand.

FINGER MANIPULATION

"the finger"

Ik8) i

/ )

N

/  >

M

thumb
under
fingers-
not a handshape

r
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ORIENTATION MANIPULATION

U H K P

5. Numbers. At 47 months Alice was recorded on videotape counting 

spontaneously:

Mother: 11
Alice: 11

Mother: 12
Alice: 12

Mother: 13
Alice: 13

Mother: 14
Alice: 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 

Mother: WHAT? THEN WHAT?

Alice abandoned the activity. At 48 months Alice twice counted 

correctly to 9, making her 3 as a hearing child does, not using the 

thumb. This configuration is a W in fingerspelling. After the first 

time, she counted 3, 4, 4, and her father coached her from 1 to 10.

The second instance of counting was while telling how many pieces of

candy she ate. She seemed to count past 4, the number she ate, out of

sheer excitement to add up big numbers and made 4-9 on her mouth

instead of in neutral space, as if to emphasize the excitement of 

eating so much candy.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 12

Her mother broke in at this point with the omission and coached

Alice:



Counting a sequence instead of just giving a number was a char

acteristic of this stage*. When asked how old she was, Alice answered 

1, 2, 3, 4, once using a fingerspelling 3 and once a hearing 3e When 

she wants four coins, she points to each one 1, 2, 3, 4o

60 Spelled words* Alice's parents continued to teach spellingso 

In every previous case observed Alice's parents had made a sign or 

pointed to a picture or an object and then spelled the English word or 

asked for the spelling.. At 46 months Alice was able to recognize a 

word after responsive spelling,, Alice was looking at the name tags on 

Christmas gifts when she came to one that started with M c She said it 

belonged to her brother whose name sign and first initial are M, but 

her mother disagreed and pointed to each letter on the tag for Alice to 

spell outo

Alices M, 0, T, W
Mother s NEC, THIS H, E
Alices H, E

Mother s THIS R
Alices R

Mothers HUNH, THIS (word)?
Alices REBECCA (sister)

Mothers NEC
Alices HUNH?

Mothers (You) KNOW, M
Alices M

Mothers 0
Alices 0

Mothers M
Alices M

Mother s M
Alices M

Mothers Y
Alices Y

Mothers HUNH?
Alices YOU!

Mothers WHO THIS FOR? 
Alices YOU!



Mothers ME?
Alices YES, YES, YES, OPEN-ITo

Alice was apparently able to hold the slowly spelled letters in 

her mind long enough that they formed a meaning she knew, the name of

her mothero She was also presented here with two fingerspelled

sequences which name the same reality, M-O-T-H-E-R and M-0-M-M-Yo

For the first recorded time, Alice showed comprehension of a 

fingerspelled word by making its corresponding sign, W-0-Wo (Home 

Records, 48 months)

At 47 months Alice looked concerned and told her fathers I 

DON'T KNOW UNDERSTAND YOU when he expresseds I WANT A K-I-S-S without 

any sign or mimic clue to the meaning of the fingerspelled part of the

utteranceo (Home records) At 48 months her mother's W-H-A-T? got an

appropriate answer from Alice®

Alice had an awareness of fingerspelled letter sequences as 

meaning units and was able to think about them as something that had 

the potential to be understood, even if it was not immediately inter

preted® If she comprehended, Alice might comment on the meaning, or 

utter the sign equivalent, or respond to the meaning with no indication 

of awareness®

Until 45 months Alice had referred to pajamas as P-J® One 

evening she started to fingerspell P-A-J then said the word orally when 

her fingerspelling failed her, indicating that she knew more letters 

followed, though she could not produce them® At this stage, too, B-J 

became B-O-J-O®
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A difficulty with double letters may be reflected in one 

episode on the 46th month tape: (Recall the difficulty with O-F-F in

Stage 3):

Mother: SPELL Z-0-0, YES, SHOW PRO3 (Susie)
NEG, N-0 SODA-POP, N-0. FIRST SPELL Z-0-0,

Aliceo Z-O-Z-O
Mothers 2 0, 0
Alices PROl SODA-POP .

Mothers 2 0,0 2
Alices 2

Mothers Z-0-0
Alices Z-O-Z 2

Mothers YES, AGAIN
Alices Z—0

Mothers YES, Z-0-0, NEG 2o (Sigh)
4 0—0—0—0 NEG e N—Oo 2 o
Z 0 0 FINISH

Alices Z 0 0
Mothers (hugs her)

In fingerspelling the second of a double letter pair is not

formed anewo Generally, the letter receives a slight horizontal

elongation or hold; that is, for example, the hand forms an 0 only once

for Z-0-0 but moves the 0 an inch or so along the horizontal plane to

indicate 0-0o When Alice's mother first said SPELL Z-0-0, she actually

fingerspelled the word, though slowly, and thus did not make two

separate O ' S o  Either this fact or the novelty of double O's may have

caused Alice's confusion0 It may be recalled that in Stage 3 Alice

fingerspelled O-F-F correctly though she did not produce the spelling

at her mother's requesto

Mother: O-F-F SEE SPELL 0-
Alice: 0

Mother: F F
Alice: F

Mother: YES YOURSELF SPELL 0
Alice: F

Mother: YES, F-F THAT
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Alice might not yet have perceived the difference between the 

fingerspelling of one letter and of the same letter twiceo Thus, she 

might not have perceived that her mother's F F meant F-F but saw it 

only as a repeated Fo At 33 months and at 46 months Alice produced the 

utterance in a standard way, O-F-F, but she may not have associated the 

elongation pattern of standard fingerspelling with a double letter 

spelling pattern, or yet generalized a rule associating the two pat

terns o

There is another mystery raised by the Z-0-0 interchange»

Alice seemed quite willing to include a number within a spelling 

sequence: Z 0 Z 2o Perhaps she did not have a strong enough sense of

the distinctness of the letter and number sequences to question the 

inclusion of a number in a word spellingo Another possible explanation 

is that Alice interpreted her mother's 2 as a V, although her mother 

also spoke0 Alice did not speak either a 2 or a V 0 Thus it is pos

sible that she did have a concept of the integrity of a word as a 

sequence of letters, not numbers, but no resistance to the sequence Z, 

V, which is, of course, not a possible sequence of Englisho Without 

vocal evidence either interpretation is as likely as the othero

An example of the introduction of a word through fingerspelling 

appears on the 48th month tape when Alice's father fingerspelled the 

name of a kitten:

Father: N-l-C-K-I, NAME PRO3, YOU-DO-IT
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Then he slowly spelled the name as Alice complied ..each letter ; 

finally he told her: SELF^ (yourself)o Alice's effort: N, I, UMM, K,

C, K, I, Y 0 Her father expressed satisfaction with this efforto

An example of recall of an earlier presented fingerspelling was 

promoted by Mother:

Mother: „ „ = REMEMBER PRO2 AND DADDY GO SHOPPING YESTERDAY?
WHAT IS THE NAME PLACE? SPELL B- 

Alice: B
Mother: YOU-DO-IT
Alice: B-A

Mother: N-K 
Alice: B-A-K

Mother: FORGET N
Alice: N

Mother: B
Alice: B—A —N—I—S 

Mother: K
Alice: K

Mother: YES» B-A-N-K* LET'S-SEE-YOU-DO-ITo
Alice: B—A—N—K 0 o o N—Y 

Mother: B-A-N-K
Alice: PRO"*" B-A-N- ummmmmm (forgetting)

Mother: WELL, K
Alice: K

Although Alice had trouble getting B-A-N-K straight, when her 

father immediately asked her the name of the cat, she demonstrated that 

she could recreate a spelling she had produced faultily even after a 

confusing session on another spellingo She spelled N-I-G-K-I promptly« 

Also at 48 months is the first recorded instance of finger- 

spelling that had not been coached or elicited and was not a very short 

common word, like I-C-E or 0-F-F or the name of a member of the social 

circleo (An earlier spelling P-A-J for pajamas was noted at 45 months 

by Alice's father)> The word is a kind of candy: S-A-K-E-S-V CANDY

V-S-3o Clearly, Alice had not yet accurately generalized the rules for
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letter sequences in English* S-A-K-E-S is a possible word, but the V 

is anomalous0 V-S-3 is inexplicable unless the name has a number

and/or an abbreviation in ito As the candy was not identified, we can

not know how close this spelling is to correct, or even if it has any 

relation to the actual name0

7o Imitation0 Alice continued to utter language she had learned 

through repetition and in this stage used some fingerspelling as part 

of such sentences:

IT TIME TO SHARE WITH FRIENDS TO D-A-D-D-Y, TIME TO SHARE
WITH M-O-M-M-Yo

This is Alice's version of an oft-repeated sentence from 

school, with her insertions of D-A-D-D-Y and M-O-M-M-Y instead of 

schoolmates' names (Home Records, 47 months)0

52 - 53 months

5° Numbers0 There was still some number sequence, but it was 

related to actual counting, as when Alice counted out M & M candies0 

At 53 months she had two strategies for counting two quantities0 One 

strategy was to count with one hand, moving the hand back and forth 

over the quantities to count alternatively0 Alice was quite concerned 

in these countings that she and her mother have equal numbers of the 

candieso She was also able to announce sums without counting the 

sequence, as when she gave Mother an M & M and signed PRO^ 4, PRO-*- 4 0 

6° Spellingo Alice at 53 months referred to a friend's new baby 

by name, a three letter name0
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The startling development in this period is a case of invented 

fingerspellingo It suggests that Alice had learned that all people (if 

not all objects) have a fingerspelling sequence as one label but that 

she did not know where these sequences come from or that they bear 

relation to other labels, such as name signs or oral nameso In talking 

about a friendTs father Alice announced that the ma n Ts name was N-O-H, 

a sequence which bears no relation to the actual name0 Alice had 

supplied it out of whole cloth!

This is a step beyond the intentional jabbering of Stage 4o At 

that stage Alice used a wiggling finger "blitz" as a place-holder to 

indicate awareness of some fingerspelling sequence., It was never 

observed as a place-holder for a specific meaning, only as a general 

category of language form, ioe0, fingerspellingo (So if she were say

ing, "Oh, that's fingerspelling" or "I'm talking fingerspelling", the 

way a child scribbles and says he's writing or even the way an adult 

makes sounds he thinks are "chinese-1ike" and says he's speaking 

Chineseo)

At this point she was not only designating the form finger

spelling but specifying certain features of it which make a possible 

utterance in the form*.

Also at 53 months Alice was observed responding appropriately 

to the question: WHERE IS T-H-E A-R-M? A-R-M? by finding the arm in a

puzzle of Humpty DumptyG

5° Numbers o At 60 months Alice was seen learning a naming game 

with the different fruits in canned fruit cocktail0 She not only named
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all the different fruits but counted the number of pieces of different 

fruits in her and her mother's bowls; the quantities never exceeded 

three, however0

The first instance of numbers uttered for a purpose other than

counting or announcing her age was recorded at 60 months„

Alices o o o SCHOOLS 3 SCHOOLS 0 „ o YES, 3 SCHOOLS, THREE 
Mothers WELL? (not understanding)
Alices 2 SCHOOL

Mothers WHAT MEAN? IN-2-DAY SCHOOL? NOW?
Alices 3

Mothers MEAN WHAT?
Alice: PAST PRO1 AGE 3, BABY

Mother: START SCHOOL AGE-2, 3
Alice: SMALL-CHILD PRO1 SCHOOL OTHER, ME BIG.

Alice, whose 5th birthday fell in less than a month, would go

to a new school, not to the "baby" (or pre-) school for 2 and 3-year

oldso Age seems to have acquired considerable importance, and Alice

commented on not only absolute age but relative ages s

Mothers HOW-OLD IS SUSIE?
Alices AGE 3

3 ",
Mother: 3, PRO2?
Alice: SUSIE 3, PRO1 4

Mother: PRO2 WILL BE, YES, PRO2 4, WILL BE „ . =
Alices 5

Mothers 5, YES
Alices '4 PRO (Susie)

Mothers PRO2 BABY, YES, PRO2 LONG AGO SAMEo
Alices PRO-*" 6, PRO^ 5 ("When I'm six Susie will be 50")

Mothers (corrects Alice's number 5 to 4)
Alices FINISH

Mothers 3, PRO^ 5 ("Susie is 3 and you are 5")
Alice: NEC, PRO3 3, PRO1 4. ("No, now she’s 3 and I'm 4.")

Mother: NEC, NOT. A-LITTLE, SCANTY. YES, WILL BE
5 ("In just a little you will be 5.")

Alice: PRO3 3, PRO1 5. ("OK, she's 3 and I will be 5.")
PRO3 4, PRO1 6. ("When she's 4, I'm 6.")

Mother: RIGHT
Alice: PRO3 5, PRO1 7.

Mothers YES
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Alice: PRO3 6, PRO1 8„ PRO3 7, PRO1 9. 9 PRO1 .
Mother: YES. THAT ENOUGH. CAN GO ON FOREVER, CAN.
Alice: PRO1 10, PRO3 9. PRO1 11, PRO3 10. 11.

(She loses the progressiono)

Alice here used the same technique of alternate counting that

she used in the previous stage for counting M&M candies« Here, how

ever, not only are the quantities different,, rather than equal, but 

they are abstract--^future ages* The other child was not even present 

to provide a concrete presence for the numbers0 Alice was able to keep 

both sequences in mind and to use ASL place to help relate the numbers 

to the right person* The age for PRO^ (Susie) is near the PRO-marker 

for 3rd person and the age for PRO**- (herself) is near the PRO-marker 

for 1st person; that is, the number for Susie is out to the side near 

where Alice pointed to indicate Susie and the number for herself is

closer in to her own body, near where she points to her chest to indi

cate herself* This is like placing the numbers over the appropriate 

piles of candy* A mature signer might further delete and abstract by 

omitting the pronoun forms and substituting the numbers in the pronoun 

spaces* Thus Susie's number would be made in Susie's space and Alice's 

number made in Alice's space with no separate form for pronoun* The 

place would carry the pronoun element*

(Alice's difficulty with understanding whether she is 4 or 5 

twelve days before her birthday is a side comment on how children learn 

to count ages*)

Number Inflection* At 60 months Alice was observed to inflect 

with the numbers 2 and 3 in person contexts and 2 in a time contexts 

Person Mother: DO PRO2 WANT TO PLAY WITH FATHER NEXT TIME?
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Alice: NEG- (PR02a PR02b) YES. ("Not Dad, you and
me0n)

Mother: WHY FATHER N-0?
Alice: NEGo .

Mother: WHY?
Alice: STAY HOME WITH 2 (PR02a PR02b) ("the two

of you" or "you-two") AND MAD A-LOT LOG MAD 
AND c o o

Mother (to Father): PRO2 STAY HOME AND TAKE CARE OF THAT THINGS,
' 2 (PRO2 PRO1) FLY«, SORRY ABOUT THATo

Alice (to Father): STAY HOMEo 2(PR01 PRO1) ("Mother and me")
FLY, YES o o o 2, 3, YES.

Mother: YES, D-0 PRO2 WANT FLY?
Alice: 3 (PRO2 PRO3 PRO1), YES.

Mother: YES, SOMEDAY, 3 (PRO2 PRO3 PRO1) WILL FLY«

In two other contexts Alice also utters sentences with 2 (PRO2 

PRO1 "the two of us")o

Time— The time expression is 2-WEEK, meaning "in two weekso"

It may be significant that both types of expression, the pronouns and 

the word WEEK are formed with the index finger configuration, which is 

also the handshape of the number lo Some other signs, such as YEAR, 

which is made with a fist, or S handshape, also inflect for number, but 

Alice was not observed using these0 It may also be that the plural 

pronoun compounds are so common that Alice has learned them through 

repetition® It is certainly not surprising that a five-year-old learns 

to express a word for the two-week period until her birthday before she 

learns to talk about 2-year periods® The index finger handshape, 

nevertheless, may facilitate acquisition of dual and -3- markers®

7® Imitation® Alice was learning more and more recitations in 

school, and memorizing more English inflections in them® Many of these 

consisted of fingerspelling (Recall SCARE D from Red Riding Hood)® The 

inflections are discussed in some detail under the Sign English
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section, but some of them and other fingerspellings should be treated 

here for the light they provide on the increased density of finger- 

spelling in utteranceso Many of these fingerspellings were widely 

separated until it appeared that letters were sprinkled through a sign 

sentenceo For example, Alice' s first line of HBa-*ba Blacksheepn had 

three "loose” letters:

B-B1ACK SHEEP S - PRO3 S-

When her mother asked her to slow down, Alice produced this

version:

B- BLACK SHEEP HAVE WOOL FOR HER S- FOR 3 BAG FULL, 1 FOR MY
MASTER, 1 FOR MY DAME, 1 FOR MY LITTLE BOY WHO LIVE IN LANEo

When she slowed down even more to "teach" the song to someone 

else, it came out this way:

B- BLACK SHEEP, HAVE YOU ANY WOOL 0 o * YES, SIR, 3 S-
FULL o' o o

Mother noticed the "loose" S or the "lost" word and prompted 

Alice: BAGo

AliceTs amended line is: 3 BAG FULL*,

Then S, which presumably belongs as the plural marker on BAG, 

hangs loose in Alice's rendering as an independent element0 In

reciting the pledge to the flag, Alice produced an S after STAND, in

the correct order, but the two were not compounded or connected in any 

waye The S got the same rhythmic value as, and was otherwise treated 

as a separate wordo The S was added as a self-correction:

FOR WHICH STAND IT STAND S 1 NATION UNDER G0Do
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Again in the pledge letters were added to the sign JUST/

.JUSTICEo Alice produced: WITH LIBERTY AND JUST Go

These letters, meant to be confined with signs to approximate

English word spellings, were used by Alice as if they were independent

entities, not part of a sequenceo

Learned sentence frames with fingerspelled elements continued

to appearo Alice's mother was commonly prompting the polite request

M-A-Y I o o o at 60 months o Alice produced:

Mother: MAY I o » »
Alice: M-A-Y I WANT 

Mother: NEC, N-0. M-A-Y I SEE THAT BOOK:
SPELL-IT-OUTo 

Alice: M-A-Y I SEE BOOK?

A new function for fingerspelled sequences was revealed in a

home record of 60-62 monthso Alice spontaneously repeated words for

emphasis in more than one mode0

PRO2 WATCH (brother) don't (oral) TAKE POSS1 CANDY.

(brother) D-O-N-T TAKE POSS1 CANDY.

The utterance was basically in signs, with the emphatic word, 

for which Alice certainly knew the sign, uttered in two other forms— *

• speech and fingerspelling for emphasis»

65 months

30 Alice turned during a lag in the activity to the camera and 

fingerspelled her complete name— first, middle, and lasto

4o The alphabeto Alice ran through the alphabet quickly, omitting 

or mis-sequencing a few letters after JQ
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6o Spelled wordso Fingerspellings noted in the Home Records for 

the four months after the videotaping included a functor:

I WANT TO STAY WITH MOMMY LITTLE T-H-E-N I GO TO BED, 0-K. 

a misspelled adjective:

. RANDY'S HAIR IS M-A-S-S-Y 

a couple nouns:

M-E-A-T
P-I-Z-Z (on the school menu for lunch the next day)

the first completely fingerspelled sentence:

M-A-Y I K-I-S-S Y-O-U-R N-O-S-E

and one of a three-form repetition for emphasis:

y-O-U-R - OWN - FAULT (ASL)
YOUR OWN FAULT (ESL)
Y—0—U—R 0—W—N F—A —U—L—T (fmgerspelling)

75 months

lo Name signso In the Home Records Alice revealed some awareness 

of the selection of name signs when she signs two different ones for 

the same English name and asks: WHICH PRO^ LIKE BEST:

During the taping session Alice invented a name sign in a sur

prising contexto She was trying to tell a story about a trained 

dolphin she had seen and called it a FISHo Her mother fingerspelled 

D-0-L-P-H-I-N several times, but Alice clearly considered orthography 

an unwelcome distraction0 She neatly avoided attending to the sequence 

of letters by treating them as a name and inventing a name sign for 

dolphin, comprising the handshape D and the neutral wiggle from the
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elbowe Her mother laughed and let her get on with the tale* Again, 

Alice's attempt to make meaning here overpowered attention to .formo

2o Short, common English words0 Alice!s mother typically signed 

English structured sentences and fingerspelled many of the functors:

YOU D-0 T-0-0, I-S, A-R-E, D-I-D, H-E-R, T-H-E-M, W-H-A-T, W-A-S, FOR 

exampleo Alice responded without hesitation to utterances containing 

these fingerspellings, but she herself spontaneously fingerspelled only 

one such functor during the taping: T-H-E-N, which had appeared

earliero

3° Nameso Spontaneous fingerspellings from the 75th month include

the names of four friends and one dog from television,. The names of

three different stores and a mechanic were also noted*

60 Other spontaneous fingerspellings were sprinkled throughout the

taping session, usually as one word in a basically sign phrase or

sentence or as a one word answer to a question:

M-O-T-E-L
P-O-O-L
L-A-K-E
B-U-S
C—A —R
R-O-C-K-S
I—G—E ICE-CREAM C—0—N—E
C—0—K—E
A C-U-P
B—A —N—K
C-A-M-P
S — C —A — B
li— 0— 0— S—E
Fingerspelling continued to be utilized as emphasis or clarifi

cation*, In one case Alice repeated herself several times on a word 

when adding information would have been effective0 The ambiguity was
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not in the word but in the dearth of information supplied:

Alice: J-O-E DIE G G (a cross)
Mother: W-H-A-T?
Alice: J—0— E

Mother: J-O-E, YES (prompting)
Alice: 'KNOW, BREAK ARM?

Mother: HUH? J-O-E BREAK ARM?
Alice: BREAK ARM, A-R-M (getting frustrated)

Mother: YES (prompting)
Alice: YES, ARM, A-R-M (impatient)

Mother: YES, YES, WHO J-O-E?
Alice: J-O-E D0Go

Mother: (finally getting an idea) READ STORY?
Alice: T-V

Alice seemed to have almost no idea of why her mother did not

understand about JoeQ She could think only apparently of repeating

herself in another form0 Other instances from the taping session added 

to the example of YOUR-OWN-FAULT from the previous December's Home 

Records suggest a strategy in response to lack of immediate gratifica

tion leading to frustration or increasing excitement: repeat an ASL

utterance as separate signs (Sign English) and then as fingerspelling:

LET—ME—SEE
SEE
S-E-E

When Mother asked Alice if a name was that of the TEACHER AIDE, 

Alice had difficulty rooted in a difference between the school sign and 

the ASL sign her mother usedo Alice again seemed to think that switch

ing to fingerspelling satisfied all needs for explanation:

Mother: (name) TEACHER AIDE?
Alice: NEG, HELP (with an A handshape)

Mother: WRONG PRO1 , HOW SIGN FOR IT?
(Mother understands Alice has learned a different 
sign for AIDEo)

Alice: HELP
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Mother: YES, HELP, TEACHER HELP? (Mother gives in to Alice's
sign, but Mother makes it with an S handshape, as a 
familiar ASL sign.)

Alice: NEC, H-E-L-P
Mother: A-I-D (Mother wants to teach Alice the accepted

term.)
Alice: NEC, H-E-L-P (She does not realize that A-I-D is a

synonym for H-E-L-P.)
Mother: YES, 0-K (She gives up.)
Alice: HELP (a handshape)

Mother: HELP ER (if she cannot get Alice to accept the sign
AIDE or even A-I-D, then Mother will correct the form
class of HELP.)

Alice: YES, HELP ER (Alice accepts this correction.)
Mother: YES, 0-K, OBLIGATE. A HELP. (Mother perceives that

the school has taught Alice an initialized sign for 
"aide" based on the ASL sign HELP instead of teaching 
the sign AIDE.

V
Alice's HELP (AIDE) ASL HELP "new" ASL AIDE

derived from SUPPORT

Two major developments emerge at 75 months. 1) One is the 

transfer of words known in speechreading to fingerspelling:

P-E-C-K
"picnic"

B-O-B-P-O-B
"bomb" or "bomber" or "boom"

It will be recalled that in Stage 7 at 52 months Alice invented 

a spelling N-O-H that had no relation to any other form of language.

At 75 months Alice demonstrates that she has learned that there is a 

relation between fingerspelling and speech. The second syllable of 

"picnic" is not visible on the lips, only on the tongue. Her effort at
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"picnic" reveals two facts: a) Alice can associate lip movements with

appropriate letters and b) Alice has generated certain spelling rules 

of Englisho "Peck" is a possible English word (indeed that spelling 

represents another word in English)o (See the section on Misspellings 

for further discussion0)

2) The second major development was a request for the spellings 

of words o An example* from the Home Records exhibits the idiomatically 

ASL means of request: WHAT NAME 0-F SNOW? (WHAT) NAME + (SIGN)? is

translated (how do you spell X ?)« Alice had begun by this time to 

take the initiative in adding fingerspelling to her lexicono Clearly, 

she has acquired the concept that every sign meaning can also be 

expressed through fingerspellingo

A limitation on comprehension of fingerspelling is revealed 

when a researcher spells a word to Alice without moving her lips0 Th„e

researcher spelled B, R, I, C, Ko Alice appeared very confusedo She

was accustomed to seeing spelling and fingerspelling with accompanying 

lip movementso Her parents attributed her confusion to the absence of 

any mouth movements at all in the researchero

Alice: B-I-C-K, WHAT?
Mother: B-R-I-C-K, HOW SIGN IT HOW?
Alice: B-I, NEG. SHRUG, HUH0

Mother: YES, PRO2 SIGN PROS (Three Little
Pigs book)o

Alice (to the researcher): YES^ BRICKo
Mother: PRO (picture of bricks)
Alice: YES, FINISH SAY BRICK

Mother: YES, WELL, WATCH-HER FINGERSPELL
B-R-I-C-K-So REMEMBERo

Part of Alice's confusion could be caused by the novelty of

being asked to give a sign for a spelling, as the converse was the
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usual practiceo Alice might not have understood she was being asked 

for a sign and might have been waiting for the rest of the message 

about brickso Her parents, however, seemed certain the problem in 

Alice's slow response was the unusual manner of spelling without mouth

ing or speecho

89 months (no Home Records)

3o Names0 Spontaneous spellings during the taping session 

included a number of first names of people and names of places0 Alice 

exhibited an interesting misunderstandingo She fingerspelled:

L-A-R-R-Y L-A-R-C POSS^ LASTo Alice thought that 'Lawrence1 was 

Larry's last name, not understanding the relationship between the name 

and nicknameo

60 Alice gave more evidence during this session that she could add 

to her lexicon from one language form and transfer that lexeme to 

another form0 Alice saw a woman dressed as a mermaid swimming in a 

tank at Seaworldo She did not learn a word for mermaid at Seaworld, 

but she did have an association with a word from a prior experienceo 

She fingerspelled T-A-Ro Her mother imitated her blankly, and Alice, 

aware she was not reproducing the spelling added a clue: T-V, invented

a sign for mermaid and fingerspelled S-A-T0 Her mother, baffled, 

guessed S-T-A-R-T-R-E-K but then Alice provided another clue: T-U-N-A

TIN (invented sign)o PRO^ SEE T-V PRO^o Mother was able to add up 

the clues to produce S-T-A-R-K-I-S-To Alice had associated the name of 

the tuna with the mermaid in the logo and tried to apply the spelling 

to the mermaid at Seaworldo Starkist = mermaid for Alice0



Misspelling and Invented Spellings

The developmental data were examined a second time to determine 

any patterns of misspelling or invented spellingo Some of the spell

ings considered in the main discussion of fingerspelling will be 

repeated here with a different focuso First will be considered 

spellings that violate the concept of words in English,, Patterns are 

then sought in Alice’s spellings and the relation between articulatory 

features and letter representations is examined»

Before 25 months Alice’s only letters were in name signs0 

Because these handshapes are identical with other handshapes, there is 

no reason to think that Alice separated these as a special class which 

later was identified as fingerspellingo Between 26 and 30 months Alice 

was introduced to the alphabet9 the spelling of her own name, and some 

short borrowed fingerspellings0 The short words, T-V, 0-K, B-J9 were 

uttered as wholes, not as two letter sequences0 It was the alphabet 

and the name that really introduced letters* Spelling the name was the 

first instance of fingerspelled labels for concepts that Alice already

could express in another form (sign)o Alice also showed her compre

hension that fingerspelling letters map on to print letters at this 

time, both in the alphabet and in her name*

By 35 months Alice had learned to spell a number of words and

had become more at ease with the alphabet and with spelling* At about 

this age Alice began to wave her fingers as if spelling but without 

articulating* It is as if she had learned the principle that the 

fingerspelling form was available but had not yet developed any
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hypothesis at the basis of such forms« The form had been established 

but the function had not been comprehendedo Possibly as a means of 

discovering the basis for fingerspelling, Alice began to imitate spon

taneous fingerspellingo Because much of the stimulus for imitation was 

English function words and bound morphemes, it is questionable how much 

information about relations between meaning and form this gave Alice*

It did give her information about structure within the form (spelling 

sequences) and about English syntactic structure* It may have given 

her some wrong information as well, as bound morphemes frequently 

.appeared unbound in the sign sequence*

Alice Vs jabbering lasted only a brief time as she added finger- 

spelled words to her lexicon*

Almost all of Alice1s spontaneous fingerspellings in the data 

are standard orthography, i*e*, correct spellings* After 35 months 

Alice produced enough letter sequences that "errors11 reveal something 

of Alice1s current understanding of orthography* The examples reveal a 

number of problems in learning the orthography, including difficulty in 

perceiving double letters in fingerspelling (OFF, 33 months; ZOO, 46 

months), possible confusion about the presence of numbers in finger- 

spelled sequences (ZOZ 2, 46 months; SAKES CANDY SV3, 48 months), and 

difficulty (possibly related to lack of attention) in storing a new 

spelling in short-term memory ( JUMP, 34 months; BANK, 48 months) *

Some of the data from Alice suggest that early on she had no 

idea how fingerspelling is analyzed but that she gradually generalized
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both rules of standard orthography and of relations between articula

tory features and letter representations«

Spellings that Violate the Concept of Words„ These spellings 

are not only impossible sequences; they do not preserve even the most 

basic concept of the word,

lo Jabbering* No letters are distinguishable; no spelling attempt 

made*

2* Wild Spellings * At 37 months and 48 months Alice produced 

fingerspellings which hardly resembled words: C-A-5-W-V-3-V and

S-A-K-E-S-V (CANDY)V-S-3* The first was produced on the instruction to 

spell CAT; the second referred to some candy* These spellings con

tained numbers for some reason, and even the letters in them, after the 

first few, are not possible sequences in English* Perhaps this sort of 

spelling is a step beyond jabbering and fills a similar function: when

letters are not known, any finger configuration— even numbers— will 

serve as a place holder* It may be, too* that because of the similar

ity of formation of numbers and letters, Alice did not yet draw a 

strict line between them* It will be recalled that at 31 months Alice 

had trouble distinguishing some letters and numbers from each other* 

Although by 46 months, she no longer had that articulatory problem, 

Alice misinterpreted her mother and was willing to spell ZOO as 

2— 0— Z-2 *

3* Loose Letters * These letters appeared unbound in recitations 

and story imitations* They did not appear in spontaneous fingerspell- 

ings in discourse or in elicited spellings* In the Pledge of
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Allegiance C and S appeared unbound, but we can infer their origin by

their environments JUST C (justice); STAND S (stands)0 In "BaBa Black
' 3Sheep” B and S appear to be free morphemes s B BLACK SHEEP S PRO So 

It is easy to figure out that B comes from Ba-Ba, but the S !s are 

hardero On starting again Alice came closer to the original but still 

left a loose S: B BLACK SHEEP HAVE WOOL FOR HER S FOR 3 BAG FULLo The

S might have wandered free from BAG0 In another try Alice kept an S in 

place and lost the morpheme it was supposed to be attached to: YES,

SIR, 3 S FULLo For Alice, and possibly for other deaf children exposed 

to the form of English signing that symbolizes various bound morphemes 

with letters, letters can appear to stand alone as wordso A and I do 

stand alone in English orthographyo Perhaps because in sign letters 

are the same basic shapes as signs, the child is ready to accept loose 

letters wandering through signso

Misspellings0 Most of the spellings consist of groups of 

letters which vary in their relation to the target word and to the 

range of possible words in Englishe

One approach to fingerspelling in deaf children is to compare 

the nature of their orthography with that of untutored hearing children 

who writeo Charles Read (1975) has demonstrated that hearing children 

inventing their own orthography with the standard English alphabet 

classify distinctive phones according to articulatory features0 The 

judgements the children make are often quite different from those made 

after learnign standard orthography or those made by a phonemic tran

scriber 0 What sorts of judgements are made by deaf children? A deaf
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child who had been exposed to no speech would have to make judgements 

on some basis, possibly by analogy with other spellings0 A deaf child 

like Alice, who used some speech and speechreading with fingerspelling, 

would make use of some articulatory features, perhaps place of articu- 

lationo Early exposure to standard orthography through fingerspelling 

and the absence of phonetic information on the other hand, might 

encourage correct spelling over misspelling when a spelled form is 

known and give no basis for invented spellings when the child has never 

seen the spelled forme The only relation that generally exists between 

signs and spelling is the identity of the sign handshape with the 

initial letter of the spelled forme Although this correspondence is 

quite rare overall (except for the special "new signs" which are 

designed to exploit such a relationship), it is more common in formal 

name signs and thus might have greater frequency in a child's language 

than in an adult'Se

Alice is a deaf child who is developing meaning in more than 

one variety of language simultaneouslyo She is not a child who, after 

developing competence in one variety then sequentially turns her 

attention to another0 Even at age three Alice added language in more 

than one variety, often transferring it to another shortly afterwardo 

Speech and speechreading were productive for Alice, and she could 

express many meanings through speech, sign, and fingerspellingo Her 

misspellings, both spontaneous and imitative, reveal some of her 

knowledge of the relationship between speech and spelling and of the 

rules of English spelling® Mother's S-A-N-T-A-C-L-A-R-A was first
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attempted by Alice as S-T-Eo The initial letter was correct; the 

second letter was contained in the stimulus and the sequence S-T is a 

possible and common one in English., A vowel appropriately followed 

S-T; furthermore, the sequence S-T-E is a common pattern* After 

Mother!s correction, S-A-N-T-A, Alice tried the whole spelling again 

and produced S-A-N-T-A-L-A-C-K* Mother's correction was imitated cor

rectly, but the second word of the name was not* Alice's attempt, how

ever, again incorporates letters from the original in a possible 

English sequence* C, L, and A appear in L-A-C-K* L-A-G-K forms a pos

sible (indeed, an actual) word in English* The additional letter, K, 

completes a common final spelling pattern, C-K, as in B-R-I-C-K or 

Alice's invention P-E-G-K (picnic)*

Alice's spelling of "picnic" as P-E-C-K realizes those elements 

of the spoken word which are externally visible in speechrending* The 

second syllable is articulated behind the teeth* Alice's spelling of 

/plk/ is consistent with certain phonetic features and with the spell

ing rule which generally realizes a final k as C-K*

There is no externally visible difference between the two lax 

vowels /e/ and /I/; and the articulatory difference is very, very 

slight* The spelling of /I/ as E is, nevertheless, the regular repre

sentation used by the hearing children studied by Charles Read before 

they learned standard spelling (1975, p* 333)* Read concluded that /I/ 

is spelled J2 because the diphthongal name of the letter E starts with 

the lax vowel /i/ that the children want to write* "Evidently the 

children can recognize the phonetic similarity (in place of
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articulation) and ignore the difference in tenseness” (p0 333)e Alice

could at this point name the letters of the alphabet in speech; thus it

is conceivable that she could have performed the same analysis of the

hearing children* It is also not unlikely that the selection of a

medial lax vowel is random or is always the same (if unknown) because

they do not appear different externally and are similar in place of

articulation* At 65 months Alice spelled "messy” as M-A-S-S-Y, a

typical example of the treatment of lax vowels that Read found*

Further research might reveal a pattern*

Alice's ability to monitor her fingerspelling production is

revealed by self-correction* For example, during the taping session,

Alice talked about The Three Little Pigs:

Alice: STRAW, YES, STRAW * * * S-W-A-R-T, OOPS, S-W * * *
Mother: NEC
Alice: S-R-A

Mother: NEC
Alice: S-T-A-W ‘

Mother: -R-A-W
Alice: S-T-R-A-W

It would appear that this fingerspelling is a transfer from the

printed alphabet form, as the word appears in books available to Alice

in its sign form and in the printed alphabet* Alice's first effort,

S-W-A-R-T, is a possible word in English; in fact, it is the name of

someone Alice knows well* Although, Alice caught her own misspelling,

her attempt to correct it, S-R-A, is not a possible English spelling

pattern* Mother's prompt, S-T, elicited S-T-A-W, a possible spelling

that omits the R* Alice's attempts appear to be based purely on the

visual (or possibly tactile) pattern of spellings rather than on
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articulatory features, although S-R-A-W is consistent with the affrica- 

tion of T before R that Charles Read described in the phonetic-feature 

analysis of hearing children's invented spellings (1975, pp0 334-335)e 

This is a case of Alice's commanding the appropriate letters in incor

rect but possible order0 Her attempts to reorder both do and do not 

conform to English spelling patterns«,

Consider: Alice: E—A—R—R—Y L»—A—R—C
Mother: L-A-W-R-E-N-C-E

Alice's spelling contains the letters of the actual spelling..

It also conforms to Read’s finding of the treatment of preconsonantal 

nasals in his preliterate hearing subjectso (Read's examples were of 

the omission of nasals before a stop0) The preschool children in 

Read's study also typically represent syllabic liquids and glides with

out a vowel: NUBRS (numbers) in unstressed syllables but insert a

vowel in the spelling in stressed syllables» Alice's L-A-R is con

sistent with this finding, as is her spelling of "April" as A-P-R-L* 

Very little of "Lawrence", /'lor^n(+)s/, is externally visible to the

speechreadero The phonemes are all formed with tongue action behind
■ ■ ■ ■ /  . the teeth at the alveolar ridge and beyond« These are extremely dif

ficult sounds to perceive tactilely as wello It is amazing, and of 

course inconclusive, that given these barriers to articulatory aware

ness, Alice's fingerspelling is consistent with the written spellings 

of preschool hearing children<, Read's hearing children, however, 

abandoned the treatment of preconsonantal nasals after they began to 

read standard orthography0 Alice had not only been exposed to standard 

orthography in school before 89 months, when she spelled L-A-R-C, she
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had been exposed to it through fingerspelling since a much earlier age0 

How much did the earlier exposure to standard spelling compensate for 

the incomplete phonetic data?

One spelling at this time did not reveal any association with a 

phonetic representation,. The attempted spelling of "Starkist" as S-A-R 

or T-A-Ro Alice knew the spelling was incomplete and/or inaccurate, 

but she did not draw on speech to disambiguateo Her spellings, though 

they omitted the second half of the word, again employed the right 

letters and strung them in the right order, but not all at the same 

time0 Alice did not vocalize MstarkistM; she acquired the word from 

print, and may not have had a phonetic representation of ito

Other spellings also omit .the second, unaccented, syllable of a

two-syllable word: P-I-Z-Z (a)
W-I-N-D (ow)
D-E-N-T (ist)

Did the stress pattern in speech have any bearing on the 

omission in fingerspelling? or is it a general rule that the beginnings 

of fingerspelled words are more likely to be remembered than the ends? 

The second possibility seems reasonable because of the contour of 

fingerspelling, but we do not know how fingerspelling is processed by 

the receivero

There are some similarities between Alice's misspellings and 

those of Read's hearing children, but these data are not extensivee 

Further research might help us to understand the task facing the deaf 

child in learning to communicate in various forms of English, including 

reading and writingo To the extent that deaf children's processes and
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generalizations are different from those of hearing children, we will 

derive greater understanding of the role of hearing in language»

Sign English

Sign English is traced through the appearance of non-ASL signs, 

for example articles and other functors, and through English syntax and 

morphologyo No note was made of structures shared by ASL and English, 

only of elements unique to English*, The data are again divided into 

time intervals determined.by the emergence of new formso Much of the 

material signed by Alice in this variety of language was verse*, At 

school Alice was taught to recite and sing a number of selectionso 

These recitations were characterized by a number of linguistic 

behaviors and structures not concurrently found in Alice's spontaneous 

language and apparently led to some odd rules for English*, Her use of 

Sign English markers in reading, an environment more heavily weighted 

toward their use since the text is English than spontaneous communica

tion might be, gives insight into her grammar and into the dynamics of 

signing with the markers*, Three years of such story reading were 

analyzed for this purpose»

Although fingerspelTing is derived from English print, for the

purposes of this analysis it is not included in this category*,

"English'1 refers to English sentence structure and morphology*,

The first examples of English structure appear in the data from

the Home Records and the taping session between 36 and 38 months*, This

onset coincided with Alice's entry into a Total Communication Program,, 

She had been exposed unsystematically to some Sign English at homeo
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Appearance of an aspect of English in the corpus does not indicate 

mastery of the aspect, as it may appear only once in the data* Nor 

does absence, of course, mean it never occurs»

36 - 38 months

Article - A 0 The first spontaneous use of English was the sentence

frame N (BE) ja (bad fgirl 
(good (boy

At 36 months Alice associated a fingerspelling card A with BAD from her 

parents T scold: YOU ARE A BAD GIRLo At 38 months Alice told the dog,

B-J A GOOD BOYo

Article and the Present Singular Verb0 At 38 months Alice recited 

Rock-a-bye Baby with a Signed English poster as an aide This was the 

first noted activity based on the Signed English syntaxo In signing 

this song Alice did not exploit space* She made signs in a string, in 

the fashion of spoken languages, and separated them with pauses, in the 

fashion of most alphabetically printed languages* The recitation 

included the article the and the third person singular present verb 

ending -S* Subsequently, when others sang the verse, Alice repeated 

BLOW-S * * * THE, POINT AND0 * * * She repeated the new kinds of forms 

which she had learned to make for the recitation, suggesting that they 

may have seemed special to her*

Be Past Participle - D * English structures were associated with 

stories, too* The Housekeeper told parts of Little Red Riding Hood in 

Sign English that Alice imitated and had obviously imitated before, as 

she joined in just a beat behind and sometimes ahead of the Housekeeper*
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In addition to the word by word segmentation Alice imitated a b£ and a

question with DO support:

Housekeeper: LITTLE
Alice: LITTLE

Housekeeper: RED
Alice: RED

Housekeeper: RIDE
Alice: RIDE W-A-S SCARE

Housekeeper: D
Alice: D

One sign translates afraid, scare, frighten; thus when the English 

signer has in mind the English scared or frightened, he adds a D 0 To 

the uninitiated signer this may look like AFRAID D, but the Sign 

English receiver will try to match English words with the signer 

through speech or speechreadingo The Housekeeper was exposing Alice to 

this problem of fit between forms of languageo

Housekeeper: HELLO
Alice: HELLO

Housekeeper: HELLO! WHAT
Alice: WHAT

Housekeeper: D-0 YOU HAVE
Alice: D-0 YOU HAVE

Housekeeper: IN
Alice: IN

Housekeeper: THAT
Alice: THAT

Housekeeper: BASKET
Alice: BASKET

Housekeeper: "0-H .
Alice: 0-H

Housekeeper: AND WHERE D-
Alice: AND WHERE D-

Housekeeper: YOUR
Alice: YOUR

Housekeeper: GRANDMOTHER
Alice: GRANDMOTHER

Housekeeper: LIVE*
Alice: LIVE*
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PrOo The pronoun I was the subject of one sentence:

I WANT I-C-Eo

40 - 41 months

Be0 Alice signed two forms of BE:

MARK SEE WOLF WHERE ARE WOLF.

LUCY IS FUNNYo

The first sentence is an attempted imitation from Little Red Riding 

Hood, where the wolf asks, !tWhere are you going?n The second sentence 

cannot be ascribed to imitationo

44 months

Contraction,, Pro* At home Alice used the Sign English pronoun

SHE with fS , undoubtedly in a BE contraction^ At 36 months Alice had

not imitated a Signed English possessive:

Housekeeper: RUN
Alice: GRANDMOTHER

Housekeeper: TS HOUSE
Alice: HOUSE

Adj o— Y o Alice signed FUNNY as FUN Y, the way her teacher signed

The Sign English signs which Alice used until 44 months were 

additions of grammatical elements which ASL grammar does not have, such 

as the copula, or signs to make distinctions that ASL grammar does not 

make, such as the distinction between subject and object forms of the 

first person pronouno ASL grammar has a grammatical mechanism for dis

tinguishing between some nominal and adjectival forms (Bellugi and 

Pedersen, 1975)o FUN and FUNNY consist of the same basic handshape,
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active hand forms a U, palm turned toward the bodyo The tip of the U 

brushes downward against the tip of the nose0 To sign FUN, the fingers 

of the U brush once as the hand moves down from the face; the U fingers 

continue to bend into an .N0 To sign FUNNY, the fingers of the U brush 

the tip of the nose in a couple of short strokes«, The Sign English 

FUN Y is, then, a substitution of English structure for an existing ASL 

structureo Alice had signed FUNNY according to ASL grammar at 40 

months and continued to sign it after she began to use the Sign English 

rule0 The two forms were alternatives for the meaning (funny)„

46 - 47 months

Beo A o Alice produced the first sentences exhibiting both a gram

matically correct form of BE and the indefinite article A:

PRO3 IS A DOG 

PRO3 IS A  HORSE

She also sang BE as an imperative in "Santa Claus is Coming to Town0" 

-ingo The refrain of "Santa Claus is Coming to Town" contains two 

aspectual -ing forms with present tense BE0 Alice imitated the first, 

TELL ING and produced the second, COME ING without help but incorrectly 

SANTA-CLAUS COME TO TOWN ING T0WNo She did not associate ING with the 

verb in the sentence and did not connect it to anything» It appeared 

as a free morpheme after T0WNo

A month later Alice signed: . » . WRITE THAT NAME~ING PR03„

WRONG R PRO-*- (Write that name for me. I made the R wrong,) for her 

first recorded spontaneous ING, Here ING not only was misplaced
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sentence..

Plural -So The first spontaneous -s_ was signed as Alice looked 

through an animal alphabet book with printed signs labeling the pic

tures: PRO^ (picture) CAT S, cat0 BUG S, BUGe In both cases there

was more than one animal drawno

Quantifiero Word Order0 Infinitiveo Her parents began at this 

time to try to encourage English structure in Alice's signingo Alice 

had correctly been signing I WANT ^  without expanding the N^ to a 

phraseo In some contexts completed an acceptable English structure, 

for example, I WANT I-C-E, but in others it did not, for example, I 

WANT WATER, when no choice had been offered., Alice apparently became 

aware that some functor or other was required after WANT and infini

tives o Her parents began to model Sign English sentences for Alice to 

imitate before they would give her what she wantedo Sometimes she was 

receptive and sometimes note Two instances of successful modeling and 

imitation were recorded in the Home Records:

Alice: I WANT TO WATERo
Father: I WANT SOME WATERo
Alice: I WANT TO SOME WATERo
Father: I WANT SOME- WATERo
Alice: I WANT SOME WATER, I TELL PRO2.,

Alice: I WANT TO IT POPo
Mother: I WANT TO DRINK SOME POPo
' Alice: I WANT TO SOME DRINK POPo
Mother: I WANT TO DRINK SOME POPo
Alice: I WANT TO DRINK SOME POP « » » FAST, FAST (l am fast

in saying this sentenceo)
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Another infinitive was part of a sentence often repeated by the teacher

and adapted by Alice:

IT IS TIME TO SHARE WITH FRIENDS TO DADDY 
TIME TO SHARE WITH MOMMY 0

In Alice’s Sign English structures there was frequent inappro

priate use of TOo Alice may have formed a rule along the lines of, 

when in need of a functor in a Sign English sentence, use T0o (in 

some varieties of Sign English, a distinction is made between the 

preposition, which is signed, and the infinitival marker, which is 

fingerspelledo TO in ASI is limited to spatial or temporal direction, 

and many wish to restrict TO to the same semantic range in Englishe 

Neither Alice nor her parents was seen to observe this distinction*

All English words spelled _to were signed TO*)

Pronoun* I WANT TO IT POP* was the first recorded utterance of the 

pronoun it*

48 - 50 months

Present Tense -S* Alice spontaneously signed the -S marking third

person singular present tense verbs for the first (recorded) time at 48

months* During this period Alice did not work out the distribution of

-S, adding it in several inappropriate contexts:

ELSIE AND TOM LOVE S* (uttered twice, a month apart)

YOU FORGET^S*

CAN'T Wa£k~S„

and in one appropriate context:

GIRL DONKEY DRIVERS PRO3 (picture),
(A girl drives a donkey in that picture*)
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The single sentence in which Alice was observed to use -S appropriately 

is in ASL word order (see Fischer 1975 and Liddell 1977)0 She also 

correctly imitated a sentence signed with a special sign HAS» Alice 

had learned an -S followed verbs sometimes but had not learned when to 

add it0

-ingo These sentences contained ING:

DOG CAT BITE^ING (A dog is biting a cat.)

YOU ARE GOOD GIRL DRIVF^INGo

MY RED IS MIXING (My red bedspread is mixed up, in disarray«) 

The first sentence is in ASL word order and omits BE0 The second com

bines BE and N-̂  BE V +ingo The third is actually a correct 

English structure, POSS BE + ingo The problem is that the verb MIX 

in English, in the sense meant here, is transitive and blocks the 

structure Alice produced* To express a passive state of being mixed 

(up) English employs the past participle and the particle "up," not the 

present participle* None of the sentences Alice signed are idiomati

cally acceptable English*

Plural* A plural was applied in spontaneous signing to an abstract 

concept rather than to a picture of objects when Alice explained that 

it took her three tries to successfully complete a puzzle:

LAST NIGHT 3 TIMERS *

Question Form* The first non-imitative DO support was at 48 

months* One case is especially interesting, because Alice switched 

modes from visual to auditory for that word alone:

WHAT "do" YOU WANT?
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DO YOU WANT COFFEE?

Two kinds of past tense marker appeared in these data0 Alice 

signed -D as she was reading, but she spontaneously produced the 

irregular past marker PAST in the appropriate structural context twice: 

BIRD STMD^PAST (The bird stood.)

YOU MAKE~"pAST PRO3 (You made that cake.)

The first sentence, however, was inappropriate semantically; it 

described a picture of a standing birdo

51 - 55 months

The startling development during this period was the signing of 
■7  ' . - 

!S in almost every imaginable contexto Many uses of !S were in a

recitation of f1Humpty Dumpty11 which had not yet been mas teredo In

several tries at the verse, transcribed in the Home Records and

videotape-recorded, Alice produced 'S in these contexts:

lo 

2o

3o

No context; ioeo, TS at the beginning of a sentence

'S_ KING^S MAN HORSE

Affixed to a quantifier0

ALlTs KING HORSE^S MANo

A GREAT o o o A L V S  KINGo

Affixed to a nouno

AL L T S KING HORSE^S MANo :

'S KING'S MAN HORSEe

CAN'T PUT MAN^S KINGo

HUMPTY-DUMPTY^ KING MAN CAN'T PUT 
HUMPTY-DUMPTY'S KING TOGETHER AGAIN.
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4o Affixed to a verbo

COULD PUT KING

The lines: All the king's horses
And all the king's men 
Couldn't put Humpty together again,,

were clearly a source of difficulty for Alice,, Her treatment of them

demonstrates lack of understanding of the relations among king, horses,

men, and Humpty Dumptyo The free-floating 'S indicates incomplete

understanding of both its distribution and its semantic functiono

The confusion over 'S was manifest in spontaneous production as

wello Possessive 'S was produced appropriately in these contexts:

lo BABY^S MOTHER
i

2= NOT BOSS1 —  CLARaT s

3o I GO TO KELLY'S HOUSE, 0-K?

4» PRO ARE MOMMY'S HUSBAND,

5„ PRO ARE MARK'S DADDY-

6. TELL GIr U s MOTHER

7. BARRY'S DOG

but inappropriately in these contexts:

1, PRO3 (picture) MOTHER TO SOFT BED'S

2« PRO3 (picture) FATHER BEITS TO HARD

3o BARRY^S DOG 2^S 

4. PRO3 (mother) SICK'S MARK 

The first two sentences tell about Mother Bear and Father Bear in 

"Goldilocks and the Three Bearso" They are undoubtedly delayed imita

tion or retellings of the oft-told sentences from the story0 Alice
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could not get the word order/sign order right and did not know where to 

place the !S0 The third utterance, which is not imitative at all, com

prises one correct !S and one anomalous TS affixed to a numbero 

Perhaps Alice was trying to repeat the possessive marker for some kind 

of emphasis or was unsure of placement and signed TS twice to be 

certain at least one was correcte Or perhaps she thinks a plural calls 

for more than one affix0 The fourth sentence, interpreted from context 

and further discussion to mean (Mark made Mother sick) yields too few 

clues for a confident explanation0 This 1S could be a lie contraction0 

SICK in ASL has a wider semantic range and undergoes more modulations 

as both adjective and noun than sick does in Englisho Alice's use of 

SICK conformed to ASL rules of modulation, but the 1S is not an ASL 

sign*. The sentence is not semantically possessive0 Perhaps Alice 

intended -S rather than 'S to indicate English third person singular, 

but the time of the sentence is paste

The instability of 'S is patent in the first sudden appearance 

of the sign in possessive contexts0

Paste The sign for English irregular past tense appeared more 

often in these data, and Alice's father remarked that it was frequently 

seen at home» One example demonstrates a difficulty in separating 

English and ASL verbs and adjectives0 Alice signed:

KELLY CROSS (angry) PAST 

where English requires that a BE form carry the tenseo The special 

past forms of DID and HAD were noted for the first time during this 

period* "Did'r was spoken within a Sign English sentence and not
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signedo HAD was signed with some uncertainty between HAVE D and HAD0 

While struggling over the form, Alice revealed that she knew D indi

cated past tense:

HUMPTY-DUMPTY HAVE Do D e D PAST, YES.

HAVE~D PAST

and, finally, HADo Alice continued to inappropriately label pictures, 

for example,

2 Bo y 's WRITE PASTo 

Question Fornio One near-perfect question with DO support, an 

indirect object, and an infinitive were spoken and perfectly compre

hended:

"Do you want me to open?"

The only part missing was the object of the infinitiveo Alice repeated

the question in ASL and then pantomimed ito

At home two similar questions, one signed with do support and 

one with a modal were recorded*, Both omitted the obligatory infinitive 

marker TO:

CAN I HAVE I EAT?

DO YOU WANT WATCH T-V?

Prpo ingo The first idiomatic present progressive tense, WE ARE

PLAYING was marred by an inappropriate prepositional phrase WITH US0 

This sentence contained the first recorded WE and US0

56 - 62 months

Pas to Alice spontaneously signed a regular past with I) for the 

first time: DAD WANT D ITo
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Other irregular past tenses were produced orally as Alice

signed an unmarked verb:

Sign Speech

EAT "ate"
SEE "saw"
TELL "told"

Through a difference in spoken form, though not in sign form, the

tenses of TELL were contrasted:

MARIE DIeT d REMEMBERo YOU TELL ME NOT0
"told"

TELL SUSIEo I REMEMBER YOU TELL ME NOT TELL.
"tell" "told" "tell"

Pluralo An irregular plural was also learned in speech form:

"men"o

Alice signed several regular plurals with -S as she invented 

sentences for pictures, but she had difficulty with -S in recitation,, 

Consider these lines from "Baa Baa Black Sheep":

B-BLACK SHEEP S HER S/# BAG FULL 

S FOR 3 BAG FULL 

3 S FULL/Mother: BAG/3 BAG FULL 

The S sign floats in these lines the way ?S floated through Humpty 

Dumpty0 It is, except for the first excited line,'near the morpheme it 

belongs with, BAG, but not affixed or even adjacent to it© The last 

attempt suggests that Alice could manage the noun or its affix but not 

both, as she deleted the affix when her mother supplied the noun*
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Questiorto Alice began to fingerspell do support in a game of iden

tifying fruit in fruit cocktail:

D-0 YOU HAVE N?

She produced her first Where questions with BE:

WHERE IS THE TAIL (of the toy monkey), MOMMY?

WHERE IS B-J?

WHERE!S B-J COOKIE, YOU KNOW?

The first What question where What is not a noun was not stan

dard English:

WHAT WANT COLOR? (What color do you want?)

The polite request form began to supplant statements with WANTo 

Sometimes Alice mixed the two types of sentence:

M-A-Y I WANT o o o 

The parents modeled and began to enforce the use of English polite 

request with various verbs:

M-A-Y I SEE THAT BOOK?

M-A-Y I HAVE A PEN?

Alice also learned a second English answer to the request:

Alice: M-A-Y I HAVE YOUR KNIFE?
Mother: YES, YOU MAYo
Alice: SAY 0-Ko

Mother: WHEN YOU SAY "M-A-Y I HAVE YOUR KNIFE," I SAY "YES,
YOU MAYo"

Alice: 0-Ho

BEo BE was signed with WILL to mean future time:

I WILL TELL MRSo JONES B BLACK SHEEP WEDNESDAYe 

SHE WILL BE HAPPYo YOU WILL BE SURPRISED»

GRANDMA-GRANDPA FAR FARo YOU WILL BE TIRED e
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IS and AM were signed appropriately in this list:

DADDY IS A BOY MAN.

MOMMY IS A GIRL.

WILLIAM IS A MAN.

MARK IS A MAN.

LUCY IS A GIRL.

I AM A GIRL.

Present Tense -S. If. The marker for third person singular verbs 

in the present tense was applied correctly and incorrectly in this 

paragraph, which also exhibits the first IF clause and the first cor

rect object placement of the pronoun IT:

I LIKE CANDY, D-0 YOU LIKE IT?

YES, ALL PEOPLE LIKE S IT. MARK LIKE S 

IT. DAD MAD I HAVE-TO SHARE CANDY ALL 

PEOPLE IF WANT MY CANDY.

Obj. Pronoun. IT was an object in two different conversations.

Pronoun Contraction. The demonstrative Sign English pronoun THAT 
3took the place of PRO in one recorded sentence. THAT was signed with 

the contraction of Be fS in THAT'S MY MONEY.

Ing. Present progressive and simple present tenses were contrasted 

correctly at least once, although number agreement was wrong:

ALL SNAIL IS SLEEPING,

LIZARD IS SLEEPING, BEES TOO,

ALL MORNING IT SLEEP.
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Complex Structureso Several other new complex sentence structures 

formed utterances for the first time:

I DID NOT MAKE ANY LIKE THIS

SEE WHAT HAPPEN, BUTTER IN MILKo o * o

In Alice's recitations she produced some relatives:

FOR MY LITTLE BOY WHO LIVE IN LANE 

FOR WHICH STAND (corrected:) IT STAND S 

Extended Utteranceo For the first time Alice produced three con

secutive related sentences all in Sign English:

WHERE IS MY LADYBUG? I AM MAD»

MOTHER PUT IT OUTSIDE0

62- 65 months

Increasingly complex and lengthy English structures were 

uttered during this period* A sample of Alice's grammar reveals:

I* English word order:

POSS COLOR ADJo N 

DADDY'S BLUE CAR 

MY WHITE SHOES -

in contrast, for example, with OTHER'NEW SHOES WHITEo The first com

bination of possessive, color adjective, and noun was in English word 

ordero
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2« Adverbial Conjunctions:

I PLAY, AJTER-A-WHILE YOU PICK ME UP.

Housekeeper: WHY DID YOU SLEEP ON THE FLOOR?
Alice: BECAUSE THE FLOOR IS WARM AND SMALL (cozy),

I LIKE IT. MY BED IS COLD.

MARK WILL SLEEP UPSTAIRS MAYBE, IF WELL TOMORROW.

3. LET + S2

DON'T LET BOJO HAVE BONE.

4. Several propositions approximating English grammar:

Mother: WHY DID YOU TELL RALPH?
Alice: I HAVE-TO. IT IS HIS BATHING SUIT.

IF I WAKE EARLY, I WALK-DOWNSTAIRS, CALL MOMMY.

YOU HAVE-TO BUY MORE ICE-CREAM. BRING 2 BROWN, 1, ALL-GONE 
FAST. (Bring 2 chocolates because it goes fast.)

YOU HAVE-TO ASK ME FIRST. I DO NOT WANT THIS.

I SAW MRS. ELITE. TOMORROW I TELL ELITE I SEE PAST.

GRANDPA AND GRANDMA WILL COME AGAIN 3-WEEKS, MAYBE WILL GIVE 
ME MORE CANDY OR SOMETHING.

GRANDPA GIVE~PAST ME A LUNCH (box). I WANT IT FOR SCHOOL NOW.

Predicate Adverb. Alice produced at least two predicate adverbs

with BE which were recorded by her father:

HE IS AWAY. *

WATER IS THERE.

Prep. Alice produced sentences with AT and TO in sentences where 

ASL would not have them, for example:

I KISSED WILLIAM AT GRADUATION.

YOU TAKE ME TO BART GOLF. (Take me to Bart's miniature golf 
course, i.e., the one where he works.)
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HE GIVE IT TO ME, NICE 
"gave"

MAYBE I'LL GO TO DISNEYLAND

TO continued to serve as a filler preposition in, for example:

I NEED TO GO TO SCHOOL TO FARe (l need to go to campo) 

Question,, WHY questions that approximated English structure 

appeared at this time0 Neither of the recorded sentences was accept

able English:

BEo Alice, however, continued to sign not only incomplete but

anomalous sentences, for example:
 ̂ /  ' ■ .

MY ROOM IS SPIDERo

PosSo The Signed English forms WHOSE, YOURS, and OURS were noted

in the Home Records„

Conjoined NP0 Alice used the first AND to conjoin two nouns„

65 - 69 months ,

During the taping session at 65 months Alice read a story in
/'Signed English,, A comparison of Alice's actual production with Signed 

English print should reveal deviations from which Alice's English 

grammar can be inferred,, Considering that the story was familiar, 

indeed well-known to Alice, and that the book was a favorite, there was 

no need for Alice to expend great energy on discovering meaningo She 

had been exposed to the meaning and to the language many times beforeo

Wrong word order: WHY YOU CAN WALK? (asked of someone who
was sicko)

Wrong syntax: WHY WERE YOU GO PAST? (Why did you go
"Why were you went?" .
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It is even more reasonable, thus, to infer difficulty of form, or syn

tax, rather than of semantics from Alice's miscues0 The following is a 

characterization of miscues which deviate from Englisho Other miscues, 

such as non-reading of a sign or misreading TO as FROM by failing to
i

interpret the directional arrow are not described, even though they 

result in semantically incorrect sentences unless they also result in 

syntactically anomalous sentences (see Table D o

The past forms that were fingerspelled were also signed, two 

with -D but came as unmarked C0MEo For some reason hungry is written 

in Signed English as ASL HUNGRY Y but angry is written as ASL ANGRY» 

Signing hungry as a compound realizes the adjectival derivation from 

hunger9 intending that the ASL sign HUNGRY be restricted in Sign 

English to the nominative function represented in English as hunger0 

This logic is not applied to ANGRY0 Alice "pronounced11 the Y sign 

printed with HUNGRY onceo Her other signings of Y were in the phrase, 

CHIN Y CHIN CHIN, which is not an adjectival morpheme at all but is a 

diminutiveo

A note about the -ING markers is of some importance, too0 

Alice had been signing -ING spontaneously as present progressive tense0 

None of the five -ING markers in the story is part of a complete 

present progressive verb phrase0 Two are in elliptical adjective 

clauses— MEET PAST A MAN CARRYING STRAW 0 o * AND 

SEE PAST THE WOLF CLIMBING0 * o *

Two are gerunds in subject position—

HIS HUFF~ING AND PUFFING. 0 o *

. i
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Table lo Sign English Markers at 65 Monthsa

Omitted
Signed
Wrong

Signed
Correctly

Finger- 
spelled Spoken

Irregular past tense 
PAST (19) 73% 0 (1) 4% (6) 23%

Regular past tense 
-D (15) 68% (5) 23% (22) 9% 0

Plural -S (5) 50% (4) 40% (1) 10% 0

'LL (2) 33% (4) (as 
WILL) 67% 0 0

-1NG (4) 80% 0 (1) 20% 0

THEY 0 (3) 100% 0 0

(THEY) R (2) 67% (1) 33% 0 0

HE 0 3 (HIS) 
17% . (15) 83% 0 0

HIS 0 2 (HE) 
33%

(4) 67% 0 0

-LY 0 2 (Y) 
100%

0 0 0

-Y (1) 100%

POSS 'S (1) (same 
as finger- 
spelled)

33%

(2) (1 
corrected) 

67%

(1) 33% 0

aThese numbers include repetitions of the same wordso
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One is a participial adjective preceding a noun—

BOIL ING WATERo o o *

Other errors in syntax resulted from substitutions:

TIME FOR YOU TO GO was read as, first,
TIME FOR GOING and secondly as 
TIME FOR YOU TO GOING0

Durative aspect was expressed as an ASL modulation on the verb's move

ment 0 BY was read as MY in all three refrains,

NOT BY THE HAIR OF MY CHINNY CHIN CHIN:

IN MY THE HAIR OF MY CHINNY CHIN CHIN.

NOT was read in those three times and other sentence as IN0

COULD NOT BLOW was read as 
CAN IN BLOWo

ALL was read as IN, producing two preposition IN 0-F HIS instead of ALL 

0-F HISo Substituting a verb PRACTICE for an adverb ALONG resulted in 

an anomalous verb followed by a verb:

THEN PRACTICE CAME A HUNGRY W0LFo 

An adverb, FAST, was substituted by the repetition of a verb just cor

rectly read:

RUN AS RUN AS HE CAN«

KNEW WHAT was signed as WHY WITH in an anomalous sentenceo Several 

functors and affixes were changedo WHEN as an introductory adverb was 

read as T0o The suffix -Y was signed three times although it appeared 

in print onceo LY was signed as Y both times it appearedo The proverb 

DID was misread as CARRY HIM, an addition/substitution that rendered 

the structure syntactically possible: all of these miscuses were

graphically very similar to the printed signs, usually differing in
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only one featureo Three other miscues involved larger segments of text 

and resulted in loss of meaning as well as in anomalous syntax0

Although very little meaning was left unrepresented by these 

omissions and substitutions, they demonstrate the instability of the 

English grammatical elements represented by the signs*

65—  69 months (Home Records)

Alice's father reported many more instances of structures 

already described and said that Alice was using more English syntax, 

including a high frequency of sentences with IF0

Partitiveo Alice uttered her first partitive at 68 months:

THIS IS A PIECE OF PAPERo 

Idiomso Several idiomatic phrases were noted, including 

DID YOU HAVE FUN LAST NIGHT?

LISTEN TO ME, WE HAVE TO WORK HARD, 0-K?

In the second sentence have to, which heretofore had been signed with a 

single ASL sign, HAVE-TO, was signed as HAVE T0o The form HAVE in ASL

indicates possession onlyo Some styles of Sign English replace HAVE-TO

with HAVE TOo (The possession HAVE is also used for English perfective 

have, but Alice had not yet signed HAVE as an aspectual marker0

At this time Alice expressed the same meaning in three differ

ent language forms, as if studying them for comparison:

YOUR-OWN-FAULT ASL (one sign)
YOUR OWN FAULT Sign English (three signs)
Y-O-U-R-O-W-N- 
F-A-U-L-T Fingerspelled English

(uttered without word breaks)
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75 months

Alice had become aware of different varieties of signing and 

when and with whom to use theme She had also become confident of her 

formation of different signse Several exchanges during the videotape 

session illustrate Alice's new linguistic sophistication:

lo Sign variationo Alice used a "new" sign LIGHTe Her mother

thought that was the "SEE SIGN FOR LUNCH"o

Alice demonstrated both "new" signs and pointed out the differ

ence 0

Another sign, for letter-of-the-alphabet, was unfamiliar to her 

mother and Alice was able to give the familiar sign as explanation0 

Unconcerned, she signed LETTER^ OR LETTER 2 o

Alice's PUMPKIN and TREE did not look very different from the 

ASL signso The handshapes had been changed to P and T respectively, 

but other aspects of the signs made them recognizableo

Another initialized sign, WOOD, sparked this exchange:

Mother: WHY YOU SAY WOOD, WHY?
Alice: BECAUSE OTHER WOMAN THEREo OTHER WOMAN

Mother: FOR PRO3 (one place) YOU WOULD USE A-S LUMBER, AT
SCHOOL LUMBER WOOD?

Alice: YES

Alice seemed to understand at a conscious level that some

people signed one way and others another and that she was to conform,

ioCo, to code-switch to communicate with different people,.

Another sign Alice brought home from school illustrates how 

different the forms of sign can be (see also Fingerspelling)o Mother 

asked if a name Alice spelled was that of the TEACHER AIDEo Alice
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shape instead of its ASL S (or neutral fist) handshape0 Mother under

stood that Alice had learned a different sign for teacher's aide and 

asked Alice her sign0 Mother apparently failed to perceive that Alice 

was placing great importance on the A form of the fist over the neutral 

fornio There is considerable free variation regarding the placement of 

the thumb in ASL (Woodward 1972) and perhaps Mother was influenced b y « 

that facto Alice rejected her mother's sign HELP, probably because of 

the difference in handshape0 Finally Mother gave up on either spelling 

A-I-D or signing AIDEo She successfully instructed Alice to sign 

HELP ERo Apparently, Mother was disturbed by signing a verb in a new 

noun position with no modulation to signify the change of form classo 

Thus she resorted to the addition of a morpheme for agent» The 

morpheme -ER is also a derived borrowing from English, but it has more 

history in Sign English than most of the other special Sign English 

signso The conflict over a sign glossed as (aide) is ironic in that 

the sign AIDE is itself a fairly new sign that exists in at least two 

variations, one used in Arizona derived from SUPPORT and one from a 

current sign manual also derived from HELP but initializing both handso 

In this instance Alice did not evidence any understanding that there 

was more than one acceptable sign depending on the background of 

signers and environment0

A case of code-switching for a complete utterance was also 

recorded during the videotaping session* Alice asked her mother a
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question in ASL, then asked the hearing researcher the same question in 

Sign English:

Alice: WHAT PRO3 (there, stockroom) INSIDE?
Mother: ASK PRO (the researcher)
Alice .(to researcher): WHAT IS INSIDE PRO^ (there, the

stockroom?)

The reinterpretation of old utterances into Sign English 

reached even to some of the earliest and most common expressions« The 

typical utterance by which a deaf child asks to be taken to the bath

room is simply TOILET0 Deaf children in school are often taught to 

sign M A Y  I GO T O  TH E  R E S T R O O M o  Alice had been using such polite con

structions for over a year, but during the taping session she struc

tured her own Sign English expression by adding do support to TOILET:

DO TOILETo

Two sentences demonstrate that the same elements, the same 

signs, could operate in both ASL and English syntax0 

lo SHE SAY PAST 

2o SEE PAST, COLOR 

The sign PAST, which is glossed (in the past or before) was borrowed 

for Sign English to represent English past tense*, Some varieties of 

Sign English restrict PAST to irregular verbs such as RUN and DRIVE and 

regular affix D, representing -d_ or -ed to regular verbso Others mark 

all past tense PAST*, Some varieties also sign PAST to represent (in 

the past); at least one represents that semantic unit with the verb 

PASS and an alternative past tense To The Signed English book series 

observes the distinction between PAST (irregular verbs) and D (regular
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verbs) and represents the English adverb past in a verb phrase as PASS 

PAST. The Signed English Project, however, invented a new sign for the 

tense marker. It is similar to ASL PAST and other Sign English past 

tense markers in that it is made with the closed flat hand moving back

ward at the wrist. It is different in orientation. PAST in ASL and 

other Sign English varieties is placed at the shoulder with the palm of 

the hand turned toward the shoulder. The flat hand flips back over the

shoulder. The Signed English Project's -PAST moves at the side of the

body with the palm facing toward the receiver

ASL and Sign English Past Signed English PAST

Alice signed PAST in ASL as early as 36 months and signed some 

irregular verbs with PAST at 48 months. She was not seen to use the 

Signed English PAST.

The first sentence above, SHE SAY PAST, would translate as (She 

said). Although the timing of the compound formation was somewhat slow 

and the two signs more separate than is generally the case with com

pounds, these criticisms are true of the past tenses Alice was reading 

at this time. The context— Mother had just made the statement that 

day— disallows a reading of the remote past. In contrast, there was a 

definite break between SEE and PAST, and no recent activity with 

colors. SEE PAST, color would translate from ASL to English as (I've 

seen the colors before).
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Some English structures were signed or combined for the first

time during the month of this taping:

Comparative -er* M R K  SPANk T) ME HARD~KR0
(She meant he spanked her quite hard, 
misusing comparative as an intensifiero)

I n f i n i t i v e o

lo Ellipsis: Alice signed the infinitive marker TO, leaving

the verb unexpressed:

I DON'T WANT TO, I WANT TO RESTo 

2o Two infinitives:

ARE YOU READY TO GO UPSTAIRS TO SEE MY ROOM?

Questiono

lo BE with subject/object inverted:

ARE YOU READY 0 o 0 ?

2o BE + ING:

WHERE AM I SIT ING?

Adverb Clauseo 

lo WHEN:

WHEN I SAY THANK YOU, SAY WELCOMEe 

WHEN I WAKE-UP, BOTH TAKE CAT HOME, 0-K?

2o AFTER:

A F T E R  W A T C H  T H R O W  (ToVo show), I W I L L  G O  T O  B E D 0 

3o BEFORE:

W R I T E  B E F O R E  Y O U  T A L K  T O  MEo
\

i n g o Gerund as object of a proposition:

THANK YOU FOR HELPING MEo
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Coordinate Conjunction. Two sentences:

TAMI GIVE ME CANDY AND SHE IS NICE,

Alongside structures which conform to English syntax, Alice 

continued to produce some incorrect English:

. . i n g o I A M  EAT.

(name) IS ANGRY~ING.

YOU TEASE INC ME.

Agreement. IT WILL MA^E~S

E V E R Y B O D Y  D O N ' T  L I K E  YOU.

TO inserted and omitted:

0 o o  GO  STO R E  B U Y  O T H E R  CATo

LITTLE SHE KNOW S TO HER WORK LITTLE-BIT 

and correct syntax in the wrong contexts

1 AM GOOD TO WORK WITH YOU
(I can do the work well*)

More stories told from memory give some insight into Alice's 

grammatical comprehension; but because of the practice over time, they 

are less reliable as clues than when new0

Alice made three attempts at reciting the "Pledge of Alle

giance", each one better than her try a year earlier but none perfecto

Trial Is 1) TO substituted for OF in FLAG OF THE UNITED-STATES

2) THE omitted before REPUBLIC

3) FOR substituted for 1 after STAND S , 1 NATION

Trial 2s 4) AND omitted and FOR inserted after OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, AND TO THE REPUBLIC, FOR
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Trial 3: 5) THE omitted after OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

6) S omitted after S T A N D  S

7) STAND inserted after UNDER in 1 NATION UNDER GOD

(back- 8) FOR substituted for 1 in STAND S, 1 NATION
tracking)

9) W I T H  omitted before L I B E R T Y  in U N D E R  GOD, W I T H  
L I B E R T Y

10) OF inserted before WITH LIBERTY

11) JUSTICE FOR ALL repeated

These errors, with the exception of 7, 10, and 11, are all 

errors of English syntax0 Eleven is not really an error at alio The 

hardest part of the pledge for Alice is very complex syntax:

o o o to the Republic, for which it stands, one nation, under
God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for alio

Amazingly, on the third trial, Alice reproduced the simplex for which 

it stands, having trouble only with the -s_ on stands0 The FOR sub

stituted twice for 1 may be an echo of the earlier FOR® There is 

little chance Alice (or hearing six-year-olds for that matter) under

stood what she was signingo The other errors— TO/OF substitution, THE 

omission, and -S omission--are representative of Alice's spontaneous 

Sign English utteranceso She never produced even a place holder for 

(indivisible), three signs in Sign Englisho

Alice half-read and half-told the story of Little Red Riding 

Hood, offering an example of language influenced by repetitions of both 

Sign English and ASLo Remarkable, too, is the importance Alice paid to 

reproducing dialogue in Sign Englisho
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She began the story by glancing at the familiar pages:

Second page: Alice: 1 DAY HER MOTHER SAY HER GRANDMOTHER IS
SICK, HER. . . .

Sign Text: 1 DAY HER MOTHER SAY PAST, POSS2 or 3
GRANDMOTHER IS SICK.

Alice: THAT BASKET OF DELICIOUS GOOD COOKIES.

Sign Text: TAKE HER THIS BASKET 0-F GOOlTs.

Third page: Alice: LITTLE.RED RIDE HOOD ASK HER MOTHER GOODBYE
AND KISS PAST KISS HER MOTHER . . . (kiss)
HER MOTHER GOODBYE AND WALK HAPPY. WALK 
HAPPY OF THAT FOREST. WALK THROUGH THE 
WOODS TO GRANDMOTHER HOUSE, WALK-SAUNTER.
TO GRANDMOTHER HOUSE. IN THE FOREST. BRING 
THE BASKET TO GRANDMOTHER BECAUSE GRANDMOTHER 
IS SICK.

Sign Text: LITTLE RED RIDE ING HOODKISS D HER MOTHER
GOODBYE AND WAUplJJAPPY LY THROUGH THE 
WOODS TO GRANDMOTHER’̂  HOUSE.

The first sentence was signed almost exactly as written0 Alice 

looked down at the page only briefly, indicating that she knew what it 

said without looking,, The second sentence was treated more roughly, 

losing its verb and receiving Alice's idea of goods for the basket: 

DELICIOUS GOOD COOKIES„

Alice started reading the third page and miscued on KISS D with 

a syntactically and semantically possible verb ASK but straightened out 

the signso In signing WALK each time Alice looked up0 She also 

changed from word by word citation form signs to a modulated sign 

WALK-SLOW-AND-LIGHT0 Possibly the modulated sign, which was accom

panied by an appropriate head tilt and facial expression, threw Alice 

off her place temporarilyo Alice's own idea of the sentence, WALK 

HAPPY OF THAT FOREST, was probably intended to conform to Sign English,
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ioBo, to book language, if the material Alice added afterwards is any 

indication* WALK * * * TO GRANDMOTHER HOUSE * * * IN THE FOREST * * . 

BRING THE BASKET TO GRANDMOTHER * * * BECAUSE GRANDMOTHER IS SICK*

There is only one definite English error in the utterance— the juxta

position of GRANDMOTHER HOUSE as in ASL instead of the affix fS on 

GRANDMOTHERo As Alice had seen the story in ASL and was shortly to act 

it out, she knew how to express the information she added without using 

Sign English* That she did may have been the result of trying to sign 

book-style*

Alice soon after abandoned telling or reading the story to act

ing it out with her parents* Her instructions to them were in ASL, but 

the dialogue from the story was Sign English* She had learned that 

dialogue was something special and tried to reproduce it*

Alice also read uThe Three Little Pigs11 again* A comparison of 

miscues that affect English structure indicates both increased ease of 

interpreting print and of handling Sign English structure: This

version of the story was printed only in alphabetic English and had a 

different ending* Alice was presented with the choice of segmenting 

words printed as a single unit in order to produce a variety of Sign 

English which reflected English morphology as well as English word 

order* No verbal pressure was exerted on Alice to read in any language 

variety* The following Table 2 presents the Sign English functors and 

affixes employed in the reading of the story*

The item categorized as signed wrong is wrong only if strict 

classes are described for -PAST and -D* Alice read shouted as SHOUT
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Table 2«, Sign English Markers at 75 Monthsa

Omitted
Signed
Wrong

Signed
Correctly

Finger-
spelled Spoken

Irregular past tense 
PAST (36) 90% (1) 2% ( 3) 7% 0 ai—i

Regular past tense 
-D (18) 90% (1) 5% 0 (1) 5% 0

Plural -S ( 5) 71% ( 2) 29%

-ING ( 2) 40% ( 3) 60%

THEY ( 2) 100%

THEIR ( 1) 100%

HE (15) 100%

HIS ( 1) 100%

-Y ( 4) 50% ( 4) 50%

aThese numbers include repetitions of the same verb*
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PASTo In some varieties of Sign English PAST is generalized to all 

classes of past tense0

The three irregular PAST markers were not grouped together or * 

in any particular place0 It should be remembered that there may have 

been more than one irregular verb spoken as a past tense; only one was 

recognizable0 One -D form was a verbal:

The little pig was very frightened,,

Alice1s -ING was still restricted to present progressive tense, but 

none of the five -ing*s in the story is part of a complete present con

tinuous tense0 All are parts of elliptical subordinate clauses0 The 

-ing from elliptical adverbial and adjective clauses were not signed 

twice, while those in three other elliptical adjective clauses were 

signedo Two were on the last pages of the storyo

No adjectival -Y endings were signed while all the ̂ Vs in chin- 

y-chin-chin were signedo

Other problems with English structure were related to both the 

graphic structure of the words, for example, leading to the substitu

tion of TO for TOO, IN for IS, and WANT for WENTo In addition, two

main verbs, one â, and two the1 s were not signedo Alice also substi

tuted A for the0 None of these changes was destructive of large ele

ments of meaningo In one paragraph Alice skipped most of the material, 

which was a duplication of what she had read earlier but produced syn

tactically acceptable units (except for the unmarked verb):

THE LITTLE PIG COME IN. SAY THE WOLF.



N-0 BY THE HAIR. . .. . 

when the wolf was telling the little pig to let him come in.

A comparison of the markers signed in this reading of English 

print with those signed in the earlier reading of Signed English print 

(see Table 3)o

In spite of the need to segment the English print herself,

Alice still signed some morphological markers« All the past forms that 

were fingerspelled in both readings were also signed, two with past 

markers and two without0 While reading Sign print Alice signed fewer 

irregular PAST markers than while reading English print almost a year 

later in a version of the same story« . Without the sign print, however, 

Alice signed no regular past markers, -D, and omitted the plural marker 

-S more often* In contrast, she signed a greater percentage of -ING 

signs at 75 months than at 65* In the reading at 75 months Alice did 

not confuse the nominal and possessive forms of the third person 

singular and plural pronouns as she had at 65 months*

There were no environments for 1S , fLL, or TLY at 75 months *

From the English print Alice did confuse the forms of two 

fundamental English verbs: was/were and has/had* The first is a con

fusion of number, the second of tense*

89 months

The taping session at 89 months was remarkable for the amount 

of spontaneous production in Sign English* Nineteen percent of all 

spontaneous utterances, including one-word utterances, contained at 

least one English element not duplicated in ASL* Many of these
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Table 3o Sign English Markers Compared at 65 and 75 Months

7o Omitted
7o Signed 
Correctly

7> Signed 
Wrong

7. Finger 
spelled 7. Spoken

65 75 65 75 65 75 65 75 65 75
moso moso moSo mos o mos,. mos. mos. mos. mos. mos.

Irregular PAST 73 90 0 7 4 0 23 2

Regular -D 75 90 25 0 0 5 0 0

Plural -S 50 71 40 29 1 0 0 0

•LL 33 _a 67 _a 33

-ING 80 40 0 60 20 0 0 0

THEY 0 0 100 100 0 0

THEIR 67 0 33 100

HE 0 0 83 100 17 0

HIS 0 0 67 100 33 0

-Y 0 100 100 0

'S 33 _a 67 _a

'EY 0 _a 0 _a 100 _a

aNone in data*
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utterances were the first in an extended dialogue or explanation. When 

Mother, for example, asked about the boy across the street, Alice 

signed:

R-A-L-P-H TELL ME THAT 10 MORE YEAR HE WILL 
"told"

MARRY ME. HE IS 18 YEAR.

This is the structure of an English noun clause with correct word

order, tense, and with Sign English pronouns. Missing are the prepo

sition introducing the time phrase and a plural marker for year. Alice

went on to use ASL space delineation to discuss the nine year differ

ence in ages between Alice and her tongue-in-cheek suitor.

Alice introduced the topic of a. trip to Sea-World in Sign

English:

Alice:. I GO TO S-E-A-W-O-R-L-D.
"went"

Mother: WITH WHO?
Alice: MY SISTER AND B-I-L-L.

Mother: B—I—L—L WHO B—I—L—L?
Alice: MY SISTER 'S FRIEND. . . . AND MY BROTHER.

Mother: WHAT DOING THERE? WHAT SEE?
Alice: I PiX y I) BOY ^ S  GIRL BO Y ^ S  PLAY. . . .

I SEE MANY TELESCOPE. . . . HAVE SLIDE.
"saw"

As Alice went on to describe the doings at Sea-World* her

English failed her0 She described sea mammal acts in ASL but continued

to use English for such phrases as I SEE ("saw") and YOU T-0-0 BEFORE*

When she remembered the seal show, Alice introduced her description

with English:

I SEE A S-E-A-L SEE S-E-A-L DANCE YES 
"see" "see"

AND PLAY THE GUITAR AND DRUMS*
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She pantomimed how the seal used its flippers for hands, then continued 

in ASL, trying to sign with alternate hands to hold the mimic positions 

of the three seals»

When Mother asked Alice to tell what her brothers and sisters 

were doing for the summer, Alice signed mostly in Sign English, some

times answering her mother’s ASL questions with Sign English (or 

repeating her mother’s ASL statements):

Mother: LUCY GOLF LUCY? (is Lucy involved with golf?)
. Alice: WORK AT C-A-R-W-A-S-Ho
Mother: WORK C-A-R-W-A-S-H. WHERE THE OTHER SISTER?
Alice: WENT TO EUROPEo <, o «,

SHE ALREADY WRITE LETTERS TO US * o o 
MANY LETTERo o o o AND PRESENT 2o

" ’’presents”
Mother: 3-WEEK MORE HOME (She will be home in three

more weeks)
Alice: SEE I SEE . „ . WE WILL SEE HER 3 MORE WEEKS

(Alice did not use ASL number incorporation, 
as her mother had)

Alice: I MISS HER
Mother: WE MISS HER ALIKE (We miss her too)
Alice: WE MISS HER TOO (Sign English TOO)

In other stories sentences started in Sign English and ended in 

mime or ASLb When asked if she had any pets, for example, Alice 

answered:

N-0, BUT I SEE 1 LIZARD IN MY HOMEo I HAVE 
’’saw”

1 SNAKE AND TAIL-OFF0 

In the first sentence .Alice used the Sign English initialized sign 

LIZARD derived from the ASL SNAKE0 In the second sentence she signed 

the general ASL term* Her syntax in the second sentence was unequal to 

the description of pulling the tail off the lizard; nevertheless, she 

launched the sentence in Sign English*
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Another sentence exemplifies a mixture of ASL and Sign English 

syntaxo Alice was talking about playing with a toddler who jumped on 

her backo A sentence translated as (He jumped on my back) was signed 

with four signs, paralleling English words HE 'J U M P TON ME, but with an 

ASL modulation for JUMPo Instead of using the citation (unmodulated) 

form of JUMP, as Sign English expects, Alice used different handshapes 

to incorporate an ASL size and shape specifier for the back (Maxwell 

1979)o A transliteration of the sentence might read, He jumped-on-the- 

back on me»

Other stories, including one about a trip to a movie studio, 

were told in ASL and mime without Sign English, although I was used 

instead of PRO^o

Alice read some Mother Goose stories from an unfamiliar English 

print booko A description of the reading is included in the section on 

English printo A close look at sign markers is included here in Table 

4 and Table 50

In addition, WAS was signed correctly twice and WERE three 

times, although WAS was once signed incorrectly for were; TO was signed 

once for too„ Initialized signs differentiated STREET from LANE and 

RAT from MOUSE.

In the four cases of wrong signing the signs were wrong only in 

that they were not Sign English. Gone in the text was realized appro

priately by the ASL sign GONE rather than by Sign English'G^Tn . One 

-ing was signed as ASL CRY + durative, effectively translating. Two 

plurals, mice and lanes were signed by ASL duplication.
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Table 4o Sign English Markers at 89 Months

7o Signed % Signed $ Finger- 
% Omitted Correctly Wrong spelled % Spoken

Irregular PAST (8) 62% 0 (1) 87= 0 C4) 307=

Regular -D (3) 60 (1) 207= 0 (1) 207= 0

Plural -S (4) 60 0 (2) 40 0 0

-LL 0 (1) ooI—1 0 0 0

-ING (4) 67 0 (1) 17 Cl) 17 0

Possessive TS 0 (1) o o 1—1 0 0 0

Contraction fS CD 25 (3) 75 0 0 0

Present -S (1) 100 0 0 0 0

HAD 0 (2) 100 0 0 0



Table 50 Sign English Markers Compared at 65, 75, and 89 Months

Omitted Signed Correctly Fingerspelled Clearly Spoken
65 75 89 65 75 89 65 75 89 65 75 89

mos o mos » mo S o moSo mos= mos o mos o mos. moSo mos o mos o mos.

Irregular PAST 73 90 62 0 7 0 4 0 0 23 2 30

Regular -D 75 90 60 25 0 20 0 5 20 0 0 0

Plural -S 50 , 71 60 40 29 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

'LL 33 _a 0 0 - 100 33 0 0 0 0 0

-ING 80 40 67 0 60 0 0 60 17 0 0 0

Posso 'S 33 0 67 - 100 0 0 0 0 0 0

Contraction 's _a _a 25 - - 75 0 0 0 0 0 0

aNone in data0
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There is no clear trend in development, as far as frequency of 

use is concerned. Clearly, the only markers signed more often than not 

are the two contractions TS and !LL (but there was only one possible 

fLL in the texts, too small a sample for conclusions. The same is true 

of possessive ’S ,) Tense markers and plural -S were omitted in all 

three samples and -ING ahead three to two in only the middle year. 

Although Alice had produced all these Sign English markers in some 

spontaneous speech, they were not produced in the very likely situation 

of reading English,

Because Alice had demonstrated the capability of signing the 

markers and because the text supplied the grammar, the omission of the 

markers cannot be explained by ignorance or uncertainty. There must be 

other reasons, related to the reading process or to performance 

factors,

Summary

Sign English signs first appeared in the data when Alice was 36 

to 38 months old. Most of Alice's first Sign English utterances were 

associated with 1) stories, songs, and rhymes or 2) with sentences 

often repeated by Alice's parents, for example, YOU ARE A BAD GIRL, 

Alice was, however, generating some sentences of her own. Her first 

complete, correct Sign English sentence was I WANT I-C-E at 38 months 

and LUCY IS FUNNY at 40 months.

When Alice was about 46 months old, her parents began to expect 

certain English sentence patterns in request situations. At this time 

they began to require Alice to imitate their Sign English structures
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after she had requested somethingo She began to have trouble, for 

example, with the various functions of TO, producing anomalous sen

tences such as I WANT TO IT POP and IT IS TIME TO SHARE WITH FRIENDS 

TO DADDYo The nature of Alice's ungrammaticality gives evidence that 

she was learning sentences as entities and had not yet analyzed them 

to generate similar structurese

Alice gradually added Sign English free morphemes, including 

pronouns and initialized signs0 Her first Sign English pronoun was I 

at 38 months, the second SHE at 44 months, the third IT at 48 months 

(ME and YOU do not differ from PRO^ and PRO^ respectively),WE and US at 

55 monthso The object pronouns HER and HIM were not collected in the 

data0 Possessive pronouns WHOSE, YOURS, and OURS were noted in the 

Home Records for 62-65 monthso HIS and HE, THEY and THEY R (their) 

caused confusion until some time between 65 and 75 months o

Articles A and THE were signed between 36 and 38 months, but 

the data are inconclusive on the difference between theme Their func

tions may have been confused still at 75 monthso IS and ARE were 

signed by 40 monthse HAS/HAD and WAS/WERE were interchanged inappro

priately as late as 75 months during readingo

Like hearing children, Alice first produced present progressive 

tense without a BE form0

The first bound morphemes, present tense -S and past -D were 

imitative and partially memorizedo -ING and the BE contraction 's were 

also signed in imitation and recitation* The first spontaneous bound
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morpheme Sign English marker was the adjectival -Y, and this sign was 

made apparently in imitation of the teacher's signing at schoole

At 46 months Alice signed -ING spontaneously in an ungram

matical sentence and plural -S grammatically»

In several cases besides TO, Alice "threw around" a Sign 

English marker when it first became productive for her0 The present 

tense third person singular -S was attached to every possible person of 

present and past time verbs at 48-50 months« -ING was placed not only 

with verbs, where it belongs, and with adjectives, which is not 

unreasonable considering the similarity of adjectives and verbs, but 

also with nouns, where it is clearly misplaced,, Possessive 'S was 

placed after numbers, verbs, and both appropriate and inappropriate 

nouns in spontaneous production and recitationo It was even treated as 

a free morpheme„ Many of the bound morphemes were treated as free 

rather than as compounds in the sign stream,. Further analysis is 

needed to determine when the separate signs were compounded0

Around 48 months Alice was shown for the first time some pic

tures and asked to make sentences for them0 Some of these sentences 

were Sign English and some ASL, but they were more likely to ’be Sign 

English than current spontaneous utteranceso As many as 2/3 of the 

picture sentences might be one word at a time sentences with Sign 

English markers when less than 5 percent of the spontaneous utterances 

would contain elements of Sign English,,

The sentences describing these pictures constituted a fourth 

situation in which Sign English was commons 1) stories, songs and
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rhymes, 2) oft-repeated sentences from parents or teacher, 3) polite 

requests, and 4) descriptions of picturese

When Alice began to produce more spontaneous Sign English, she 

produced not only ungrammatical sentences but also semantically inap

propriate sentences, such as signing a past tense to describe a present 

action*, More curious are some sentences which were syntactically cor

rect utterances and were semantically correct in the sense of total 

utterance meaning and semantic context of grammatical elements, i0eo, 

such grammatical elements as present continuous tense described appro

priately current and immediate states, but were incorrect because words 

chosen from the lexicon were barred from the use Alice had put them to*, 

A striking example of such an utterance is MY RED (bedspread) IS MIXINGe 

Between 56 and 62 months the Home Records are bursting with 

more arbitrary uses of Sign English and with such complex structures as 

subordinate clauseso After age 5, Sign English became an alternate 

means of, expressing all kinds of original thoughts for Alice*

Both the limit and the extent of this alternative mode are 

symbolized by the greatest number of Sign English utterances in the 

corpus at 87 months (19 percent of spontaneous utterances)* Many of 

these utterances introduced topics which were later developed in ASL* 

Declarative statements and many phrases throughout the data from the 

session were in Sign English, but description, both of appearance and . 

of action was almost invariably in ASL* This is a symbol of the limit 

of Alice's English grammar, but it is also a symbol of the limit of the 

English language* ASL is better suited to visual description than, one
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might suspect, any spoken language« It is, after all, a language which 

exploits actual spatial relations to shape pictures, structured by 

grammar, in the airo Alice exploited this system plus mime to tell 

storiese She made statements of fact and discussed reasons with her 

Sign Englisho

Observations of Sign English markers in reading give insight 

into both the signer's grammar and the dynamics of signing with the 

markerso These stories across three years offer findings which suggest 

that some bound markers are not signed even though they are both under

stood and sometimes signed spontaneously«

Sign Print

This subsection is concerned with the forms of signs rendered

in two-dimensional print» Knowledge of English is, of course, a major

factor in reading English, but the focus of this subsection is Alice's, 

decoding of printed signs0 Although the printed sign is pictorial, and 

so bears a closer relation to gestural sign than any print form can 

bear to spoken words, recognition of a printed sign is not automatico 

Alice had first to segment and extract individual signs, then to shape 

them out in a process similar to sounding out English words, and then 

to deal with text* As she became more adept and more knowledgeable, 

Alice was able to use oral and English print information to help her 

make meaning of sign texto The data are again divided according to the

time at which some new aspect of the variety appeared* Alice's

approaches were then compared to those of two other young deaf children
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of deaf parents who had been studied by the author (Maxwell 1979) and 

of Ewoldtfs (1977, 1978) deaf child of hearing parents0

The Home Records contain no mention of the reading of printed 

signso When asked about them, the parents expressed surprise that 

Alice could do thato In the early months of taping, various kinds of 

children's books were provided to stimulate languageo Included in the 

books were some tales from the Signed English Series, including Goldi

locks and the Three Bears and Little Red Riding Hoodo For a descrip

tion of the early picture reading, see the section Story Behavioro Of 

particular interest here is Alice's imitation of pictureso

34 - 36 months v

At 34 months Alice was looking at a story she had seen before a 

number of times and discussing good and bad characters and eventso As 

part of this discussion they talk about the emotional qualities of the 

characters' expressions0 Alice thought the grandmother in Little Red 

Riding Hood was angry, and her mother made both angry and scared faces 

for comparison* Alice repeated SCARED and pointed to the reason, a 

woodsman hitting the wolf with an axe* Alice imitated the picture of 

the woodsman* Alice signed .that the story was over, and Mother asked 

if Little Red Riding Hood looked happy * When Alice said 'yes', then 

Mother asked her to show it, Alice gave a big smile* In this account 

the events were less important than the emotional fluctuation* Alice 

was learning to attend to and imitate expressions* She herself spon

taneously imitated the posture and behavior of the woodman*
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In Goldilocks and the Three Bears she commented on expressions

again, noting three pictures that showed Mother Bear angry, Father Bear

very angry, and Baby Bear cryingo

At 35 months Alice read a Signed English poster0 The signs are

on the poster as Signed English and include two signs for the English

word blows, BLOW and S 0 Alice signed the first four lines, forming all

the signs correctly0 In the second half, however, she had some

trouble, as this confused sequence demonstrates:

WHEN, THE, FISH, BREAK, THE, BREAK, CRADLE, AGAIN, WILL 
FALL-DOWN, AND, THE 0 o • CRADLE 0 o o

BOUGH, or branch was signed by Alice as FISH, which is formationally

similaro Both signs are formed with one hand extended perpendicular to

the body plane at the waist and moving from side to side at the wristo

The palm of the other hand is against the extended arm, at the wrist

for FISH and nearer the elbow for BOUGH0 While FISH was known to

Alice, it is doubtful that she knew BOUGH0

Alice stopped signing and pointed to signs on the poster and

looked to the Housekeeper to make the signso Alice took over again in

the last two lines:

ALLo A-A-L-Lo WILLo COME CRADLE o BABYo AND ALLo

Alice had practiced this song many times at school, and she knew the

signs, although she dropped her hands after almost every word, breaking

the syntactic continuity as if each word were a separate item in a list

instead of part of a sentenceo

Two of the adults with her started singing Rock-a-Bye Baby and

Alice watched, chiming in at BLOW S, THE, THAT, AND, but not making a
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sentence or much meaning. One wonders at the functors— were these the 

most familiar signs and so the only ones Alice could catch?

Then Alice announced she wanted to read a book: LITTLE. Alice

read the sign print in Little Red Riding Hood:

LITTLE. RIDE. YES. HOOD. LIVE. LITTLE IN. YES.

Again, the syntactic continuity was broken by dropped hands. Alice 

signed five of eleven signs and two morphemic endings produced by nine 

figures on the first page. To these she added one sign that did not 

appear, LIVE.

LITTLE
LIVEDR E D  RIDING H O O D

LITTLE AND LIVE are very similar in Signed English. The handshapes are 

the same, L. In LITTLE the index finger is pointed out, and the orien

tation of the palms of the hands is parallel at the sides of the body. 

In LIVE the index fingers point to each other, and the palms of the 

hands are parallel to the front of the body. This difference is 

extremely hard to see in the picture. The two signs differ in move

ment, too. In LITTLE the hands move toward each other. In LIVE they 

move upward. It is just these spatial aspects of the language which 

are so difficult to represent on two-dimensional paper. The squirrel 

making RED RIDE ING is shown with three very small separate hand move

ments. Alice signed one of these: RIDE.
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Alice was trying to match what she remembered of the story with 

what she saw. She knew in this task that she could match her signs 

with the printed signs. LIVE may have been part of her memory and 

LITTLE an effort to read the sign.

Alice knew the next page of the story was something about sick

ness. She signed SICK but did not attend to the sign text. The illus

tration shows the mother making the sign GRANDMOTHER. Alice looked at 

the illustration and interpreted the sign as WARM. The reading is 

reasonable, based on the features of the signs: The second syllable of

WARM is identical to the first syllable of GRANDMOTHER in the picture

(if the left hand is overlooked)

Alice and the Housekeeper fell into a discussion of the pic

tures. Then the Housekeeper started to tell the story and Alice 

imitated her phrase by phrase.

The next month the videotape caught Alice imitating the finger- 

spelled alphabet on flash cards. Alice associates the letters with 

larger meaning in three cases. Alice imitated Y and added E-S, saw U 

and signed a name sign made with a U, saw A and signed BAD. (Her
Oparents explained this association was based on their refrain: PRO

ARE A BAD GIRL.
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At this stage Alice was still making errors in forming finger- 

spelled letterso Her mother traced the fingers in the illustration, 

demonstrated, and manipulated Alice's fingers to the right shapes0

42 months

The next evidence of Alice's sign reading was captured at 42 

monthso At that time Alice flipped through one Signed English story 

and then turned to Little Red Riding Hood, the same book from which she 

had read signs before*, Alice slowly surveyed the first few pages of 

the book, turned to page one and studied it, then begano She signed 

LITTLE and then looked to her sister and pointed at the sign*, She 

read the line to FOREST looking up after 'each word, producing:

LITTLE RED RIDE HOOD LIVE D IN FOREST0

The only signs Alice omitted were disembodied ones-— ING and THE*,

(This sign for THE was not the one Alice had been seen to use in Sign 

English*,) Alice was quite silent but she spoke the word "forest"*

Alice omitted the last phrase: HER MOTHER

and substituted a very expressive WALK, getting ahead of her story*

In the eight months since Alice had previously read this line 

on videotape, she had learned to separate the signs and to match her 

signs with the printed signs*

When Alice failed to continue, her sister told her to turn the 

page* Alice turned the wrong way* Alice looked long at the next page 

of text and started to flip through the rest of the book* The rest of 

the story was told with frequent reference to pictures, imitation of 

characters in the pictures, but no signs read*
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47 - 48 months

At 47 months Alice read some signs in an unpublished book 

illustrated by Frank Paulo She saw BUTTERFLY and tried to form it by 

placing herself in the same orientation as the animal in the pictureo 

She tried WAIT, WAIT, FLIRT, SPIDERo These signs are formationally 

similar to BUTTERFLY0 All four signs are two-handed, with 5 handshapes 

and moving fingerso In WAIT the fingers of both hands flutter inde

pendently o In SPIDER the fingers bend at the second joint and move 

independentlyo In FLIRT the movement is from the wrist, not in the 

fingerso In BUTTERFLY the fingers move together, bending in and out at 

the knuckleso The orientation of the signs also differs: in WAIT the 

hands are either both palmate or facing each othero In SPIDER and 

FLIRT the hands face downwardo In BUTTERFLY the palms face the body0 

In all but WAIT, the thumbs touch0 Alice correctly produced a two- 

handed sign with 5 handshapes and a bending action, but she did not 

produce the orientation or locate the movement appropriatelyo Her 

mother showed her the correct BUTTERFLYo Alice tried to copy but could 

not until her mother molded her handso She read: SNAKE, CAT, BUG, and

MOUSE CORRECTLYo

At 48 months Alice again read text in Signed English* Labori

ously she signed and vocalized the signs one by one* Then Alice pointed 

to the letter print and to the sign print, then signed and vocalized*

She did not read these signs in order; that is, she was not reading 

stories, or even sentences, just unsystemmatically ordered signs as she 

concentrated on the three forms— sign, printed sign, printed English*
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65 months

The next evidence comes from 65 months, seventeen months later.

Alice read The Three Little Pigs in Signed English, reading the signs 

one at a time and looking to her mother for reassurance. She moved the 

book to center each new page in front of her. There was no sentence 

intonation at all. Alice imitated one sign, making several tries that 

correctly matched the sign, but she could not make sense of it. The 

sign OWN is not an ASL sign known to Alice’s parents but a "new" Signed 

English sign. In another case Alice signed YOU as GO but knew it was 

wrong and finally asked for help. The dez in the picture certainly 

looks li1" ' ° v -----j-j

Other examples of signs Alice attempted unsuccessfully included KISS, 

HUNG, GIVE PAST signed as BRING, and ANSWERED as ORDERED. This is 

analogous to "sounding out" a word correctly and not knowing its mean

ing or misidentifying the right phonetic pattern. Other signs were not

trying to imitate placement and handshape, the ’beginning’ of the word, 

and then ask for help, as in ROOF and MAY.

Many of the signs which change place or change dez were par

ticularly troublesome. Some of these signs are represented in the

iisounded out" by Alice, who instead would attempt part of the sign by
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print with a main figure signing and disembodied hand to the side. 

Alice read LIVE D correctly, perhaps because it was familiar.

hung gave
(g i Ve p a s t )

may lived

Several aspects of the printed signs render them difficult to 

read and make a solution in print difficult. Signs are three- 

dimensional and fluid. Sign print is two-dimensional and static. 

Because the media are at odds, printers must resort to directional 

arrows and "ghost" figures. The ghosted dotted lines indicate starting 

position, while solid lines indicate final position.

once go and
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Other Sign English suffixes are placed as solid lines, for example:

Signed English print copies that convention in the placement of words 

but cannot follow it within words. The authors acknowledge this prob

lem (Bornstein, Saulnier, and Hamilton 1976, p. 7) but have no solution. 

Within words the signs behave in the print as they do on the body. A 

right-handed sign that moves from the mouth to the ear, for example, 

moves backward and slightly to the right. The reverse image flattened 

on paper shows that same sign moving to the signer's right, which means 

it is to the reader's left. This leftward movement disrupts the left 

to right placement of English print and of the sign print. Perhaps

s

© d

houses lived

Some Sign English new signs receive this treatment:

were their they said

English print is read in text from the reader's left to right.
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this need to backtrack contributes to the omission of the final parts 

of many of these signs.

The reader must use the contrast of dotted/solid lines and the 

directional arrows to read all parts of the sign. The signs which have 

a suffix extra are printed with the suffix either in front of the body 

or out to the side. Often there is no clue to the order in which to 

read the parts offered by the spacing.

Alice typically omitted the second and third parts:

said would n't

and signed THEY and THEIR the same every time but once.

they their

Alice understood the order of the signs and sign markers, from 

at least 42 months, for she signed HOUSE S, LIVE D , and THEIR as well 

as other two-part multi-directional signs correctly from the sign
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printingo The omission of sign markers must be attributed to something 

other than a lack of a general rule of orderingo

For Alice vocalization was a clue to understandingo She 

vocalized most of the time but usually did not vocalize when she could 

not reach closure on a sign0 Also, when she signed HOUSE S , the S was 

delayed while Alice looked up at someone and then added with no vocal- 

ization0

Speech sometimes added information0 When the print said GO 

PAST, Alice signed GO but said "went", indicating that she knew cor

responding forms in the different varietieso Without speech or mouth

ing, one would not know whether Alice connected the two signs with one 

or two speech elementso

The English print below the signs was sometimes a help when 

Alice didn!t know signso She could "sound out" and spell out the 

English print to elicit a demonstration of the sign from her parentso 

When Alice came to the sign MAY, she used the English print to elicit a 

sign from her mother but then went on without her mother's help0 Alice 

started to imitate the sign by placing her hands palms up in neutral 

space0 She did not reach closure on this sign and probably had never 

seen anyone use it, as it is a Signed English sign0 She spoke the word 

"may" after looking at the English print and looked quizzically at her 

mothero Instead of waiting for the help, however, she called up from 

her own lexicon the sign equivalent for "may" and signed CANo On one 

of the last pages Alice encountered QUICK LY and spelled out the print0 

She continued to attend to English print at the next word and read hung
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as H-U-N-G HUNGRYo The sign print did not look like HUNGRY, though, 

and Alice sought assistance but then returned to the English print to 

spell out much of the page0 She used the sign print to check her 

interpretation of the English printo

About a fourth of the way into the story Alice signed faster, 

more smoothly, and with more intonationo Looking up less eliminated 

long pauses and loss of place0 The few times she did look up she held 

the sign until she looked down again, apparently allowing her to keep 

from losing her placeo

The data do not contain any later examples of sign print read

ing*, There are no more advanced books written in Signed English and

Alice made the transition to English print books0
■■ '" ; . ■'

Summary ...

As Alice progressed to fluent reading of sign print, she moved 

back and forth between form and meaningo Pre-reading experiences con

cerned attention to figures' posture and facial expression*, Alice 

learned to make fingerspelling letters by imitating form alone, but she 

looked on many of the letters as symbols for larger units of meaning—  

a name, a sentence0 The reading of Rock-a-bye Baby was heavily attuned 

to form— single signs, no intonation, signs that were not understoodo 

This is the way that hearing children generally learn nursery rhymes 

and songs, many of which contain archaic languageo A concerted effort 

to align two kinds of form to a known meaning was made with the first 

sentence of Little Red Riding Hood at the same age, 35 monthso Close 

attention to meaning drew Alice away from concentration on form to
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telling the story from pictures» Even so, when she saw a large sign in 

the illustration, she imitated the form to make a meaning that was 

inappropriateo She made meaning, but it was too small a unit of mean

ing o Apparently, there was no question of the role of that meaning in 

the storyo

By 42 months Alice had separated individual printed signs from 

the string of text in a familiar line, and six months later she could 

read longer segments of texto At that point, however, her attention 

shifted to form again as she matched speech, English print, sign, and 

sign print for random words in the storyo

By 65 months, when the next data were collected, Alice had 

sorted her information and was able to concentrate on meaning and form 

for a complete storyP Different forms of language provided different 

clues to help Alice through the story0 Yet, perhaps because she was 

secure in the story, Alice was able to pause and make the relations 

among forms explicit0

Comparison of the Response to Signed English 
Print of Alice, Tony, Sonia, and a Deaf 

Child of Hearing Parents

Ewoldt (1977) presented one book from the same Gallaudet Pre

school Signed English System used in this research to a 6oil year old 

deaf child of hearing parents who had been exposed to Sign English for 

four and a half years» She had received reading instruction (with 

English alphabetic print) in a school for the deaf since age 4 0 Ewoldt 

reported that the child, Amy, "regarded the book with bewilderment when 

it was first presented to her" (p0 235)o Furthermore, Amy
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"concentrated primarily on making the- signsoV Amy had considerable 

difficulty making the signs she saWo She was confused by the mirror 

image reversal, which places suffixes to the figure's right and thus to 

the reader's left on the pageQ Amy signed S - THING instead of 

THING So Some of Amy's signs for English functors were different from 

the book's and Ewoldt concluded reasonably that Amy did not understand 

these new signs0 She did try to produce, for example, the sign for the 

in the book, "usually unsuccessfullyo"

Ewoldt completely dismissed Amy's activity as a reading experi

ence because "she concentrated primarily on making the signs o 0 * 

without knowing what they meant" (p0 235)0 Ewoldt stressed the diffi

culties Amy encountered in trying to reproduce the signs she saw on the 

page0 In many cases Amy made only the "first part" of a sign0

What Ewoldt did not appreciate was the magnitude of the child's 

accomplishment in signing as much of the story as she dido If, in 

fact, as Ewoldt concluded, this was the first time Amy had seen a book 

with sign print, then it is remarkable that 1) she recognized the 

figures as signs, 2) she expected to be able to produce the signs she 

saw, 3) she was able to produce most of the signs she saw, 4) she 

attempted to "sound out" words, 5) she was unable to reach closure on 

some signs that she did not understand, even when she could approximate 

the sign she saw, indicating that meaning does not come from the print 

itself but from language knowledge, 6) she was able to use either con

text or alphabetic English print to produce her own sign when the 

book's sign was different0
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Ewoldt did not deal with the first three points and gave nega

tive interpretations to the latter three points0 Each of those points 

of analysis will be presented here and an alternative explanation 

advancedo

4) Amy attempted to "sound out" wordso Ewoldt stated that some 

of the printed signs, which she referred to as "pictures", were "diffi

cult to followo Amy could not figure out how to sign words such as 

station and hauls0" Again, "in some instances she tried to duplicate 

the Ttwisted t/ sign for the o o <>"

Amy1s reading of the sign print was certainly unsuccessful, but 

that is a judgment that ignores the successful aspects of Amy * s 

attempto Successfully, Amy recognized the sigh print as language and 

attempted to produce it herselfo The only attempt at figuring out a 

sign that Ewoldt describes at all is the "twisted _t" sign THE, but 

presumably these attempts correctly produced some elements of a sign, 

incorrectly produced some others, and omitted still others» Ewoldt 

gives the example of GARBAGE as a two-part sign for which Amy signed 

only the first part and apparently got no meaningo She also frequently 

omitted suffixes added as compounds, such as plural and possessive 

markerso It will be recalled that Alice's early attempts to read sign 

print also resulted in some incomplete signs, even though she was 

familiar with the books and the stories in them,, Amy did not enjoy 

that advantage but still attempted to sound out the words0 Attempting 

to produce signs by analyzing elements, as described for Alice, is 

analogous to sounding out words for hearing people reading alphabetic
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pfinto Apparently5 Amy had the beginnings of that skill even on her 

first exposure to sign printo

5) Amy was unable to reach closure on some signs that she did 

not understand, even when she was able to approximate the sign she saw*.

The examples of a sign for which Amy produced all the elements but

placed them in the wrong order was of the compound THING S 0 Amy signed 

S THINGo As Ewoldt noted, Amy was confused by the conflict between the 

left to right order of print on a page and the right to left order of 

the reversal image of the sign compounde

Ewoldt gave the example of the "twisted jt" sign THE as one 

which Amy attempted several times "usually unsuccessfully»" That she 

signed it successfully sometimes but not other times suggests that she 

had sounded out the form but not reached closure or not become com

fortable with the new form0

Like the deaf teenagers reported in the introduction to this 

dissertation and like Alice, Amy could approximate the form of a sign

by sounding it out and still not reach closure on it0

6) Amy was able to use either context or alphabetic print to 

produce her own sign when the book's sign was differento Amy sometimes 

used her own sign for THE instead of the one she saw in the booko 

Ewoldt concluded that Amy knew the sign in the book meant the because 

she was attending to the alphabetic printo Although this interpreta

tion is possible, without more information it is not the only one0 Amy 

may well have looked at the alphabetic print, but she may also have 

inferred the meaning of the sign from the linguistic contextQ Knowing
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to the synonym she already knew0 The latter possibility would demon

strate that Amy was, in fact, reading contextual language for meaning 

and not just sounding out forms of signso Her attempts to sign the 

form in the book would be evidence of her ability, to learn new words 

(signs) from reading* If Amy did learn the word from its alphabetic 

counterpart, as Ewoldt stated, then she demonstrated knowledge of the 

correspondence between Signed English print and alphabetic English 

print and demonstrated the ability to learn a new sign from print* 

Either explanation is a reasonable one for the data given, and either 

explanation credits the child with active participation in the experi

ence and with some skill in the reading process * Considering that she 

was presented with a completely unfamiliar language variety in a new 

book format to respond to, it is quite logical that Amy would "con

centrate" primarily on making the signs, that is, concentrate more on 

form than on meaning* Alice alternated concentration between form and 

meaning as her competence in sign print and alphabetic print developed* 

Besides, Alice always had a meaningful story context for her response 

to sign print* Amy was not only given no meaningful context before 

reading, she was confronted with a story which apparently offered 

little meaningful content* If the story offered little meaningful con

tent, then Amy!s reliance on form would have to be even heavier than if 

the story had offered her a rich context for inference to help her 

derive meaning*
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Considering the skills that Amy herself demonstrated in light 

of the data presented by this dissertation, Ewoldtf s conclusion about 

Amy appears too hasty« She wrote: "While Amy might have made fewer

miscues if she had been familiar with the Gallaudet Preschool signs, 

and if she had had more experience with this kind of book, it is doubt

ful that she would have gained much more meaning" (p0 237)o

On the contrary, it is quite likely that she would gain more 

meaning after more experience with the bookso Even in her first 

encounter, where she attended more to form than to meaning, she demon

strated considerable understanding of the process required to get mean

ing from this new form of languageo

Ewoldt1s treatment of this kind of book also has problems e She

wrote:

This book is based on an unsound theory of reading for the 
deaf--that the meaning is inherent in the sign— just as there 
are instructional materials for the hearing which are based 
on an unsound theory of reading— that meaning is inherent in 
the soundo

A Guide to the selection and use of the Teaching Aids of the 

Signed English System does not make the claim that Ewoldt criticizeso 

The Guide, which Ewoldt does not quote, does not suggest using the 

teaching aids as reading materials at alio Nor does the Guide suggest 

that children should learn signs from the books0 Parents and teachers 

are recommended to use the teaching aids to learn a visible signed sys

tem for English: "Parents should attempt to learn Signed English by

reading these books to their child and by communicating with him regu

larly" (p0 8)o
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Maxwell (1979) studied the reading of sign print by a four- 

year-old deaf child of deaf parents and the pre-reading behavior of a 

three-year-old deaf child of deaf parents, also using books in the 

Signed English series« The four-year-old, Tony, exhibited the same 

strategies of sounding out, using context, and using forms in other 

varieties— English print and speech— to help make meaning» The three- 

year-old, Sonia, exhibited behaviors parallel to AliceTs in her early 

attention to posture, facial expression, and gestures in the illustra

tions., The reading which Alice and Tony engaged in and Sonia's pre- 

reading are natural extensions of the children's being read too Alice 

and Tony taught themselves to read the sign print as a natural exten

sion of watching their parents sign the story« Alice and Sonia 

attended to the postures and hand positions of the figures in the 

illustrations before they gave any evidence of noticing the small 

printe Both girls signed what they thought the figure in a picture was 

signing before they read the signed print sentences0 Attention to 

signed print text followed and reading developed gradually»

The books are not based on an unsound theory of reading for the 

deaf— they are not based on any theory of reading at alio Nor is the 

theory "that the meaning is inherent in the sign" implicit in the Guide 

or in the materialso On the contrary, the developers of the system and 

the teaching aids state that "Signed English is another way to represent 

spoken English" (p0 D o  They do not consider it a different language
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secondary representation of the surface structure of spoken Englisho

If the materials did represent a theory that meaning is 

inherent in the sign, they would be in erroro The research conducted 

by Ursula Bellugi and her colleagues at the Salk Institute has in large 

part been addressed to just this question of iconicity and has demon

strated various ways that the iconicity of individual signs and of 

multi-sign structures is suppressed both through time and through 

grammatical operationso Furthermore, in short-term memory experiments, 

signers 1 errors cannot be explained by reference to meaning or iconic 

features but are readily explained by reference to formational features 

of signso These experiments demonstrate that formational analysis of 

sign words is as psychologically real to signers as phonemic analysis
j

of spoken words is to speakerso Meaning is inherent in neither sign 

nor soundo

Ewoldt!s final conclusion, 11 that meaning lies in a total 

language context rather than in the sign or sound of individual words11 

is, in fact, the very point made by the developers of the Signed English 

System teaching aids o They recommend that parents read the teaching 

aids _Lo their child and communicate with him regularly0 "Reading 

stories should be a delightful experience for both parent and child and 

a more pleasant way of learning the language than trying to memorize 

lists of loosely connected sign words11 (p0 8)0 They stress using the 

books to relate language to the childTs own experienceso Ewoldt stated 

that the book Amy read had "little meaningful content to offer®" While
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that may he true, especially if she at age 6oil read one of the first 

level books that is little more than a preschool picture book designed 

to acquaint parents with sign vocabulary for such homely objects as 

children’s toys, that is a criticism of a particular story used for a 

particular purpose and not germane to the general question of how a 

signing child responds to books written in sign print0

In fact, it is less significant that an inexperienced child had 

difficulty reading sign print text than that an inexperienced child 

presented with the opportunity immediately attempted to read sign print 

text--even though she had already had instruction and experience with 

alphabetic print text and could have resorted entirely to that language 

forrrio Amy, the novice, attempted to read the sign print with no pre

vious demonstration of the sort that the three deaf children of deaf 

parents had been given,. All four children interpreted the figures they 

saw on the page as language to be read, even though the developers of 

the materials had intended the figures to be illustrations matched with 

alphabetic print for parents to communicate with their deaf children,. 

The children themselves applied the reading process to the sign figures 

and treated them as print0 This is a remarkable demonstration of 

children’s ability to interpret language they are exposed to, even when 

the exposure is incidental0

English Print

The discussion of English print is impossible without reference 

to other varieties already used by Alice, especially fingerspelling»

The data are divided into time intervals, determined by the emergence
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of new aspects of English print or the change in character of some 

aspect previously observedo Aspects include 1) identifying symbols, or 

recognition and manipulation of letters; 2) spelling out written words, 

whether understood or not; 3) identifying meaning that is larger than 

letters, i0eo, assigning meaning to letters or letter sequences; 4) 

writing; 5) dictating for others to writeo More advanced functions of 

written language included 1) getting information about her surround

ings; 2) using context and alternate forms in other varieties to deter

mine meaning in text or to continue reading without meaning; 3) using 

print as an authority; 4) using print for enjoymento Within these last 

two categories, Alice's use of stories is quite important0 Knowledge 

displayed about the language in stories is also discussedo

26 - 32 months

Alice at 26 months was able to

a) match the fingerspelling forms of some letters by their 
block print equivalents,

b) spell out a printed word as each letter was pointed to, and

c) identify a sequence of printed letters as her name0

Alice also learned that the proper locus for writing was

neither walls nor furniture but chalkboard or papero This lesson made 

quite an impression on Alice, who continued to comment on it for 

months o

lo Symbol identification0 From about 26 to 32 months Alice had a 

pack of alphabet flash cards and a set of plastic letters with a mount

ing boardo Identifying the letters with their fingerspelling
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equivalents was a frequent game* Alice might collect the cards she 

correctly identified or draw the right letter from the jar and mount it 

on the boardo She was seen enjoying both types of activity for short 

periods during the taping sessions in this periodo At 31-32 months 

Alice exhibited a delight in turning the tables and playing teacher 

either by herself or with a family membero An alphabet book was added 

by 33 monthso

Even at 26 months she was quite sure of her identification of 

most letterso When her sister, teasing, identified an R as a B, Alice 

confidently insisted it was an Ro The letters she was sure of first 

were those in her name0 Minimal differences in other letters caused 

confusiono The parents encouraged Alice to locate the letters in con

texts other than cards, plastic letters, and her name0 For example, 

one time AliceT s father fingerspelled the second letter in her name* 

When she pointed to it, then he pointed to the letter in her name and 

on a booko

2o Word spelling* Alice's first print word was her name0 As a 

family member or teacher would point to each letter in sequence, Alice 

would fingerspell it, sometimes vocalizing as wello For several months 

Alice typically reversed the second and third letterso

She soon generalized this behavior0 At 29 months she was in 

the bathroom at the beach and started to spell out a word written on 

the wall, C-A-No

3o Meaning identificationo The only indication of any association 

of meaning with print in the data is in regard to Alice's name0 At 26
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months she carried a paper with her name printed on it to the teacher 

and identified it as her name« She was learning to appeal to the 

authority of print at this time, holding up something, signing POSS^, 

and pointing to her printed name as proof of her claim0 Her family 

frequently printed her name on a chalkboard, on papers, and on Alice's 

books and other belongings, giving her ample exposure to ito

33 - 35 months

Around 33 months print activities began to expand beyond the 

alphabet and Alice's nameo She also began to notice and comment on her 

father's note-keepingo

lo Symbol identificationo During the 33 and 34 months taping 

sessions Alice played with a tape measure and matched two sets of num

ber cards correctlyo When her mother identified a number card as 3, 

Alice nodded in agreement, but she herself identified 3 on the tape 

measure as E twiceo The numbers on the tape that Alice identified as 

letters were:

3 - E 
2 - S
6 - G ' . .

' ?  - L  - ^

She also insisted that both 4 and 14 were 4 and identified 10 as 10 

She correctly identified 11o In naming these numbers Alice did not 

count up the tape measure but appeared to choose numbers randomlyo It 

is not surprising that Alice confused configurations that differ only
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minimallyo She also confused similar letters:

M - W 
G - C 
N - M

It is significant, however, that Alice was not able yet to separate a 

number set from a letter set and unable to restrict her identification 

to numbers in the context of a tape measureo

2o Word spellingo Around 33 months Alice began to spell out words

from her books, such as Red Riding Hood, jump, and hallo Her father
\

reported that she "read" the letters very clearly but not always com

pletely or in ordero

30 Meaning identification0 When Alice identified an alphabet card 

as A, her mother signed A ALIKE ALICE, giving the child another 

opportunity to associate labels and letters0

4o Writingo There are no clues in the data that Alice had any

idea of the message content of writing other than her name0 At this

period, however, imitative writing became a social activity for hero 

She would sit with the dog and try to get him to look at her writings 

or sit with her father as both wrote in their pads* On at least one 

occasion Alice sought to control the social interaction by restricting 

her brother from writing, saying it was for Alice and her father only 

to writeo Once she warned her father not to scribble on her papero 

Alice had developed a concept of writing as a serious, restrained 

endeavor, different from coloring and scribbling*

5e Dictation,, At 33 months Alice asked her father to write some

thing* He asked, WHAT? Alice thought and fingerspelled A, C, Do
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After thinking and thinking, she added Po This symbolized a major 

breakthrougho Alice was providing the stimulus for writing rather than 

responding to it„ Though she as yet apparently had no idea of a mes

sage, still she was aware that writing took the form of letters0

Her father's note pad was of some interest to Alice., She came 

to expect him to carry it and write in it, reminding him once that he 

had forgotten it*

36 months

A major change occurred in writing* During the taping session 

Alice demonstrated that her writing was now taking on form* She labor

iously formed the letters B, C, 0, and T on paper with different colored 

crayons and identified each letter for her parents * The letters were 

not well-formed but Alice knew what they were* There was still no 

indication of any message content, and Alice went from making letters 

to drawing pictures and identifying them* Both writing and drawing had 

become representational, but Alice did not tell stories about them*

39 - 44 months

During this period Alice began to pay more attention to mean

ing* Instead of dealing with print at the level of letters, Alice 

began to deal in larger units of meaning* Making meaning sometimes 

meant shutting out information irrelevant to that meaning* When look

ing at the cover of Little Red Riding Hood, Alice spelled out the words 

and traced letters with her index finger; then she picked out the 

letters that are in her name and seemed to think they meant her name
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even scattered among other words on the cover of a booko She printed 

her name in sequence on a paper at 44 months and pronounced herself a 

smart girl* She was able to produce her name in conventional form, 

with the letters in a certain order in a row, and had been recognizing 

her name in rhat form for almost two years, but the association of the 

letters with her name was strong enough, apparently, to overcome her 

experience with order and line conventions0 The letters meant her name 

no matter what other letters appeared around them and no matter how 

spread out they were*,

Alice continued to tell her father to write,. At this time 

when he said PRO^ SIGN, PRO^ WRITE, Alice responded with three names 

instead of letters* At another time she was telling a story about a 

woman at the swimming pool and told him to write it down* The message 

unit had rapidly expanded from letters to names to a whole story! Her 

confusion over the message content of writing was evident, when she 

told her father to write down her dancing* Her father always wrote 

what she said; here she was telling him to write what she did* It 

would be interesting to know how much separation there was in her mind* 

She began in these months to point to words and whole state

ments in the notebook to ask what they meant*

These sorts of activities involving the notebook must have had 

considerable effect on Alice's concept of written language* She was 

repeatedly exposed to the relation between print in the notebook and 

language that she herself had uttered* Thus Alice's experiences with 

print were quite personal, in addition to print in books, environmental
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print, and other kinds of writing and typing Alice saw her parents 

engage iiio

An example of the parents' conscious use of environmental print

was provided during the forty-one month taping* Alice's mother asked

her to spell the name on her soft drink can:

Alice: C-O-C-O
Mother: A (correcting)
Alice: A—C—0—C 

Mother: L
Alice: L-0

Mother: A
Alice: A

Then Alice decided she had overlooked the L and playfully accused her

mother of forgetting the letter* These letters were script, rather

than block print, indicating that Alice could deal with some different

styles of print* She spelled out C-O-K-E quickly and called for more

words to spell* From the milk carton Alice got another word:

Alices C—A—R—D 
Mother: N (correcting)
Alices N-R-A-U (self-correcting:) I-T-I-O-N*

In this activity Alice had two kinds of difficulty: 1) identifying

letters correctly when placed in unusual style in a word and 2) seeing

only the target letter in sequence* She frequently lost her place*

In spelling out the labels on cans, cartons, and boxes, there

is no question that the labels refer to the contents in some way*

Though it is doubtful that Alice understood the concept of brand names,

she knew that the Carnation carton contained milk* Spelling out these

words, then, in a sense, removes the issue of meaning to reconcentrate

on form*
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46 - 48 months

In an episode involving Christmas packages Alice was forced 

into the discrimination of specific meaning by attending to the exact 

sequence of letters«, Alice's mother examined the first tag and 

spelled: A-L-I, at which Alice jumped and shouted POSS^! Her mother

teased her but couldn't shake her certainty:

Mother: WHICH PRO3 (the name) A-L-I WHICH
Alice: POSS1 !

Mother: POSS2?
Alice: YES, A-L-I

Mother: C-E, NEC, NOT,
Alice: (looking at the tag) C-E

Mother: NEC, NOT S-U-S-A-N?
Alice: NEC, o o o FOR POSS1 ! A-L-I-C-Eo

Alice herself had chosen to verify her certainty by looking at the tag* 

She found the letters which proved her claim to ownership0 She had 

learned to analyze the components of a word in print to find the proof 

she neededo

An episode previously discussed in the development of finger- 

spelling also reveals knowledge of printo When she saw another tag and 

a name starting with M, Alice guessed it was for her brother, Marko 

She knew his name started with M and that there was likely to be a 

present for hinia When that meaning turned out to be wrong, Alice 

spelled out the letters on the tag, having some trouble with the hand

printed letters:

Alice: M-O-T-W
Mother: NEC, PRO3 (H> H-E
Alice: H-E

. Mother: PRO3 (R) R
Alice: R
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Mother asked her what it said and Alice's guess ignored all but tne 

last letter and said it was for Rhondao She associated the letter M 

with Mark and the letter R with Rhonda, but she was so excited by 

associating the R that she did not use the clue of letter placemente 

She was not yet able to think of all the letters together« Part of the 

difficulty in ascertaining the meaning of M-O-T-H-E-R was that Alice 

knew her mother as M-O-M-M-Y„ Her mother signed (YOU) KNOW and had 

Alice spell M-O-M-M-Y after her letter by letter0 Alice thought a 

minute, retaining the letters in short-term memory, and knew the 

answer: PRO ! Mother got Alice to spell out the letters on the tag 

and then to fingerspell the word, but Alice had some difficulty with 

the letterso For one thing, she wanted to put a Y in Mother, probably 

because there is a Y in Mommyo Without looking at the tag, Alice 

spelled: M-0-T-W-H-R-U-Yo She knew the word meant her mother and she 

knew the word designated M-O-M-M-Y* She had had two lessons: 1) she

had learned that the presence of one letter in a sequence was not 

enough information for identification, ioCo, the word was not Mark 

because it had an M or Rhonda because it had an R; 2) different words 

can mean the same thing, ioe/, M-O-M-M-Y and this new word both 

referred to Alice's mother0

Further experience with the concept of specific letter 

sequences— spelling— was offered to Alice through children's books in 

which pages presented pictures of an object, a letter, and the label 

for the picture presented in large printo Alice could page through
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appropriate sign0 .

Her parents made flash cards isolating words Alice could read 

and spell: foot, feet, car, cat, baby, boy, dog, Alice, Daddy, Mommyo

She was also learning to spell out the names of the months from the 

calendaro

During the 47 month taping session Alice was presented with the 

unpublished little book designed by Frank Paul, in which an animal is 

shown making its sign with an English sentence printed belowo Alice 

read the signs and the print- spelling out some words but signing 

otherso She tired of the activity, but the pattern indicates that 

familiar words (not names) were signed and unfamiliar words finger- 

spelled: V

B-E-T-Y THE RAT BIRD PRO3 (worm in the bird's mouth)
W— I—K— G—ii—li—Y— T—H— E

The word RAT was inserted, though possibly it was misplaced and changed 

from eats: Alice made no sense of the wiggly worm until her mother

interrupted and signed WORMo Alice then spelled out W-0-R-Mo On 

another page Alice read:

F-A-N-Y-T-H-E THE I-S-H 

for Fanny the fisho She was able to identify T-H-E after she spelled 

it out but dropped the F from fisho Apparently, Alice could not yet 

handle the spacing of sentences and may have been disturbed by 

unfamiliar words» For the rest of the book she named the animals and 

tried to read the signs until she came to an elephant named Edo She 

associated this name with her friend named Edo
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By 47 months Alice had come to the conclusion that some spell

ings were right and some wrongo She wrote M-O-M-M-Y on a paper and
osigned to her father PRO LOVE MOMMY, then pointed to the three M ’s and 

asked if they were righto By this age, too, Alice had developed some 

notions about the formation of letters« When the researcher wrote

Alice’s name, Alice read out each letter and then criticized one of

them, signing it was made wrongo

49 - 60 months

For this year the tapes and Home Records do not reveal any new 

activities or concepts related to printo The Home Records do give some

examples of Alice’s continued interest in the notebook and in the

written form of language» She told her father to writes

1) PRO^ LOVE PRO2 KISS LONG TIME.
PRO2 WRITE KISS LONG TIME LOVE.

2) PRO1 BIRTHDAY 2 YEAR OLD, B.J.
H.D.' SIT ON THE WALL.
H.D.’s KING MEN CAN'T PUT
H.D.'s KING (53 months)

Several times she looked for what she had just said on the pad, as if

checking to see if he had written it down correctly0

At 60 months Alice demonstrated her ability to match some 

simple SVO sentences with the appropriate picture, given two choiceso 

Alice read the sentences by signing each word* She did not sign the 

plural markers on nouns or the singular marker on present third-person 

verbso Alice was also asked to make up sentences for other pictures, 

and she could do that in sign«,
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One dog dig*
One dog site 
Two dog digo
Two cat play with stringo 0
One girl bye-bye0 One girl site
One mother wash the windowo
One baby crawlo
Boy push girlo

65 - 71 months

During this six months written language assumed new functions, 

Alice began to use contextual meaning to good avail and demonstrated an 

interest in the printed forms of signs and used print, by way of 

fingerspelling, to interpret new signs«

lo Functions of written language<> Alice learned to write letters, 

with helpo She learned and dialed the telephone numbers of friends and 

relativeso She read the school lunch menu to determine whether she 

wanted to take a lunch box or money to school the next dayo This com

mand of print gave her the ability to initiate action in certain areas 

of her life that she would not have had if she had had to wait for 

someone to dial for her or tell her the next day1s lunch0

2o Use of context and of alternate formso At 65 months Alice read 

a familiar story from a familiar book for the videotape camerao It was

The Three Little Pigs in Signed Englisho Alice started very slowly,

very cautiously, looking up for confirmation or reassurance after each 

sign*, A full discussion of the reading is included under the section 

on Sign Print, but Alice also paid some attention to English print in 

the storye Several signs were unclear to Alice*, Usually she tried to 

"sound them out" but on the sixth page of the story she came to a sign
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she didn't know and looked beneath it to the printed form of the word, 

some. She did not try to sign it. She first spoke it and then finger- 

spelled it to her mother. When one form of language broke down in 

print, she was able to realize the other printed form through two modes 

to get its meaning. At the next word, straw, she read the sign, then 

spelled out the English print below it, then spoke the word! At this 

word Alice knew how to interpret the sign and understood the meaning, 

but she still read the other print form available and expressed it in 

fingerspelling and speech. The treatment of straw is not a result of 

inventive necessity; thus it must be the result of some form of

Three pages later Alice paused at the sign KNOCK D, spoke the 

word, held up the picture of the wolf banging on the door, spelled out 

the print - K-N-O-C-K-E-D, and signed KNOCK D. Thus she attended to all 

the varieties associated with this word, again not to get meaning but 

ostensibly for pleasure.

pleasure.

some straw.

knocked
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A few pages later she signed FRIGHTENED and spelled: 

F-R-I-G-H-T-E-N-E-Do Then she went on: FRIGHTEN D LITTLE FIG RUN AS

FAST AS HE CAN TO HIS MOTHER HOUSE0 (pause) M-O-T-H-E-R-'S HOUSEQ 

And later there is fingerspelling: THEN PRACTICE (error) C-A-M-E, YES, 

C-A-M-Eo COME THE W0LFo When Alice read the line about huffing and 

puffing she did not understand the sign print AGAIN; she looked at the 

English print for again: G-A-G-A-I-N and understood the meaning--she

signed AGAIN— but did not know what to make of the extra G she had 

insertedo Perhaps in the.printed combination again it was hard to dif

ferentiate the hooks and loops0 She signed: -G-AGAIN0 AGAIN PRO^

SAY -G- AGAINo Then, she mouthed "again'h When asked if she had a 

problem, she got the spelling right: PRO^ (the word) A-G-A-I-No

THINK SAY 'GAIN, YES „ „ „ PRO1 GOOD SIGN, YES.

On page 23 Alice came to a sign she understood but seemed dis

satisfied with: BRICK S 0 She varied it for her mother several times

and then spelled it out from the English print: D-R-I-C-K-S0 Her

mother corrected the reversal: B, but Alice kept looking at the page

and spelling D 0 Her mother outlined a B and a D, showing Alice which

side of the line the loop is on for each small letter, and agreed that 

they look alike0 Alice spelled again: D-B-R-I-C-K-S, correcting her

self o Alice looked at the word a little longer and then signed STICK* 

D-B-R-I-C-K-S SAME K STICK* B-R-I-C-K, YES, C-K, C-K, C-K, C-K,

YES S-C-K-S* YES, C-K-S*
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Alice was perceiving and commenting on the spelling relation

ships among words she had reado She had not even spelled out the word 

stick at any time during this readingo

Toward the end of the story, when the wolf is getting ready to 

enter the brick house from above, Alice was reading along smoothly and 

quickly when she came to two words that she did not recognize in one 

sentenceo She spelled out both of them, was shown a sign for the 

first, roof, and an illustration for the second, chimney<, Two pages 

later roof appeared again,, Alice remembered the sign but did not know 

the meaning: R-E-E-F, ROOF, AGAIN, PRO 1  NEG DON'T KNOW, She had

misspelled roofo On the next page she misspelled do as D-E-D-E, D-0, 

DOINGo

On the next page Alice spelled H-E instead of signing, reversed 

the Q in quickly as P-U-I-C-K-L-Y, then imitated her mother's QUICK, 

could not read the sign HUNG but read the letters as H-U-N-Y HUNGRY and 

looked very confused*, Her mother signed: HANG-A-POT and Alice reads

HANG A P-O-T P-O-T P-O-T? When her mother signed BOWL, Alice seemed 

to gain control again and she signed: BOWL 0-F D-B-O-I-L-I-N-G BOIL

W WATER W-A-T-E-R? WATER IN THE F-I-R-E? FIRE P-L-A-C-E* Then she 

pointed to the illustration and signed FIRE PLACE„

Both the Q in quickly and the B in boiling suffered reversalso 

Alice seemed to go back and forth between the signs and the letters 

several times at almost every word to get the message out*, All the 

while she was laughing at her own trouble and at the idea of putting 

a pot of boiling water in the fireplace for the wolf„
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The reversal problem with B and D was at issue on the last page 

of the story again: THEY LITTLE LIVE D H-A-P-P-I-L-Y? HAPPY Y NEAR

NEST: IN THEY D NEC B-R-O-T-H-E-S NEC T-R-S-'S BROTHER BRICK HOUSE»

(They lived happily forever after in their brother's brick house0) She 

caught herself on D/B but had trouble with the last half of the word*, 

She understood the meaning by then anyway and just signed BROTHER 0

Alice displayed several significant strategies toward print 

while reading this story: 1) When in doubt about a sign, try its

letter equivalent; 2) Use both the available forms— sign print and 

letter print plus context and illustrations to figure out the meaning;

3) To get help from other people, fingerspell or speak the word or try 

to imitate the sign; 4) Compare similar letter printed words (-cks);

5) Learn new letter print forms by reading them from below their sign 

print equivalents; 6) Use the illustrations as clues to meaning of 

individual words as well as of the general story (chimney)o At five 

and a half years of age Alice knew more about print than a good many 

hearing children!

75 months

During the taping session Alice interacted with several 

children’s books from a pile, rejecting those that did not appeal to 

her and reading some or all of the books that looked interestingo 

These included stories familiar to Alice— The Three Little Pigs and 

Little Red Riding Hood— and completely new— a story about a zoo and 

Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater 0 They also included non-story books, 

including a book that grouped such items as things that make noise and
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things that grow 0 At least once she picked up an appealing book and 

paged through it only to decide it was too hard for her 0 AliceTs atti

tude toward the pile of books was very much one of a proud consumer, 

showing off for the camera; thus her engagement in the books seemed 

secondary to her self-awarenesso It is interesting to note her 

approach to the reading<>

Alice read very quickly when she first opened up Peter, Peter 

Pumpkin Eatero She fingerspelled P—E—T—E—R P—E—T—E—R and E—A—T—E—R©

Her father interrupted to sign EAT ER, which Alice imitated* She 

rushed on through HAVE A and then whipped her signs out so fast and 

irregularly that they were unintelligible* It was impossible to dis

cern whether Alice knew what she was saying* She became readable again 

at IN A PUMPKIN SHOULD and her father made a correction to SHELL, which 

Alice imitated, but then her signs got tangled and unclear again and 

she abandoned the book* It seemed that Alice was performing pseudo

signing when she did not comprehend the text* As the text was not more 

difficult in vocabulary than others which Alice could read, pseudo

signing was probably not a behavior to mask difficulty* It seems more 

likely that Alice was keyed up, showing off, and paying almost no 

attention to the text as she tried to race through it* She was not 

trying to get meaning from the text so much as to sign fast for the 

camera* She literally "went through the motions" in a way analogous to 

wordless speech-making* Her behavior was all form and no content* She 

did, however, want to read a book about a pumpkin, and looked for 

another one*
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By the time she picked up another book, Alice had relaxed con

siderably and discussed a number of topicso The book Alice opened to 

read was not a storybook but a classification book which inspired 

further discussion* Alice read the titles on each page by signing them 

and then named the pictures, occasionally resorting to the print below 

them to fingerspell words*

Alice encountered a new sort of book during the session* She 

was quite familiar with alphabet books but this one added the concept 

of rhyming * Alice was already aware of spelling similarities and of 

phones, but she was not familiar with the systematic exploitation of 

those relationships for pleasure*' Alice fingerspelled most of this 

book and remarked that it was a funny (odd) book* Although her mother 

pointed out the idea of rhyming with goat and boat, and Alice spon

taneously remarked that lizard and wizard were the same, it is safe to 

conclude that she did not comprehend the bookfs purpose to provide a 

rhyming verse* She paid no attention to.the meter or the rhyme in her 

style of reading* Alice misidentified several words, revealing that 

she not only misread the words but failed to use contextual clues* The 

animal rhyme for D was dove/in love* Alice signed D DRIVE IN LOVE*

When Mother pointed at dove, Alice said OOPS and spelled it* She had 

not used the linguistic context of animals for each letter to eliminate 

drive as a possible word* At (?, when more of the book had been read 

and thus more context provided, Alice read goat as coat* At j?, how

ever, Alice corrected her own BIG to PIG, perhaps using the animal con

text to correct B to P* Neither did Alice understand much of what she
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spelled, and she understood only partially the conventions of the rela

tionship between picture and text*. She knew, when she thought about 

it, that the first word in the line was the name of the animal, but she 

neglected to use that knowledge most of the time, as for goat/coat and 

dove/driveo When her mother asked her the name of the animal with a 

tall pointed nose, before Alice had looked at that page, Alice looked 

and spelled out U-N-I-C-O-R-N « « o WITH A H-0-R-No When her mother 

asked what a H-O-R-N was, however, Alice's previous association over

whelmed any use of picture clues» Alice signed a musical horn and 

refused to accept the new meaning her mother explained,. She had 

fingerspelled H-O-R-N, rather than signed it, but she still thought she 

knew the word, and it had nothing to do with the picture 0

Several substitutions in a story about a zoo were related to 

graphic similarities0 Alice read feeding time for the animals as 

F-E-E-L-I-N-G FEEL ING TIMEo When her mother interrupted, Alice 

spelled feeding correctly,, When her mother asked what that word was, 

Alice signed FEED ING appropriately« As it was the first word in the 

text, Alice had not had much chance to build up context; nevertheless, 

the picture gave helpful information, the rest of the sentence gave 

clues, and "feeling time" would be an oddityo The graphic difference, 

however, between feeling and feeding is only the difference of one part 

of one lettero

A second graphic substitution was never corrected or trans

ferred to another modeo Alice rendered the penguin as THAT 

P-E-N-G-I-N-Go Although there was a picture of a penguin, there was no
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clue that Alice associated the word, with the picture« With no clue to 

meaning revealed, the misspelling offers an example of Alice's expecta

tions for spelling patterns in print* -ing is a frequent spelling pat

tern, especially at the ends of English words* Although it is usually 

isolated by teachers as a symbol for an aspectual morpheme, as in 

going and riding, it is also a spelling pattern in non-analyzable 

morphemes like wing, swing, sing, and bring, or in seldom analyzed 

words like palings or pilings, and in unanalyzable words like inkling* 

It is possible for derived nominals with aspectual -ing endings 

(gerunds) to follow an article, as it is for ordinary nouns * Thus 

Alice's spelling pattern is consistent with facts of English* In a 

sense, it is more consistent with them than the correct spelling--at 

least, more predictable from the facts* -gu-i-n is not a common spell

ing pattern in English* It looks French, and the origin of the word, 

according to the OED, is obscure* Alice apparently made no sense of 

the word, i*e*, no meaning; but she did make a kind of sense of the 

form of the word by rendering it as a predictable spelling pattern*

A third substitution is graphically similar to the text, is 

phonetically identical, and is semantically predictable! Possible all 

three factors contributed when Alice signed BABY DEAR when the text was 

about greeting a baby deer* Alice's mother interrupted with the sign 

DEER and Alice spelled the word in the text D-E-E-R and signed DEER*

Her mother attributed Alice's change to the phono/graphic similarity,
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because she knew the word deer:

YES'. PRO 2  KNOW THAT. DEAR D-E-A-R.
SPEAK SAME REALLY SAME. NEC, NOT
BLAME PRO2 FOR MAKE THAT MISTAKE.

Another aspect of Alice!s thinking about books came to light 

during this session* She commented on the length of stories 0 She 

rejected new books that looked long or hard to her, looking at the 

thickness of the book and the density of the print* While reading the 

alphabet book she came, to a kitten with a mitten and remarked that she 

knew that story, that it was a long story, interpreting the alphabet 

line as an allusion to the story of the three little kittens who lost

their mittens* She decided to read an unfamiliar version of The Three* ; -
Little Pigs, but she complained before, during, and after reading that 

it was really too long * At the last page, she sighed and announced, 1 

MORE*

Alice half told, half read the pig story, using the text irreg

ularly* In her telling Alice revealed a regard for both the grammar 

and diction of English story-telling* She began: ION U-P A TIME WAS

A 3 LITTLE OOPS THERE 3 LITTLE PIG S * * * That opening sentence pre

sents the story convention once upon a time and the expletive use of 

there was* Sentences which begin with expletives (it and there) and 

forms of I3e are among the most difficult for deaf children and other 

non-native speakers of English to acquire* Alice has been dealing with 

the pattern in books in the manner of native speaker hearing children 

for almost four years and here corrects herself to include that pat

tern, which, to her, is probably a literary one* Yet it is not so
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natural to her that it flows smoothlyo Alice read the story very care

fully, typically making one sign for each printed word, but making no 

signs for English grammatical morphemeso At the point where the first 

pig asks for some straw, Alice sped up her signing and looked up at the 

people quite often, suggesting that she relaxed at finding herself in 

the middle of a familiar story 0 Her face became more expressive, and 

she began to alter the style of signing for three types of expression: 

1 ) the pigs signed small and slowly; 2 ) the wolf signed big and loud 

(emphatic); 3) the text signed neutrally« Alice also began to take a 

few liberties with the texto She changed a said, for example, to ask 

appropriately, inverted the subject and verb, and moved the whole 

clause to a more balanced spoto The original reads: "Please, sir,"

the pig said, "may I have your straw? I want to build a house»"

Alice signed: "PLEASE MAY I HAVE THAT STRAW?" ASK THAT FIRST LITTLE

PIG "I WANT TO BUILD A HOUSEo"

Alice added momentum and surprise with one changee The text

reads:

The man gave him the straw and 
the little pig built his houseo 
The next day, a hungry wolf 
knocked at the dooro "Little 
pig, little pig, let me in!" . 
said the wolfo

Alice put a rhythm in her signs:

THAT MAN GIVE HIM A STRAW AND
THAT FIRST LITTLE PIG BUILD HIS HOUSE OF STRAW AND 
NEXT DAY A HUNGRY WOLF KNOCK
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She kept her rhythm and built her momentum to KNOCK and then 

knocked long and hardo After a short interruption she continued:

WOLK KNOCK AND ON THAT D-O-O-R.
"HELLO THAT LITTLE PIG, MAY I COME IN"
HE ASKo

Toward the end of the story Alice encountered an episode that 

is not included in the Signed English version of the story she was most 

familiar witho She read this section paying closer attention to the' 

text than previously« While there had been only three words finger- 

spelled to that point in the story, in this unfamiliar episode there 

were twelve fingerspellings (counting repeated words ) 0

There were two differences between the reading of the unfa

miliar episode and of the rest of the storyo First, Alice slowed down 

visiblyo Second, Alice looked at the text without looking up 0  

Earlier, she had looked up at the people around her as she read, pre

sumably because she knew what the text saido She needed to sample the 

text for the events and the language, but she had great familiarity 

with ito The last episode, however, was completely new 0 In reading it 

she had to rely more heavily on close attention to the printo This 

attention probably led to more fingerspelling and several words that 

were spelled and signed: START S-T-A-R-T-E-D START, T-T-O-W-N, RIDE

H-I-D-E and pantomimic crouching, as if the text needed special atten

tion through repetition in more than one fonrio The words that Alice 

substituted in the episode were not just articles and verb endings 

related to the transfer from print to signo These words had the wrong 

meaningso Is_ was read as IN, went as WANT, hide as RIDE 0 Alice
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corrected the last substitution, and the other two were not in posi

tions to obscure important meaning; thus, Alice would not have lost 

story meaningo She did not, however, make that type of substitution 

earlier, except at the very beginning of the storyo At the beginning 

Alice had trouble with the first sentence and then substituted ANGRY 

for hungryo At the beginning she also signed the plural marker on 

PIG S twiceo At the end of the story Alice signed aspectual -ing 

twice even though she had signed it only one other time in the story 0  

Alice's treatment of this story suggests corroboration to the 

finding that children rely more on graphic information when they have 

less other information (background, story context) and less on graphic 

information as they have more other information (Goodman 1977)o At the 

beginning of the story Alice was not familiar with the print and was 

not sure what to expect from the story 0 She read slowly and was care

ful to try to sign all the words and some grammatical morphemeso 

Although language patterns were familiar, she had to struggle to trans

fer them appropriately to sign form 0 Soon she was on familiar ground 

in the story and taking some liberties with it* She signed only two 

separate grammatical morphemes, one ING and one PASTo In the last, 

episode she was again on unfamiliar territory, slowed down, spelled out 

some words, and signed more English morphemeso

Alice's awareness of the relationship between character and 

style of delivery was more obvious when she later criticized her 

father's manner of reading the story of Red Riding Hoodo He told her 

to tell the story herself from memory, but she wanted to use the booko
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Alice began to read and tell the story with considerable expression in 

the form of swinging shoulders, facial looks, and signing manner0 As 

Little Red Riding Hood walked through the forest, for example, Alice 

signed WALK several times in a light, swinging manner to indicate 

strolling as she smiled slightly and tilted her head in concert with 

her hands o' Her voice was also modulated to parallel her other 

behavioro Her voice was higher and slightly sing-song, stretching out 

the word "walk" to match the length of the sign0

Alice was dissatisfied, however, and enlisted her mother to 

play the role of Grandmother and her father to play the wolfo She told 

them where and how to stand, but when her father teased her with ques

tions, she giggled and lost her train of thoughte Alice played Little 

Red Riding Hood and began walking to Grandmother's house, telling the 

story as she went in reply to father's question: WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

Alice: TO GRANDMOTHER HOUSE
IN THE FOREST
BRING THE BASKET TO GRANDMOTHER»
BECAUSE GRANDMOTHER IS SICK*

Alice walked in the role of Little Red Riding Hood, but she scolded her

father when he failed to play his part:

FORGET STAND-IN-FRONT-OF-ME, FORGET PRO2,
SAY PRO3 (book), SAY,
(You forgot to stand in front of me as it says in the booko) 

Alice in annoyance said the wolf's lines herself, puffing her 

upper body up and standing tall to suggest the wolfo She told her 

father to appear and frighten her« Then she answered her own wolf and 

told what was in the basket, elaborating'what she would consider 

goodies: APPLE AND BANANA AND C-O-K-E FOR GRANDMOTHERo
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Alice gave her idea of the child's line: I A-M BRING SOME FOOD

GOOD TO MY GRANDMOTHERo Alice was apparently trying to remember the 

line from the Signed English book: I'm taking some goodies to my

Grandmothero

and trying to sign in the style of books, which is Englisho When her 

father, out of character, reached to look in the imaginary basket,

Alice protested* He was to run and open the door at Grandmother's* 

Alice walked on and knocked at Grandmother's door, then she 

declared that scene finished and cued her father: NOW * * * THAT

BETTER TO SEE YOU WITH, MY DEAR* WHAT BIG, 0-H MOTHER, EYES YOU HAVE* 

Then she resumed the role of Alice and signed with big innocent 

eyes as she stared at her father: 0-H, MOTHER, WHAT BIG YOU, WHAT BIG

EYE YOU HAVE*

But when the wolf-grandmother failed to respond, Alice lost her 

confidence and asked, FIRST EYE? When she went on, she almost stole 

the wolf's answer: THAT BETTER OOPS WHAT BIG EYES YOU HAVE* WHAT

BETTER NEG BIG EAR YOU HAVE* WHAT YOU NEG WHAT BIG TEETH YOU HAVE*

Having gotten through her recital, Alice did not wait for the 

wolf's reply but, as director, called: MAN HUNTER BANG* Her mother

took the cue and shot Alice: BANG* Alice corrected her and Mother

shot father* Alice told her father, who was still standing there: 

FINISH, DEAD PRO2, NEG, NIL MORE PRO2 ! (That's it. You're dead.

That's the end of you!)

When her father did not move, Alice appealed to authority by 

showing him the picture in the book of the hunter shooting the wolf*
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She read the last paragraph of the story about a celebration and told 

her father again that he was dead and the story was all over» Then she 

gave an acting critique to each parent, and reminded them that she was 

the director (TEACHER ) 0

A number of important metalinguistic aspects were revealed by 

this little game: 1) Stories are for enjoyment 0 Alice has been enjoy

ing stories since she was a toddler, .but here she was having fun with a 

story in a different way 0 2) Stories are for repetition* Alice must 

have interacted with this story at least fifty times, but she was still 

enjoying it, playing with it, and knowing it better 0 3) Stories can be

a social activity as well as a private activity 0 Again, since Alice was 

a toddler stories had been a means of interacting socially with her 

parentso 4) Characters have styles of speaking« Alice changed her 

style of signing to reflect her perception of the character 0 5)

Stories contain two kinds of language: narration and direct discourse,,

Alice was determined to render the direct discourse just as it was in 

the booko There is a sort of magic to such lines as What big eyes you 

have 0 Alice appreciated at least some of that magic 0 She also tried 

to produce the right language for an ordinary sentence like l Tm taking 

sbme goodies to my Grandmothero 6 ) Language can be translated into 

action,. One can "act out" the story in the booko 7) Books are 

authoritieso Alice told her father she knew what he should do because 

that was what the book saido She told him he had to act dead because 

the book said he was dead, and she looked to the book for proof of her 

claim of ownershipo 8 ) Stories have an order that is importanto One
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scene had to be finished before another one begano The reader is free 

to add detail that the story does not give if it is consistent,, Alice 

gave her idea of goodies— apple, banana, and coke 0 10) Voices change 

in ways similar to signs to express moodso All of these ideas had been 

presented implicitly over the years, and in this episode Alice was seen 

using them to make meaning and have fun„

89 months

A year later Alice read some commercially printed children's 

books which were ones she had not seen before 0 Her father reported 

that she read at school and occasionally at home but that she read with 

her parents less than formerly 0 She was more interested in more active 

pasttimes, and the parents were afraid of pushing reading on an 

unwelcoming child lest they turn her against it„ AliceTs manner of 

reading during the session was described as typical for home or schoolo 

She propped a book open on her lap or a table and balanced it or held 

it open with the left hand, signing with the righto The left hand or 

the book would be the base hand for signs and the left hand role of a 

two-handed sign might or might not be signed, depending on how hard the 

book was to holdo Most of the time Alice vocalized as she signedo The 

following remarks are derived from Alice's reading of a big Mother 

Goose book, a book of Aesop's fables, and a book with stories about 

different occupationso All three books were illustrated but had at 

least several lines of text on each page* Although Alice had read 

Mother Goose stories before, she had not read Aesop's Fables or the 

stories about occupationso
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style, nodding her head slightly back and forth in rough time to the 

metero Her strategies for dealing with the names in the rhymes were 

complexo She signed names, fingerspelled names, spoke names, and 

combined forms in one name 0 For example, Bobby Shafto was introduced 

as B-O-B-B-Y S-H-A-F and the last syllable spoken to rhyme with !ttwoTTo 

The first repetition was B-O-N-N-Y B-O-B-B-Y "Shafto", then "Bobby 

ShaftoTs", and finally, B-O-N-N-Y B-O-B-B-Y S-H-A-F-T-Oo There was no 

apparent reason for the variety of treatment 0 Other names received a 

similar variety,® and some also were given signse Alice made a finger- 

spelled S and spoke "Simple Simon" once as if it was too much trouble 

to fingerspell, but a second time she produced a name sign: S S*

A clue to Alice's treatment of English verb tense is revealed 

by her rendering of Dr 0 Fello She signed DOCTOR FALLo Her mother 

questioned this interpretation, pointing out the spelling difference 

between fell and fall, but Alice replied that she knew the spelling was 

differento FALL was to her an acceptable rendering of fell, even when 

the latter was a name 0

The distribution of unaccompanied speech and fingerspelling 

fell under three other categories of purpose besides the expression of 

nameso

lo Understood words: Fingerspellingo H-O-R-N (which Alice blew,

T-0, P-I-E, T-A-I-L-S (which she pretended to look for after they had 

been cut off), G-N-A-T and L-A-D-Y (which she signed elsewhere), 

G-A-S-M-A-S-K (which she explained), T-O-U (which she pointed to)«,
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Speecho "fast asleep" (although she probably misunderstood fast as 

(quickly); "hose" (which she had used before)o

2o Nonsense words z Fingerspelling 0 H—I—C—K—E—T—Y P—X—C—K—E—T—Y 5 

D-U-M-P-X-I-N-Go Speecho "Diddle Diddle Dumplingo"

3o Uncomprehended words: Fingerspellingo Sixty-nine percent of

all fingerspelled words and 79 percent of all the fingerspelled words, 

excluding names and nonsense words, were words that Alice gave no hint 

of understendingo Some of these fingerspellings were requests for 

understanding but most were unexpressive lists of letters often incom

plete evenP A third of them were in one section of a story that listed 

firefighting equipment 0 Presumably Alice was getting so little meaning 

from the story at that point that she gave up and just 'went through 

the motions of readingof Speecho Fifty percent of spoken words exclu

sive of names and nonsense were words Alice gave no hint of comprehend

ing* "Cock" (which Alice spoke after signing hay as GRASS), "strife" 

and "burden" (which Alice spoke while fingerspelling the first letter 

and appealing to her mother for help) , and "force" (which she signed 

after her mother showed her how)*

Resorting to fingerspelling or unaccompanied speech was not 

enough evidence alone to conclude that Alice did not understand what 

she was reading* Either behavior could, however, be said to raise the 

likelihood that she did not comprehend, because of the large number of 

misunderstood words treated in these manners *
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Sign English endings were used irregularly during the reading, 

Sign English forms of pronouns and BE_, and a number of initialized 

signs were used by Alice.

1. ’JL, ’S. Three contractions of NOUN + is in Little Boy Blue 

were signed as NOUN + ’S_ but the fourth one in the text was omitted.

!S is a "new" sign, derived from English graphic representation of 

morphology; although it is usually thought of as a possessive marker in 

signing, some of the new sign systems apply 'S to both possessive and 

contractive contexts. In Tom, Tom, the Piper's Son Alice used 1S as a 

possessive. rtuX
r- A j

A contraction of NOUN + is, e.g., cow's , is ordinarily signed 

NOUN IS. Thus it is unclear whether Alice understood the two different 

structures that can underly the graphic 1 s_. She may have had a one-to- 

one relation between the graphic 's and the sign 'S without knowing 

that the graphic symbol could represent both a verb and a possessive:

!L is a twisted L used to contract will.

2. BE: IS, WAS, WERE

3. Pronouns: I, HE, ME, HIS, SHE

4. Initial dez: WOOD

There was no discussion of these stories after they had been 

read. Thus no good account of Alice's comprehension can be made.

There was, however, as was the family's usual practice, discussion at 

opportune moments during the reading. Most of this discussion per

tained to individual words, rather than to parts of stories. Some of
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it was initiated by Alice, some by Alicef s mother0 Alice initiated 

conversation when she saw the pig that Tom the PiperTs son ran away 

witho She showed the picture and told everyone that she had a piggy 

banko When Alice read:

WHEN I WERE A B-E NEG BA-C-H (pause) E-L-O-R I LIVE 

her halty progress over bachelor made it clear that she did not under

stand- the word but also suggested she was thinking about ito Her

mother interrupted to tell her the meaning of bacheloro She asked 

Alice if Father was a bachelor, and Alice replied he was« Mother asked, 

FATHER NOT MARRIED? Alice: YES „ „ „ NEC. Mother repeated the defi

nition and asked if another man in the room was a bachelor0 Alice was 

not sure0 Then she thought of someone else she knew and said he was a 

bachelor because he was divorced,, Her friend fit the criteria of the 

definition given by her mother of a man who was not married*. Then 

Alice went on with the storyo

That Alice often enjoyed the interruptions of discussion in the 

stories was evident*. In one case during this dayfs reading, she 

enjoyed one such interruption so much that she took the first oppor

tunity to return to ito A rhyme ended:

How do you do and how do you do
and how do you do again0

Alice’s mother initiated shaking hands with Alice and said "How do you

d o o f? Alice returned the handshake and said "How do you do" to her

mothero Alice shook hands again and reread the last two lines in the

booko
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Then she went on to Old Mother Hubbard, but when she read, she 

didn't know what to do, Alice shook hands with her mother and said,

"How do you do" and teased her mother to shake hands back as both 

enjoyed the joke 0

Alice’s comprehension was revealed when she paused to ask a 

question:

SHE GIVE THEM SOME B-R-O-T-H WITHOUT ANY BREAD AND WHIP WHIP 
WHIP o o o WHY?

She wanted to know why the children got whippedo 

Summary

Over the course of the taping Alice progressed from spelling 

out a few printed letters to reading children’s stories 0 At the very 

beginning Alice paid attention to form in isolation— identifying 

printed letters with fingerspelling and eventually spelling out words 

from the environmento Early pleasure in this activity seems to have 

had no connection with semantic content, as when Alice spelled C-A-N 

off the bathroom wall or A-1-1 in the newspaper« In learning to 

fingerspeil words in space or to spell them out from print, Alice did 

not separate the systems for numbers and for letters, readily mixing 

them in Z-O-Z-2 or A-l-l 0 The emphasis was in recognizing fornio

After several months Alice could identify a few words, the 

first and most important of these being her own name0 She became pre

occupied with the printed form of her name0 She showed it to everyone 

and learned to spell it out0 Her name on something meant ownership0
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She struggled to spell out the letters just righto At 44 months she 

took great pride in printing her name correctly!

About that time, though, the balance of emphasis seemed to 

shift to meaningo When Alice found the letters of her name mixed into 

other words on a book cover, she insisted it said her name 0 She began 

to pair large pieces of print with pieces of her own sign utterances by 

pointing to words and phrases in the notebook and asking what they 

meanto

Attention to form shifted to a new level of complexity as Alice 

learned to analyze form 0 She began to spell out the labels on products 

in the kitchen and to associate the words with their referents» Print 

was decidedly in context in these activities but the emphasis was on 

formo

Alice's activities became comparative at this stage as she 

began to learn how to use the information of word structures, as dis

tinct from letter structures o She began to learn which aspects of form 

distinguish various meanings and that some different forms designate 

the same referrento

In her early reading of unfamiliar books, form seemed to over

whelm meaning, as Alice struggled to fingerspell words and placed signs 

out of sequenceo

Matching form and meaning was undoubtedly given a boost as 

Alice compared what she had said with what her father said he had 

written in his notebooko
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After age 65 months Alice began to have new functions for 

printed English— letters, school menus, school news, in addition to 

story books and labels« About this time, in the context of a story 

meaning, she was already familiar with, Alice began to show awareness of 

the correspondence of alternate forms of language presented in the 

Signed English series books 0 When a sign was unclear to Alice, she 

resorted to the alphabetic print beneath it„ She discussed some 

aspects of this print with her parents 0 Thus her initial use of 

English print in books was of its form, as a means of discovering mean

ing through a signo

The next step was notice of the printed form for its own sake, 

when she knew the sign and knew the meaningo At this stage she did not 

make a direct tie between English print and meaning or signs but moved 

from sign print (known or unknown) to English print to fingerspellingo 

Next she came to a sign she did not recognize and resorted to 

the alphabet print, which she did recognize* Together the sign and the 

letter print were clear to her*

At this stage Alice went back and forth between forms and from 

one or a combination of forms to meaning and back again, establishing a 

pattern that would last beyond the Signed English books* When they had 

been left behind, Alice no longer had a printed sign form to help her, 

but she moved among fingerspelling, alphabet print and speech to trans

fer meaning either directly or through sign*
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Story Behavior

Aspects of story behavior are treated in the sections on

English and sign print* This section deals with more general facets of

story behavior, including the development of a story sense, picture 

reading, and book manipulation« A developmental sequence in Alice's 

approach to books emergeso Seven stages were identified: 1) Labeling,

or naming pictures and signs; 2) Stating propositions and expressing 

continuity, both in terms of volunteering more story information and 

in terms of pagin within books; 3) Evaluating affective elements in 

stories; 4) Developing a sense of story; 5) Projecting herself into the 

stories; 6 ) Interconnecting forms and meaning in the different 

varieties of language; and 7) Reading for meaningo

Labeling

Before Alice was a year old, her father would hold her in his 

lap and read to her in sign so she watched his movements« At 21 months 

Alice had her own set of 27d pre-school books and a special sign for

themo She would make the sign to her father, get the books, and sit on

his lap 0 Sitting on her father's lap signing about books was enjoyable 

interaction that Alice herself initiated.. Her father noted that she 

could associate many signs with pictures of animals, foods, and actions 

such as crying, eating, and laughing.

That Alice enjoyed this activity for its own sake, not only as 

an excuse for sitting on father’s lap is made certain a couple months 

later. At 24 months Alice would "stack ten or twenty books neatly and 

go through, them looking at the pictures." She would occasionally make „
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a sign, as when she pointed to a candle and signed H0To She demon

strated her extraordinary concentration for visual patterns by working 

puzzles with as many as fifteen pieces "all day n 0

At 28 months Alice demonstrated this sort of interaction during 

a taping session,, She named pictures with signs and requested signs 

for pictureso Alice had learned that pictures of objects and people, 

as well as objects and people have labelso As her father pointed to 

pictures of Hansel and Gretel, Alice signed BOY and GIRL appropriately» 

Then Alice pointed to the picture of the witch and looked up with a 

question on her face for the sign for that picture,. As her father told 

her the story of the gingerbread boy, Alice watched attentivelyo He 

would point to a picture and name all the figures and places, telling 

little of the action of the story« As the gingerbread boy walked off 

from the house where he was baked, for example, Father pointed to his 

nose and mouth and named the parts, then asked Alice in speech, 

ltWhere 1 s the nose?" She pointed in reply to the gingerbread boy's 

nose 0

There were special aspects of the way Father signed which Alice

imitated as well as the signs themselveso At the picture of the old

woman making the gingerbread boy, for example, Father pointed to the

picture and signed COOK, ROLL-OUT-DOUGH, amking the sign ROLL-OUT-DOUGH

over the picture of the dough 0 When the illustration showed the
■ .

gingerbread boy running by and waving at a bear, Father pointed to the 

bear and signed BEARe Then he pointed to the bear and signed PRO^ 

(bear) BEAR PRO^ (gingerbread boy) BITE and he used the picture of the
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gingerbread boy in place of the base hand for the sign BITEo The 

spatial relations of ASL are thus transferred to the dimensions of the 

pictureo Alice imitated BITE, BEAR with the picture of the gingerbread 

boy as object of the verbo Her other comments, however, consisted of

naming colors in the pictures 0

The most complete story told to Alice was told to Alice in this

pointing fashion but with more details of action and ploto Alice

watched the whole story attentively but said nothingo

Propositions and Continuity

At 33 months Alice volunteered more story information than she 

had previouslyo Her father was telling her the story of Little Red 

Riding Hood with frequent reference to the pictures„ Alice signed: 

GRANDMA EAT COOKIES and WOLF BITEo She demonstrated the last sentence 

by making the BITE sign on her father, as they had made it on the pic

ture of the gingerbread boy* These are the first sentences noted in 

regard to stories 0 They are also elements of the plot and not just 

details of the pictures 0 There is, in fact, no picture of grandma eat

ing cookies or of the wolf biting, only pictures which symbolize that 

grandma may eat cookies and that the wolf wants to bite 0 Alice had 

learned to associate these ideas with the appropriate pictures of the 

storyo "Biting" the gingerbread boy was the first step of the process 

of using the pictures to symbolize more than they actually represent 0  

These sentences are a realization of that processo

Not all books Alice interacted with at this time were story 

bookso Alice also owned various kinds of picture books and alphabet
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bookso Generally, at this time Alice brought a book to her parents for 

readingo She often asked them: BOOK READ PR0^o Because the book

was handed to a parent, it was opened right-side-up and the pages were 

turned one by one from left to righto The parents, frequently paged 

through books rather quickly, but they seldom skipped pageso

At 33 months Alice demonstrated her approach to paging with an 

alphabet booko Her mother initially controlled progress, opening the 

book and pointing to letters for Alice to identify 0 After three pages, 

though, Alice insisted on turning pages and pushed several by 0 Her 

mother asked WHY? and mimed turning back the page, but Alice refused* 

She picked a few other pages to look at and turned them roughly*

About this time Alice's parents started drawing her attention 

to the titles of books and having her spell them out and sign them*

Association Patterns

At 34-35 months the character of conversation about books 

changed* Alice and her mother exchanged comments on the moral and emo

tional content of stories* They would point to characters in pictures 

and describe them as GOOD or BAD and discuss why* The wolf, for 

example, was BAD because he -would bite* They discussed the emotional 

states of the characters— primarily SCARED, ANGRY, and HAPPY— and 

related these judgements to the facial expressions in the pictures and 

the events of the plot* Alice said the Grandmother was scared, for 

example, because of the axe*

Signing with the pictures as part of the space continued to be 

important* Alice rushed through the pages of Goldilocks looking for
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the picture of Baby BearT s broken chair so that she could make the sign 

BREAK on top of the picturee The pictures, thus, had more importance 

than as illustrations of the-storye In a sense, they were the storyo 

Alice knew the picture she was looking for and what she wanted to say, 

but she needed to say it on the picture«

Alice continued to page through books labeling the pictures0 

She had learned to be more careful of books and generally turned pages 

less roughly, but still by pushing them, and exhibited some concern 

about soiling bookso For Alice, books were to be used often but cared 

for0

Story Sense

When Alice was about 38 months old, her father started telling 

her complete bedtime stories in ASL, without reference to bookso The 

father is an excellent storyteller, and Alice loved these stories, 

begging him to repeate A favorite was Little Red Riding Hoodo These 

were the same stories that Alice was learning from bookso She then had 

both a book experience with the story and a non-book storytelling 

experience in ASLo By 40 months Alice was commenting on the stories® 

Once she wanted Father as the wolf to knock harder on the imaginary 

door® He acted out the stories and narrated them in ASL, but he would 

use Sign English for the dialogue® She tried to tell her brother once 

to watch the part where the wolf says, ,TWhere-are you going ? 11 to Little 

Red Riding Hood and it came out MARK SEE WOLF WHERE ARE WOLF? Alice 

was so delighted by the marvel of the story that she wanted everyone 

else in the family to see it, too®
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About the same time Alice learned a song printed on a poster in 

Signed English/ She began to associate the half-memorized lines of a 

story with a line of sign print text* She began to understand that the 

sign stream could be segmented and matched with a line of texto

Projection

At 42 months Alice began to project herself into the stories 0  

Although she had always identified pictures with reality, as when she 

signed GIRL on a picture and GIRL PRO^, the associations had had 

nothing to do with stories 0 Sometimes now she would assign roles from 

the story to her family members 0 Her mother was Mother Bear, her 

father Father Bear, and she was Baby Bear, even with no acting outo At 

other times she communicated from outside the story with one of the 

characters, as when she warned Little Red Riding Hoods GIRL WATCH, GO 

HOME NOW, RUNo At 51 months Alice remarked that the steam from the hot 

coffee on the stove was SAME 3 BEAR!s porridge 0

At this age Alice began bringing home books she had made at 

school and "reading" them, often without signingo She might just speak 

the words that her teacher had written for her from dictation*, Alice 

was also asking more questions about the Home Records, which were about 

her0

Songs and poems Alice was memorizing at school became frequent 

in the data after 46 monthso Like stories in books, these verses have 

sequence; sometimes the sequence of lines is dramatic and logical, 

sometimes note Alice sang "Santa Claus is Coming to Town", which has
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no narration and "Rock a bye Baby" which does tell a storyo She also 

recited "Humpty Dumpty", which tells a story 0

Alice began to require that her father read every line and 

every page of a book, apparently lest she miss something 0 Although she 

herself could recount most of a story now by paging through the book, 

at other times she turned pages the wrong direction, whether for some 

unknown purpose or: from ignoranceo When she had read a line of sign 

print she turned the page backwards to the title page 0 Her sister cor

rected her that timeo When Alice began to attend to a new aspect of 

form, she temporarily abandoned what she had learned about the organi

zation of print and pageso

Vocalization, English print, and sign print all came together 

in a reading of Mother Goose in Signed English at 48 months 0 The work 

was very slow and difficult,. The choice of items was not related to 

the rhyme, not in any apparent sequenceo This was not text reading for 

meaning but close study of form 0 Through such belabored activity Alice 

learned for herself the relations among the various forms of the same 

meaning„

Interconnection of Meanings and Forms

Alice began to read more non-signed print books and to make 

signs for the English print words 0 Her reading of both Sign print and 

English print tended to be word for word and labored. Enormous con

centration would be marshalled as Alice centered a page in front of her 

and gazed. She read in sequence at this stage, though there were fre

quent omissions o
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There is an aspect of the sheer mechanics of reading which may 

cause signing children some difficulty and which is often at issue in 

reading pedagogyo Signing children have their hands occupied in the 

linguistic signal* It is physically difficult for them to hold a book 

open and to hold the book steady enough that their eye fixation points 

do not receive different stimuli as the book moves *, It is physically 

impossible for them to point jas_ they sign* They can point before they 

sign but not as_ they sign* Reading specialists seem periodically to 

change their ideas about allowing pointing, and some, like Marie Clay, 

have suggested that pointing helps the learner keep his place and is 

for that reason good* Signing children not only cannot point, but 

because they are moving and in incomplete control of the book, they may 

have trouble maintaining satisfactory eye fixation points on target 

print*

It became clear to Alice at this point that imitation of form 

did not always bring closure on meaning* She might perform a sign 

correctly from the sign print and still not recognize a known sign* Or 

the sign might be unknown to her* Most of the time Alice sought help 

from her parents with such words* Alice learned, however, that she 

could independently sample another form for meaning, the English print 

below the signs* This print she could transfer to fingerspelling or to 

speech* She might figure out the meaning herself or she could ask her 

parents with these less ambiguous forms* This use of the alternate 

forms led to further attention to them for its own sake*
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In the last stage of the data Alice was seen continuing to use 

stories for pleasure, both the pleasure of the familiar in old stories 

and the pleasure of discovery in new stories» Books had become an 

authority to be called on, as when she directed her parents in acting 

out Red Riding Hood (see English Print) and a source of information 

(about occupations, for exampleo See English Print)e Alice had larger 

units of meaning— whole stories or subjects— but she could attend to 

form for specific purposeso When she lacked enough clues to derive 

meaning, form could serve as a sort of place-holder, as when she 

fingerspelled a long list of fire equipment that she did not under

stand e At such points Alice dropped the expressive intonation that had 

become characteristic of her reading, but she did not revert to the 

laborious study of Stage 6 0  On the contrary, she raced through the 

spelling, leaving off the last letters of some words and leaving no 

intonation drop or space between words 0 Alice was not studying these 

forms, just using them to hold the place of unknown particular meanings 

in a larger context that was understoodo

Summary

Books were an important aspect of Alice's life throughout the 

studyo From 18 months to the end of the taping they were a means of 

stimulating social interaction between Alice and her parentso Picture 

labeling gradually grew from naming anything in the picture to naming 

an association pattern of people, events, and emotions for the story, 

to picture-story reading in which the pictures symbolized more than
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they showedo The mode for story interaction was predominantly the sign 

modeo Alice began to react to figures in pictures as if they were 

signers and to ape their posture and expressions«, Actual reading 

progressed slowlye Storytelling both with and without books built a 

sense of story and a repertoire of known storieso Alice herself took 

implicit and explicit information provided by her parents and books and 

began to match known sign language with sign text* She gradually 

worked out the segmentation of the stream of sign and of Sign Print and 

went on to pair Sign Print and English Print, first as a strategy for 

gaining meaning» Later she studied the relationships for sheer 

curiosityo

Two aspects of Alice's development stand out strikingly: 1)

the cycle of form and meaning and 2) the cycle of story use* Alice 

continued to interact with some of the same books for over five yearso 

The nature of this interaction shifted between form and meaning in 

cyclical fashion as Alice grewo Early book behavior was imitative of 

form, only gradually giving evidence of meaningo As Alice had secured 

more meanings, she opened up to the request for more form, asking for 

labels instead of responding to or imitating them 0 She imitated a pat

tern of particular meanings in an associative pattern for a story and 

gradually connected them, and with the story acted out and told in ASL 

with pictures and pageso Learning that form could be represented in 

pictures, Alice temporarily ignored her knowledge of story meaning to 

imitate sign fonru Having mastered picture reading, story meaning 

reasserted itself and Alice treated the pictures as symbols of more
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action than they actually represented,. In the various stages of read

ing Sign Print and English Print, Alice often narrowed herself to an 

aspect of form at the expense of story meaningo Initially attention to 

English Print, for example, was a strategy toward gaining particular 

meaning to complete a known story patterno Subsequent attention, how

ever, was focused on the specific forms themselves, often at the 

neglect of story meaningo

Constituting the central backdrop of the process stood the same 

corpus of stories in story bookso These books served as Alice's texts, 

providing entertainment, illustration, and the workbooks for the test

ing of relationships among forms and meaning at various stages of 

developmento



CHAPTER 5

DEVELOPMENTAL RELATIONSHIP OF THE 
LANGUAGE VARIETIES

The purpose of this study was to investigate language acquisi

tion in one deaf child of deaf parents» The child acquired American 

Sign Language and English grammars in varieties in oral, sign, and 

print modeso This dissertation has examined the history of the child's 

development through the several varieties of language and described the 

interaction of those varieties in the child's spontaneous communication 

and in her reading of sign and alphabetic print*

This chapter reviews those findings and details how the . 

varieties came to be distinguished in the child's language communica

tion* That is, this chapter relates the varieties to each other 

developmentally*

Emergence of the Language Varieties 

Three varieties of language emerged before Alice was 26 months 

of age: ASL, Fingerspelling, and Oral language* The other three

varieties emerged after 26 months: English print, Sign print, and Sign

English*

The points to be considered in this discussion are the sequence 

of distinctions between varieties, relative attention to form and to 

meaning, attempts at control over the different varieties, and the con

nection of the full range of the varieties*

254
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The First Distinction— Manual/Oral

18 - 23 Monthso At the time that Alice had a vocabulary of at 

least 90 lexical items plus the POINT system, she made the first dis

tinction in language varieties between manual and oral languageo She 

resorted to speech for the first time to resolve communication failureo 

When her sign COOKIE was not immediately understood by her older 

sister, Alice spoke the words "eat cookie" clearly enough that her 

sister acted without further delayo Thus from the early age of 18 

months Alice was able to recode a message in an alternate mode to 

achieve communication»

During this time the Home Records report that Alice surprised 

the family by attending to others' mouth movements though there was no 

indication that she speechread any specific messages o She also made 

mouth movements herself that "sometimes came close to what it should 

look like when a person says 'dog' or 'house'0" From early on Alice 

attended to the oral as well as the manual mode for languageo

It is likely that Alice had little knowledge of the specific 

content of oral language« In her second and third years she frequently 

engaged in a behavior that may be called scribble,speecho Scribble 

speech is a sort of talking behavior, with or without vocalization, 

that cannot be analyzed into wordso It is like energetic babbling but 

is intentionally playful or mockingo Older deaf children and adults 

scribble speak this way to imitate excessive talking, as when mocking 

someone who talks on the telephone a lot or chatters incessantlyo 

Hearing people scribble speak in similar fashion when imitating speech
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in a foreign language 0 Children go through a similar stage just before 

writing (Clay 1975) when they scribble on paper and think the scrib

bling says somethingo One example of Alice's early scribble speech 

came at 2 0  months when she scribble spoke without voice in mock anger 

after watching her father scold the older children in speecfu Alice 

was imitating the parts of the behavior perceptible to her, the visual 

partso Thus Alice gave evidence of attending to the form and function 

but not the content of oral languageo

Alice showed considerable awareness of oral language even at 

this early stage.. She perceived that 1) speech could serve to recode a 

sign message for a second attempt at communication success, 2 ) oral 

behavior could accompany sign communication, and 3) oral communication 

could be used instead of sign communicationo Because all of the people 

in Alice's home environment communicated in both the oral and the 

manual modes, Alice probably did not yet have any opportunity to make 

judgements about the appropriateness of either mode for different 

receiverso

The Second Manual Variety

25 - 26 Monthso Before 25 months Alice's only fingerspelled 

letters were in name signs 0 Because these handshapes were identical to 

other handshapes and Alice had no other means of encoding these mean

ings (her siblings' names and the word TOILET), there was no reason to 

think that Alice separated these as a special, class which was identi

fied later as fingerspellingo The first fingerspelled sequences to
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appear were some short words borrowed from English by ASL: N-0, T-V,

0-K, B-J (a name), O-F-F* They were uttered as wholes rather than as 

spelled sequences, with the letters losing their separability and 

taking on the shape of the cognate sign where there was one (Battison 

1977)o Typically signers produce a gesture that is half sign and half 

fingerspelling, following (in reduced scale) the principles of sign 

compounding within ASL (Bellugi 1975)0 In her earliest fingerspell- 

ings, there was no reason to ascribe to Alice any awareness of letters0

Intense Attention to Form

26 - 30 Months 0 At about the same time that Alice was express

ing these early fingerspelled borrowings, she was using some complex 

sentences in ASL, for example, AFTERWHILE POINT (candy), EAT FIRST (The 

candy must wait until after I eat my dinner)o At this time AliceT s 

parents began to teach her the alphabet and the spelling of her name 0  

Their manner of teaching closely associated fingerspelling with English 

print and with Sign printo They used a set of flash cards with English 

block letters on one side and fingerspelled letters on the other 0 Fre

quently, they also spoke, giving Alice the opportunity to associate the 

oral version of the letters with the other varietieso Practice with 

these cards was devoid of referential meaning with one major exception*, 

Alice was concurrently learning to spell her nameo Where she went 

through the alphabet with.little excitement but dogged determination, 

she tackled the spelling of her name with great excitement, recognizing 

her name in both English print and fingerspelled form 0 Though she
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could not accurately match the two forms of letters, she knew that they 

did match and dependably matched the first and last letters though not 

the intermediate ones of her name 0

Alice was also learning to appeal to the authority of print, 

holding up something, signing POSS^ (mine) and pointing to her printed 

name as proof of her claim 0 Her family printed her name on most of her 

belongings and gave it great importance and considerable time in their 

daily interactions with Alice 0

The point should be made that this fingerspelling of the name 

Alice was not fluent expression of the name in finger spelling,. This 

was spelling of the name in fingerspellingo Alice had not yet 

expressed any meanings through this language variety except the 

unanalyzed borrowings N-0, T-V, B-J, 0 -K, and 0-F-Fo

Similarly, the only meaning Alice could identify in English 

print was her nameo She claimed that the letters of her name, in any 

order or mixed in among other letters on a book cover, still meant her 

name 0 She became interested in spelling out other sequences without 

overtly trying to ascribe or discover any meaningo Once, for example, 

she speeled out C-A-N from a bathroom wall, and another time she read 

all in a newspaper headline as A-ll, mixing a letter and a numbero

The name was of all the fingerspelling and print activity the 

only instance of a meaning for which Alice already knew she had a means 

of expression, that is, a sign 0

In oral language Alice was able to identify parts of the body 

through speechreading and to use a shift from a manual to an oral mode
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to create emphasis 0 She simultaneously signed LEAVE, SPANK and mouthed 

rLeave, spank you1« The change in mode had the effect of emphasizing 

the word 'you', even though she used no voice, because Alice was talk

ing back to her father, who frequently told her that if she did not 

leave something alone, he would spank her«

The striking characteristic of Alice's language during this six 

months was the attention to form, especially with regard to finger- 

spelling and English printo The forms themselves were quite empty, 

except for the spelling of Alice; nevertheless, Alice was interested 

enough in the forms to spontaneously spell out words in the environment 

using fingerspellingo A second characteristic was the close associa

tion, brought about by the parents' method of teaching, of fingerspell- 

ing and English print, along with some attention to fingerspelling 

printo A finding suggestive of later developments was the shift from 

mouthing and sign to mouthing only within an utterance, with the 

resulting emphasis of meaningo

Analysis of Form and a Search for Meaning

3 1 - 3 6  Monthso Alice entered school, where the variety of sign 

was Sign English and training in speech and speechreading was part of 

the curriculuiru Alice had been exposed to some Sign English at home, 

and a few items had been recorded in the Home Recordso The first 

expression of Sign English during videotaping was accompanied by the 

first attention to Sign Print at 34 months 0 Alice's fingerspelled 

vocabulary grew somewhat, but most fingerspelling activity was at the
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level of spellingo Alice resisted spelling practice but began to spon

taneously imitate some fingerspellingo She began also to wave her 

fingers in the analogue of scribble speech and to engage in imitative 

writing (purposeful rather than wild scribbling) as a social activity 

with members of the family«

The dominant concept during this period of development was an 

apparent metalinguistic effort to analyze form and to connect a form in 

one variety with a form in another« Alice was most successful in con

necting signs with sign print and fingerspelling with English print*

She was least successful in connecting fingerspelling with other 

varietieso The exception to this pattern was oral language* Although 

Alice used more speech and speechread as a means of interacting more 

often, she did not appear to attend to the form of oral language or to 

connect it with other varieties of language*

Alice's earliest utterances of Sign English were at least par

tially memorized and associated with Sign print* In some cases the 

association was quite marginal, as when Alice signed a nursery rhyme 

she knew was printed on a poster but gave no evidence that she could 

follow the signs on the poster* In another case she sat down with a 

familiar book to which she had partially memorized the opening lines 

and attempted to segment the Sign print in order to match it with the 

signs she knew were represented on the page*

In the first of these examples, the verse, Alice appeared to 

make very little meaning, pausing inordinately long between signs as if 

trying to remember what came next and signing some non-signs similar in
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configuration to the target signs 0 When adults sang the verse, Alice 

repeated BLOW,S <, « « THE, POINT AND 0 o « retaining most of the Sign 

English elements from the verse and losing the meaningo Alice repeated 

the new kinds of forms she had learned to make for the recitation, sug

gesting that they may have seemed special to her 0

In the second example, the familiar story of Little Red Riding 

Hood, Alice performed very differentlyo Although she again paused 

inordinately long between signs, she was working with meaning she 

already knewo Alice made one of the signs before finding it in the 

Sign printo Hearing children also pause a long time between words or 

get ahead of the print as they try to match known speech to English 

print (Clay 1972, Durkin 1966)0 The difference was that here instead 

of focusing on the new kinds of signs, Alice ignored them and produced 

only the content words and root signso She also skipped some other 

signs and was confused about two similar signs that both appeared in .

the sentenceo In this confusion of LITTLE and LIVE and a similar

confusion on the next page between WARM and GRANDMOTHER, Alice attended 

to her semantic expectations for the story (Mother was standing in 

front of a stove handing over a basket of goodies for Grandmother) and 

to the shapes of the signs printed on the page 0 She did not attend to 

the directions for movement represented on the page by tiny arrows and

dotted lines» Thus Alice used familiar meaning and features of the

signs represented in print to segment the sign stream and match signs 

to sign print with some initial successo Alice completely ignored the 

English print in the booko
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There is a formal relation between signs and Sign print and 

between fingerspelled letters and English print, but there is no such 

relation between signs and fingerspelling or English print 0 Alice was 

given the opportunity through her books to discover the first two 

formal relations and the arbitrary one between signs and English printo 

At this point, however, she did not take advantage of the fact that the 

books matched Sign print with English printo She was presented with 

the arbitrary relation between signs and fingerspelling when she was 

taught to spell some signs in fingerspellingo That she apparently 

recognized the function of fingerspelling as a mode of communication is 

indicated by her scribble fingerspelling as a sort of place holder for 

content she could not produceo

Similarly she began imitative writing and progressed to the 

printing of a few letterso She recognized the function of writing, in 

the sense that it was a serious behavior, and its form, in the sense 

that it consisted of letters, but not the content or any meaningo When 

she asked her father to write something and he asked WHAT ?, Alice 

thought and then fingerspelled A, C, Do After thinking and thinking, 

she added Po Although Alice had been exposed to fingerspelling and had 

been exposed to fingerspelling and had used some for communication and 

had been read to from English print since infancy, she apparently did 

not relate to the varieties in terms of message content 0

Another clue to the treatment of form with no specific content 

is offered by something Alice did with numberso Numbers are similar to 

letters in fingerspelling, as they are in print, and Alice had shown
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ing and print since the previous six months (recall A-ll)» Alice would 

spontaneously count objects and not stop at the right number, as if 1 , 

1,2,3,4,5, meant several instead of a specific number« Perhaps this 

counting behavior was of a piece with the scribble behavior in finger- 

spelling, speech, and print* It recognized the function of the lin

guistic behavior it resembled but was not yet analyzed to produce 

specific meaning* In other words, Alice understood that people talked 

in various situations, but she did not know what to say* She under

stood that people fingerspelled but did not know what to spell* She 

understood that people wrote but did not know what to write* She 

understood that people counted but did not yet know how to count 

things *

Possibly as a means of discovering the basis for fingerspell- 

ing, Alice began to imitate some spontaneous fingerspelling* Because 

much of the parents' spontaneous fingerspelling was English function 

words and bound morphemes, it is questionable how much information 

about relations between meaning and form this practice gave Alice* It 

did give her information about structure within form (spelling 

sequences) and about English syntax and morphology* It may have given 

her some wrong information as well, as English bound morphemes are 

often expressed by one letter*

Information that could have added to this understanding, the 

spelling of known signs, was largely resisted by Alice* Some of the 

fingerspelled and English print letters apparently had enough meaning
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of their own at this stage to interfere with letter identification and 

spelling lessonso The block letter A in English print prompted, for 

example, a reference to the familiar parental refrain, ALICE IS A BAD 

GIRLo That she had learned the relation between initial letters and 

name signs was clear from her frequent interruptions of spelling to 

sign the names of friendso Thus the other side of the analysis of form 

suggested by matching of manual and print forms of signs and by 

scribbling fingerspelling is the insistence on making meaning and a 

resistance to dwelling on form in the context of a familiar activity0

The Beginnings of Separating the Language 
Varieties; Play with Form

37—  42 Monthso There were a new ease and a fluency in all the 

varieties of language available to Aliceo In English print she began 

to deal in units of meaning larger than individual letters and beyond 

the use of her nameo The uses of speech became broader and revealed 

the first evidence of mode-specific forms, that is, the first indica

tion that Alice recognized differences in language structure as well as 

mode<, Her attention to form changed in character to a sort of metalin

guistic playo Whereas she had resisted spelling on demand and insisted 

on attending to form in her own way in the previous period, at his time 

Alice enjoyed showing off her language or resisted playfullyo

The Beginnings of Separating Varietieso As the first distinc

tion had been between the manual and oral modes at 18 months, so the 

first indication of any structural distinction was also between the
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broadest differences,, Alice did not yet have a concept of separation 

of appropriate structures for appropriate modes or varietieso When a 

hearing neighbor, for example, spoke the question, "Wherefs your 

father? 11 Alice responded in speech and signs:

AIRPLANE SUNDAY COME 

"airplane Sunday come"

Alice may have attended to the need of the speaker to hear (there are 

few too examples to be sure Alice1s choice of mode was deliberate), but 

she did not modify the structure of her answer to fit the modality she 

was usingo She simply realized an ASL structure in a spoken form,, 

Speech, then, provided an alternate modality to sign for communication 

but did not yet provide a strictly separate variety of language 0

The beginning s of a concept of separation may have been in 

using speech to express elements which have surface realization in 

English but none in ASLo In such cases, Alice was not just speaking 

the same thing she was or could be signing, she was expressing dis

tinctions which are not expressed in ASLo The Home Records noted some 

common phrases which Alice frequently uttered orally, sometimes with 

signs and sometimes independently:

"Put it back" "Hurry up"

"Come here" "Over there"

When signs did accompany this speech, the signs were:

PUT HURRY

COME THERE
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It may be of some significance that these multiple word utter

ances in English have single sign equivalents in ASL 0 When Alice 

uttered sign and speech simultaneously, there was meaning correspon

dence but not item for item correspondence, as there would have been if 

Alice had signed all the elementso Sometimes an utterance like hurry 

up emerged as a mixed mode production with, for example, HURRY in sign 

and "up" in speecho Along with other apparently arbitrary use of 

speech, it was common at this time for particles like "up" and for 

English function words to be spoken, as in "this is" POSS^* (mine), with 

the shift in modes sometimes marking emphasiso

Play with Forme Alice seemed to greatly enjoy playing with 

spelling things out in several wayso She teasingly resisted spelling 

or saying the alphabet with a semi-articulate form of scribbling 

fingerspellingo When asked to spell C-A-T once, for example, Alice 

produced C-A-5-W-V-3-V, real configurations instead of wiggling fingers 

but nonsense 0 When teased for this spelling, Alice laughed and pro

duced C-A-T, proving she knew the sequence 0 She seemed to greatly 

enjoy spotting mistakes, whether in herself or otherso After strug

gling to read the script in the Cpcacola logo, Alice thought she had 

overlooked a letter and playfully accused her mother of allowing the 

oversight (Alice had in fact made the letter)o As a means of showing 

off, Alice asked for signs to fingerspell or English print to spell out 

and particularly enjoyed the labels of food containers, although the 

variations in script were hard for her to deciphero Hearing children 

also treat script differently from block print early (Durkin 1966;
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Clay 1972; Y 0 Goodman.1979)» Although it is doubtful that Alice under

stood the concept of brand names, she knew what was in these contain

ers, because they were in use, just as she knew the meanings of the 

signs she spelledo In a sense, then, the issue of meaning was removed 

and Alice could concentrate on form*

A second sort of play was the antithesis of concentrating on 

form: it was the creation of communication failure by refusing to

attend to form rather than to meaningo Both parents tried to get Alice 

to spell H-O-L-E in one incident, with the father spelling the word 

several times himself in fingerspellingo Alice cooly replied: YES 

POINT YES, where the POINT referred to an air hole in the bread she was 

munching» Clearly, Alice comprehended the word, knew what was expected 

of her, and insisted on controlling her own production by making a 

joke— and by insisting on attending to meaning when her parents were 

attending to form o'

The other two sorts of play both involved storytelling® The 

first took place as someone read a familiar Sign print story to Alice 0  

With her shining eyes studying both the storyteller and the book with 

rapt attention, she followed along repeating the story almost word for 

word, sometimes omitting parts, sometimes getting ahead of the teller, 

and sometimes repeating inaccuratelyo Parts of the stories would be 

told to Alice in ASL, summarizing some events, but most of them, and 

especially the dialogue, would be produced as Sign English and finger- 

spelling® Alice thus gained experience with English structures and 

with the matching of manual language varieties to Sign print®
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Alice also imitated the storytellersf expressions and gestures 

in tense sessions and was reminded of the stories by things that people 

dido At such times or in looking at the story pictures Alice might 

adopt these gestures.and expressions and paraphrase language from the 

storieso Once for example, she looked around in an exaggerated way and 

signed WOLF MARK WHERE ARE WOLF?

In her spontaneous language Alice began using the Sign English 

conjugated forms of BE (ASL has no similar copula) and the Sign English 

pronoun I (ASL does not distinguish between subject and object forms), 

forms which were quite frequent in the stories o

A final kind of play observed involved Alice's relation to her 

father's notebookso She came to enjoy doing or saying something and 

then telling him to write it down 0 She also would point to writings in 

the notebook and ask what they said, sometimes seriously and sometimes 

in fun, as if testing her fathero She showed off by printing her name 

correctlyo

The activities involving the notebook and the storybooks must 

have had considerable effect oh Alice's concept of written language»

She was repeatedly exposed in these months to the relation between 

English print in the notebook and language that she herself had uttered 

through signing, speech, or fingerspelling, She was repeatedly trans

ferring stories from books to Sign English and fingerspelling and 

learning about dialogue and story behavioro

. Cazden (1975) suggested that for hearing children play with 

language such as Alice engaged in is a crucial element in developing
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metalinguistic awareness» Metalinguistic awareness, according to 

Cazden (1975) and to Baron (1974) is important to the uses of language 

in schools o

Greater Independence of the Spontaneous 
Language Varieties

43 - 49 Months 0 Fingerspelling, Sign English, and Speech were 

the vehicles of more and more actual communication during this periodo 

Short dialogues were conducted completely in speech or with an occa- 

,sional sign for disambiguationo Now an utterance might start in speech 

and then shift to sign for emphasis, changing the balance from six 

months earlier 0

Fingerspelling was not used for entire utterances but was used 

within sign communication for more and more content words 0 Finally 

fingerspelling was actually a means of expression rather than just 

spelling out wordso Alice could correctly reproduce a fingerspelled 

sequence that she had rehearsed only once 0 She had an awareness of 

fingerspelled letter sequences as units of meaning and treated them as 

something that had the potential of being understood even if she could 

not immediately interpret them 0 Alice still had some difficulty in 

dealing with a sequence of letters and tended to invest letters with 

larger units of meaning when she did not understand the spelling,, For 

example, when she was looking at name tags on Christmas gifts, she 

thought one that started with M must belong to her brother Marko When 

her mother said it was not his, she spelled out the tag (Mother) and 

thought the R meant it was her sister Rebecca's 0 Only when her mother
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spelled out a more familiar form of the name did Alice hold the _ 

sequence in mind long enough to identify M-O-M-M-Y as the recipient of 

that gift* Alice typically complained if she did not understand, she 

sometimes commented on the meaning or uttered the sign equivalent of 

she dido

Most of Alice's Sign English was still in the context of retold 

storybook language or recitation, but Alice also began to generate her 

own utterances using the adjectival Y, the plural S, A, and THE, and to 

use IS and ARE more 0 The verb affix S was restricted to verbs in 

present tense but not to third person and was allowed for verbs follow

ing modals, producing such structures as ELSIE AND TOM LOVE S and CAN'T 

WALK So There were also a few syntactic rules, including trouble with 

the first uses of the English infinitive marker too The parents began 

modeling some sentences for Alice to imitate; for example:

Alice: I WANT TO IT POPo
Mother: I WANT TO DRINK SOME POPo
Alice: I WANT TO SOME DRINK POPo

Mother: I WANT TO DRINK SOME POPo
Alice: I WANT TO DRINK SOME POP o o o FAST, FAST

(I am fast in signing this sentence»)

Alice frequently did not make these corrections as desired, exhibiting

the same resistance to correction of grammar that has been described

for hearing children (McNeill 1966; Brown 1973)o

Alice frequently used TO inappropriately» She may have formed

a rule along the lines of, when in need of a functor in a Sign English

sentence, use T0o

One English bound morpheme that behaved oddly when it first

appeared was ING 0 It was first signed in the song, "Santa Claus is
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Coming to Town®” On camera Alice twice signed INC as a free morpheme, 

in correct order after TELL but displaced after C0MEo In its first 

spontaneous use a month later Alice signed: „ „ * WRITE THAT NAME ING

POINT (the name on the paper)„ WRONG R POINT (me - Write that name for 

moo I made the R wrong«) Here ING was not only misplaced following a 

noun but inappropriate for the verb in the sentence, since she signed 

WRITE as an imperativeo She was also aware of but not able to produce 

correct English print formso

In these months Alice was actually using fingerspelling and 

Sign English for communication and learning that there were right and 

wrong ways to express meanings in the Sign English variety 0

Exploration of the Print Language Varieties

47- 48 Monthso At 48 months Alice, without instruction, 

attended to the forms of four different varieties at once 0 Laboriously 

she began signing and vocalizing Sign print items in a book one by one* 

Then she pointed to the English print below the Sign print, then signed 

and spokeo To figure out some Sign print, she twisted her body to 

align herself with the figure on the page* She did not read these 

signs in order; that is, she did not treat the material as a story or 

even as sentences, just as unsystematically ordered signso She was 

concentrating on the forms with no apparent attention to meaningo

A pattern emerged quickly for the treatment of English print in 

texto Alice signed words she recognized and knew signs for and finger- 

spelled other wordso She thus used fingerspelling as a solution to two
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problems: 1) it was a way of rendering some English print words she

knew and 2) it was a way of rendering some English print words she did 

not know, as a sort of place holdero Ewoldt (1977) found the same 

behavior in her study of reading in four deaf signing children of hear

ing parentso Alice paid no attention to word boundaries when she 

fingerspelled from English print and transposed, omitted, and substi

tuted many letters« Giving her a sign for a word seemed to help her to 

fingerspell the print* Sometimes she recognized a word after she had 

fingerspelled it and then she made the sign*

Around Alice's fourth birthday many strategies for relating 

language varieties began to appear* The period was characterized by 

Alice's conscious attention to print varieties and by her increased 

ability to deal with the spontaneous varieties in terms of meaning 

units and her ability to generate language for communication using 

structures from the different varieties*

Attempts at Control

49 - 65 Months* Alice greatly increased communication in 

speech, fingerspelling and Sign English* She used speech regularly and 

with greater clarity and began to assess her own and other people's 

abilities to speak and hear* She also acquired some vocabulary through 

oral language which she had no other way to express* Alice became very 

proud of her abilities to speechread and to speak but also shy about 

her limitations, as when she refused to deliver a message to a hearing 

neighbor, protesting that she could not talk* Though fingerspelling
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remained restricted to individual words, its density in the samples 

increased from an occasional word to as many as three words per sen

tence o More elements of Sign English as well as longer Sign English 

utterances were observedo

Alice began to separate the varieties of language herself, 

starting first as before with the distinction between sign and speech,. 

Whereas earlier she had begun communication in one mode and shifted to 

another either for some kind of interest or to resolve communication 

failure, she in this year resisted switching and tended to repeat the 

same thing without recoding, as if she wanted people to understand her 

use of a particular variety more than her message,. In one instance 

AliceTs desire to be understood through speech was almost greater than 

her desire for a particular object in a fishing game:

Alice: "Butterfly „!!
Mother: SHRUGe POINT (me) NEG UNDERSTAND, HUH?
Alice: (mouthing without vocalization) 'Butterfly* POINT

Mother: (looking confused)
Alice: FORGET (forget it)

Mother: POINT (you) SIGN, POINT (you)
Alice: NEG

Mother: SIGN „ = „ POINT (me) TELL POINT (you).
PICK-OUT FISH (in frustration Mother says to go ahead 
and play the game if Alice refuses to sign what she 
wants to say)

Alice: POINT (vaguely to the toys)
Mother: WELL QUESTION. NOW POINT (you) TELL POINT (me).

(Well, what is it? Tell me what you want.)
Alice: GIVE-POINT (me) BUTTERFLY.

Alice tried so hard in some of these cases to be understood in

speech or fingerspelling or Sign English that she resisted falling back

on her strongest language variety, ASL.
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The most startling development in fingerspelling was the case 

of an invented fingerspelled nameo Alice supplied this name out of 

whole cloth! The invented fingerspelling, which had no relation in, 

sound or spelling to the actual name, combines with the use of finger- 

spelling scribbling as a general place holder, to suggest that Alice 

had learned that all people if not all concepts had a fingerspelled 

sequence as one label but that she still had not figured out where the 

sequences came from or their relation to other labelso The only rela

tion she apparently understood was the one between letters (English
■ y

print or fingerspelling) and name signs when she knew the name signo 

Otherwise, she could designate the variety, fingerspelling, and specify 

some features of it, but she could not yet derive new fingerspellings 

and perhaps thought their assignment was arbitrary*

It was through Sign English primarily and to a somewhat lesser 

extent through oral language that Alice was learning alternate struc

tures for language* She frequently signed Sign English pronouns, 

regular past tense D, and regular plural S* She signed irregular verbs 

and plurals without the Sign English inflection but often spoke the 

English past* or plural* For example, Alice signed EAT but said "ate", 

signed MAN with ASL reduplication for plurality and said "men"*

Certain functors which had been expressed through speech only, for 

example, "do", now emerged in Sign English forms * On occasion Alice, 

especially when trying to be correct, as in signing sentences for pic

tures, produced the irregular past marker* It was used, however, to 

refer to a non-past even in some cases* It is hard to determine
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whether Alice meant to express the concept of past time or to use some 

sort of formal or book language in a formal situation in which she was 

asked to provide language for pictures0

Many Sign English inflections appeared in appropriate as well 

as inappropriate contexts« Subject/verb agreement continued to be 

unstable, as it is for hearing children well past age five*, ING 

appeared in both ASL and Sign English structures, illustrating that the 

structures often were not separated:

l o  DOG CAT BITEMING (A dog is biting a cat)

2o YOU ARE GOOD GIRL DRIVELINGo

3o MY RED IS MIX ING (My red bedspread is mixed up; ioe0,
in disarrayo)

4 0 MY TEACHER IS ANGRY^ING^ING 

Sentence 1 is in ASL word order (Fischer 1975; Liddell 1977)o Sentence 

2 is a combination of two English structureso Sentence 3 is a possible 

English structure applied incorrectly0 Sentence 4 is the only one 

which attaches ING to a non-verb, but it is sometimes difficult to dis

tinguish an adjective from a verb in ASL (Bellugi and Pedersen 1975) 

and the problem may be similar to the one with MIX in Sentence 3o 

Alice may not have known the restrictions on ANGRY or MIX in the two

different languages, ASL and English*, MIX, in the sense meant in

Sentence 3, is transitive in English and blocks the structure Alice
. _ f •produced* English requires the past participle and the particle up,

not the present participle, for this passive state* In Sentence 4, ING

is reduplicated following a rule for durative in ASL which could apply

to ANGRY* Sentence 2 is, interestingly, similar to sentences of
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1968)o Thus Alice generated a mixture of ASL and English sentences 

with ING in both appropriate and inappropriate syntaxo

and inappropriate uses, with a frequent use of TO as a filler preposi

tion but with other structures like those of hearing children at a 

similar stage 0 Consider, for example, these WHY questions:

Such structures have also been found for children who hear but have 

deaf signing parents and are thus learning both ASL and spoken English

nursery rhymes and songs learned at schoolo In some cases the struc

tures in these rhymes may have been quite far beyond Alice's level of 

competence; in other cases Alice was more obviously in control of 

acquiring the structures» Teaching techniques which emphasized the 

Sign English morphemes might have led to over-articulation 0 In her 

first recitation at 18 months Alice had been seen to dwell on these new 

signso In the recitations many of these morphemes appeared as loose

letters, uncompounded with content signs» Baa-baa Black Sheep, Have

you any wool? Yes, sir, yes, sir, three bags full was recoded into

another possible English structure which went awry only at the end:

B BLACK SHEEP HAVE WOOL FOR HER S FOR 3 BAG FULL and another time YES,

Sentence structures revealed the same mixture of appropriate

WHY YOU GAN WALK ? (asked of a sick person)

WHY WERE YOU GO PAST ?

"Why were you went?"
(Why did you go out, or leave?)

(Jones 1976)o

A major vehicle for the learning of English continued to be
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SIR, YES, SIR, 3 S FULLo Alice had an even harder time with fS , using 

it correctly with regularity but also producing such structures as 

BARRY !S DOG 2 1S , where it was possibly some kind of emphatic or 

pluralo In retelling the condition of the furniture in the three 

bearsT house, Alice attached !S to the same possessed word twice in 

different word orders: MOTHER TO SOFT BED Ŝ and FATHER BED Ŝ TO

HARDo Apparently Alice was completely overwhelmed by trying to learn 

the lines:

All the king's horses 

And all the king1s men 

Couldn't put Humpty together againo 

In several tries at the verse Alice produced 'S as a sentence initial 

sign ('S KING Ŝ MAN HORSE), affixed to a quantifier (ALiT^S KING 

HORSE^S MAN, A GREAT ALlT^S KING), and affixed to a verb (COULD PUT~^S 

KING) as well as to various possessor, possessed, and unrelated plural 

or singular nouns (CAN'T PUT M A N M S  KING, HUMPTY-DU^^ 5 KING MAN 

CAN'T PUT, HUMPTY-DUMPTY^^S„ KING TOGETHER AGAINe) Whether it was the 

complexity of the relations among kind, horses, men, and Humpty-Dumpty 

or the density of plurals and possessives which caused Alice trouble, 

the free-floating 'S indicates incomplete understanding of both its 

distribution and its semantic function® The fact that this sort of 

breakdown,— odd distribution of Sign English affixes— -occurred more fre

quently in recitations than in spontaneous language is undoubtedly a

result of the greater load on processing entailed by the complexity and
.

unfamiliarity of the language and ideas in the recitations® Alice's
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recoding of the line from MBaa Baa Black Sheep" indicates her level of 

grammaro "Humpty Dumpty" and other verses, such as the Pledge to the 

Flag may have been so far beyond that grammar that Alice1s reproduc

tion s were variable and non-sensiblee One is reminded of the annual 

expose of hearing children who think the United States is "invisible" 

or that the Star Spangled Banner is addressed to a boy named Jose 0 

That these recitations could facilitate Alice's learning is given 

support by her treatment of the Sign English sign HAD 0 In signing 

"Humpty Dumpty" Alice revealed that she not only understood that D 

indicated past tense but that she could analyze a novel from: HUMPTY- 

DUMPTY HAVE Do Do D PAST, YES o o o HAVeTd PAST « 0 • HADo At first 

Alice remembered meaning and used a known form associated with this 

variety of language, thought about it consciously and finally came up 

with the new form she had been taught, HADo

Alice's awareness of differences in people's abilities to hear 

and to speak and be understood must be considered a remarkable meta

linguistic discovery, which could be expected to strongly affect 

Alice's perception of her place in the worldo She had used this 

knowledge in various ways at least since 18 months, but between her 

fourth and fifth birthdays she began to exhibit some insights into the 

varieties of language and their uses® All the alternate varieties 

increased in use and in structure, with an additional sudden increase 

in mouthing from only occasional mouthing through the 60th month to a 

point where in the 65th month 9 percent of videotaped utterances con

tained at least one mouthed wordo There were many structural and
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strategic similarities between Alice1s emerging English and the English 

of hearing children but many differences too, as she began to separate 

spoken and Sign English from ASLo

Connecting the Full Range of Varieties

65 Monthso Alice had continued to look at books with Sign 

print and to make some of the signs or tell the storieso Her perfor

mance gained in confidence and quantity, but the first real change in 

character was at 65 months» At that time, unsolicited, Alice read an 

entire story on videotape 0 The familiarity of the story may have 

helped her greatly in her reading, but the use of the different vari

eties of language did, too 0 Perhaps because she was secure in the 

story, Alice was able to pause and make the relations among specific 

forms explicit* Several phenomena emerged: 1) Shaping out signs, 

analogous to sounding out English print words in hearing children*

When unsure of a sign, Alice regularly aligned her shoulders with the 

figure on the page and formed the sign by carefully imitating the pic

ture* She was able to attend to more than the alignment she followed 

at 48 months* Some signs were similar in handshape and orientation to 

the Sign print but were not the same, as when Alice signed ANSWER as 

ORDER by changing only one feature, orientation* Other times Alice 

shaped out the sign correctly but still did not make sense of it, as 

when she signed OWN and still asked what it meant* Still other times 

Alice produced a similar sign and rejected it because of the context or 

made placement and handshape but could not reach closure on a sign*
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2) Omitting the last parts of signso Alice typically omitted the send 

part of signs that were represented by a second hand in the texto Many 

Sign English signs have such two part structure, and Alice typically 

omitted the second parts of such signs as WERE, SAID (SAY PAST),

THEIRo That she understood the order of the signs (recall that the 

print conventions require the reader to backtrack in the left to right 

sequence to recover these second parts) , was clear from the signing of 

HOUSE S , LIVE D, THEIR, and some two part ASL signs, although there 

were other cases of communication failure when Alice did try to make 

the second part firsto 3) Increasing fluency and increasing intonation 

about a fourth of the way into the story as Alice built up context and 

confidence, just like hearing children1s reading aloudo Looking up 

less for feedback as she made her way into the story eliminated the 

long pauses and losses of place that were characteristic of the first 

pages o The few times she did look up in the later parts of the story, 

she held the sign until she looked down again, apparently allowing her 

to keep her place0 4) Vocalizing to supply unsigned meaning, the same 

as in Alice's normal conversation, as when she signed GO instead of GO 

PAST but said nwentt!o Ewoldt (1977) also found this vocal use in her 

deaf readerso 5) Omitting vocalization when closure was not reached on 

signso 6) Vocalizing by sounding out English print as a means of ask

ing for meaning from an adult and for deriving meaning herselfo For 

example, when Alice could not shape out the unfamiliar Sign English 

sign MAY, she sounded out the English print below it to ask her mother 

and then called up from her own lexicon the sign equivalent for "may"
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and signed CAN0 7) Spelling out English print in fingerspelling as a 

means of asking for .help0 8) Using another variety as a check on

understandingo After Alice spelled out one English print word in

fingerspelling, she continued to the next word hung and spelled it out 

as H-U-N-G, transferred because of the spelling configuration to the 

sign HUNGRY, but then asked for help because the Sign print did not 

look like HUNGRY0 9) Fingerspelling as a means of expressing meaningo

Alice fingerspelled one entire page slowly, looking up from the English

print to the Sign print frequently, as if checking her interpretation

by or getting the meaning from the Sign printo 10) Attending to the 

English print when no communication failure had occurred,, Alice paused 

at the Sign print KNOCK D, spoke the word, held up the picture of the
. i

wolf banging on the door, fingerspelled the print, K-N-O-C-K-E-D, and 

signed KNOCK D, as if to say 1 see how smart I am0 T Another time Alice

came to a sign she understood but seemed dissatisfied with, BRICK So

She varied it for her mother several times and then spelled it out from 

the English print, D-R-I-C-K-So Her mother corrected the reversals B, 1 

but Alice kept looking at the page and did not correct her D e Her 

mother outlined a B and a D 9 showing Alice which side of the line the 

loop is on for each English print letter, and agreed that they look 

alike,, Alice spelled again: D-B-R-I-C-K-S, correcting herselfo It is 

notable that Alice had never made the mistake of signing a B for a past 

tense morpheme Do Alice looked at the word bricks a little longer and 

then signed STICK,, D-B-R-I-C-K-S SAME K STICK0 B-R-I-C-K, YES, C-K,

C-K, C-K, C-K, YES S-C-K-So Yes, C-K-S0 Alice was commenting on the
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spelling relation among words she had read (an earlier house had been 

made of sticks)« She had not spelled out the word stick at any time 

during this readingo 11) Using illustrations as clues to meaning of 

individual words as well as of the general story« When Alice finger- 

spelled the unknown word chimney to her mother, she was shown the pic

ture of the chimneyo In the part of the story where Alice encountered 

many new words in both Sign print and English print forms, she matched 

words one by one to an illustration to figure out sentences about hang

ing a pot of boiling water in a fireplace to catch the wolf„

Perhaps Alice knew this story so well that she could afford the 

luxury of exploring its foririo At the beginning of the book she 

attended only to Sign print and sign productione At other points in 

the story she attended only to English print and fingerspellingo In 

between these extremes, she used all her varieties to reproduce the 

meaning of the storyo

Alice also at this same time produced the first sentence 

entirely in fingerspelling, M-A-Y- I K-I-S-S Y-O-U-R N-O-S-E ? and 

used a shift from sign to speech and then to fingerspel1ing to empha

size an order she was giving her brother, adding a third form to this 

function of shifting for emphasiso

Separation Achieved

75 Monthso Although Alice's spontaneous language continued to 

mix the structures of English and ASL, English was more often the 

dominant structure than it had been, as in I WATCH T-V LITTLE-BIT,
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T-H-E-N-I Go Bed, 0-K? where the word order and basic structure are 

English but the lack of a determiner and the unmarked verbs are charac

teristic of ASLo In sentences like this one space was not exploited as 

it is in ASL structures0

Alice revealed an expanded ability to learn language in one 

variety and transfer it to another to express both appropriate and 

inappropriate language0 She attempted to fingerspell words she had 

been exposed to through speech, as when "picnic" was rendered as 

P-E-C-Ko Her attempts conformed to English spelling rules and gener

ally reflected the visible parts of the words0 P-E-C-K is a possible 

English sequence (indeed, an actual one), and C-K is the characteristic 

spelling of /k/ in final word positiono Alice had figured out the 

relation between fingerspelling and speecho

Alice also learned words from print and then transferred them 

to fingerspelling, speech, or invented signso One roundabout trip for 

a word came to Alice by way of advertisingo On a trip to Seaworld in 

San Diego Alice saw a mermaid swimming in a tank® She did not learn a 

word for mermaid there, but she did have an association with a word 

from prior experience and she used that word when trying to tell about 

the evento She fingerspelled T-A-Ro Her mother imitated her blankly, 

and Alice, aware she was not succeeding, added some clues: T-V, an

invented sign for mermaid, the explanation that it was GIRL AND FISH 

and then fingerspelled S-A-T0 Her mother, still baffled, guessed 

S-T-A-R-T-R-E-K, but then Alice provided another important clue: TUNA

CANo POINT (you) SEE T-V POINT (you)0 Her mother was able to add up
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the clues to produce S-T-A-R-K-I-S-To Somehow Alice had associated the 

name of one tuna with the mermaid in the logo of another and tried to 

apply the spelling to a mermaid0

For more than two years Alice had known to sign to some people 

and speak to otherso For the first time, though, she gave evidence 

that she understood differences in signing as wello In one instance 

she asked her mother an ASL question without voice, then turned to a 

hearing researcher who signed and recoded the question in Sign Englisho 

When another hearing researcher asked what a certain sign meant, Alice 

fingerspelled the word very slowly and carefully and then spoke it, 

trying to enunciate and projecto She had learned to switch not only 

modes but codes and she had learned to take into account the receiver's 

abilities to receive in a certain language varietyo

In this final taping Alice demonstrated that she had made two 

major breakthroughs, the discovery of the relation between speech and 

fingerspelling and the ability to recode in not only another mode but 

another structural variety and to take into account a receiver's 

language abilitieso

Summary

Six varieties of language emerged for one deaf child of deaf 

parentso The order of emergence was: ASL, Spoken English, Finger-

spelling and English Print, Sign English and Sign printo The develop

ment of productive use for communication of each variety except ASL, 

the foundation variety which had emerged before the study began, can be 

characterized by shifts back and forth between attention to meaning and
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attention to form, including a high degree of metalinguistic awareness 

for each variety at some pointo In some ways this progression is 

similar to Bloom's (1970) finding that hearing children express struc

tural forms in inappropriate contexts before they express them with 

adult meaningso Alice had a pre-analyzed scribble form for each 

variety of language except Sign print before she could encode specific 

content in the varieties0 This was the first theme treated for the 

data*

From the beginning of use of a second variety of language, Alice 

made a distinction between the manual and the oral modes for 1anguageo 

Very gradually she came to understand that not everyone could under

stand language in both modeso As she added forms in different language 

varieties, she at first made no structural distinctions0 The first one 

that she made was again between the oral and manual modes, the broadest 

distinctiono She slowly added structural elements of English through 

the oral and fingerspelling varieties and then added more Sign English 

signs in English word order0 Not until 75 months did Alice indicate 

that she understood that she was dealing with two basic and separate 

language structures» The mixing of language structures led to some 

unique applications of rules, in sentences like MY RED IS MIX ING, and 

to some bewildering applications of structures, with morphemes like 'S 

or TOo On the other hand, the various varieties of language supplement 

each other and provide Alice with means of eliciting information and 

adding up clues to make meaning in the contexts of storybooks<, The
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second theme of the interaction of the varieties has been established 

as a major one in Alice’s development0 x

Some of Alice’s utterances in English-like varieties are 

unusual, but many are like those of hearing children developing spoken 

English and suggest that at least some of the rules which children 

develop as they are acquiring English are not affected by the modality 

(manual/visual or spoken/oral) through which the language is expressed,. 

The finding of such developmental rules— both those common to hearing 

children and those unique to Alice— together with the strategies which 

Alice revealed for relating language varieties to make meaning and her 

use of context in both interaction with people and with books estab

lishes that this deaf child is an active participant in the language 

acquisition processo

This dissertation has claimed as its concern, however, not only 

language acqusition in the absence of normal hearing but the broad 

question of what is possible in languageo From the incredibly broad 

spectrum of possibilities described in Chapter 1, this study selected 

six available to a deaf childo The findings of this study attest to 

the resilience of linguistic and metalinguistic abilities in the absence 

of sound and the ability of a child to deliberately and pleasurably 

attend to form and to meaning to organize experience in languageo



CHAPTER 6

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH -

Implications for further research can be drawn in three areas: 

1) methodology of descriptive research on children's language, 2) 

research related to language in deaf individuals, and 3) research 

related to the possibilities for language in different modalities 

regardless of hearing status»

Implications for Methodology of Descriptive 
Research on Children's Language

Many of the decisions about Alice's strategies rely on an 

evaluation of the emotional tenor of situations„ For example, when 

Alice refuses to spell H-O-L-E and fingers the hole in her bread, it is 

the expression on her face and her general demeanor that let us inter

pret the intent of her behavior as playfulo Such emotional evidence, 

beyond the utterances themselves and identification of objects, 

actions, and environments, is crucial if we are.to interpret acquisi

tion strategies at more than a superficial or mechanical level0

Implications for Research Related to 
Language in Deaf Individuals

The findings of this research suggest once again that deafness 

itself is no barrier to language acquisition, though it may indeed be a 

barrier to acquisition of some aspects of language and to consistent 

clear speecho The danger associated with generalizing from one
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instance is probably magnified for this study because of the atypical 

environment of this deaf childo Alice's behavior does, however, sug

gest several lines of research for both deaf children of deaf parents 

and deaf children of hearing parents0 In what ways are such children 

similar and dissimilar to Alice? What sorts of instruction might allow 

children to use their language in some of the ways that Alice does to 

acquire new language themselves? In what ways are the rules generated 

by children learning Sign English similar and different from the rules 

for children learning spoken English? In what ways are the rules 

generated by deaf children learning Sign English only different from 

those generated by deaf children learning both ASL and Sign English?

How do deaf children who are not specifically taught the relation 

between^fingerspelling and English print come to understand that rela

tion? Does speech intelligibility contribute, and if so, in what ways, 

to a deaf child's ability to relate speech and fingerspelling? Are the 

generalizations that deaf children make about spelling patterns in 

their early fingerspelling like those of hearing children who write 

early? These are a few of the broad questions, the answers to which 

would help us to understand without the ability to hear speech clearly, 

and help us to help the children who lack that ability to exercise 

their language learning ability and to help them and their parents 

interact with the interest, joy, and wit that Alice and her parents 

enjoyedo
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Implications for Research Related t o .the Possibilities 
for Language in Different Modalities 

Regardless of Hearing Status

We do not really know how hearing children who learn to read 

naturally come to sort out the relation between speech and print0 That 

is an obvious area for study0 It may be that normal children are 

making use of much more environmental language than we generally sus

pect* Studies which attempted to determine what children know about 

such language would be worthwhile* Certainly in the field of bilin

gualism, we need studies which detail the speaker's processes and 

strategies of sorting out the varieties of language in use around him* 

We need to find children whose language acquisition is unusual and to 

discover how those children are like and unlike children in more 

typical circumstances * In addition, research on the processing of any 

of the varieties of language described in Chapter 1 would be very help

ful to our understanding*

With both deaf and hearing individuals questions such as those 

dealt with in this dissertation need quantitative attention and con

trolled studies as well as more descriptive studies * For example, 

under what circumstances in discourse does a speaker repeat forms? Are 

pauses or repetitions an indication of attention to form or opaqueness 

of meaning? When two forms are simultaneously processed, as in reading 

aloud, what sorts of changes occur in the speech or sign? Under what 

circumstances? For example, does a shift in variety of language 

accompany a change in topic in discourse, a change in addressee in dis

course, or a change to a new paragraph in print? Is a shift in variety
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a response to a breakdown in communication, the way it was for Alice at 

times? Is processing more than one variety at a time characterized by 

increased attention to form? Do children exposed to more than one 

variety develop different attention to form than children exposed to 

only one variety? Does mixture of the varieties, as in Alice's situa

tion increase attention to form or make it harder to separate the 

varieties than when the varieties are kept separate, as when a variety 

is associated with only one speaker, as is sometimes the case in 

bilingual homes? •

When an individual is exposed to more than one variety of 

language, is it helpful to examine the closeness of the fit between the 

forms, as the fit between print and speech or between two different 

languages? What observable strategies does a processor apply when lack 

of fit between varieties of language is perceived? It is quite possible 

that a processor perceives numerous instances of mismatch without 

engaging in any behavior that reveals this perception,, It is also pos

sible that some behavior caused by perception of the lack of fit may 

appear to have some other motivation,, Does an analysis of the fit of 

the forms in different varieties of language in use predict or explain 

failures of understanding? What are the cognitive consequences of the • 

language processor's failure to perceive lack of fit between forms, 

ioeo, does he misunderstand?

Questions like these await serious study0 Perhaps the findings 

of the research reported in this dissertation will suggest questions 

and methods of study in these important areas»



ABBREVIATIONS AND GLOSSING CONVENTIONS

The following conventions will be used for the English trans

lation gloss of American Sign Language (ASL) and Sign English utter

ances » Individual signs will be written in all capital letters, e0go, 

APPLEo When more than one word is required to translate a single sign, 

the words will be connected with hyphens, e0go, PUT-AWAY0 If two signs 

are signed as a compound, the two signs will be connected with a super

script arc, e0go, KNOW THATo

Reference to the first person singular is made by pointing to 

the center of the chest with the index finger» All such references 

will be transcribed PROdo Reference to second and third person will 

be transcribed respectively as PR0o2o and PR0o3o The same will apply 

to the possessive marker POSS, e0go, P0SSo2 =s,,your,l0

Fingerspelling is transcribed as capital letters connected by 

hyphenso A distinction is made between fluent fingerspelling and what 

I call spelling out words in fingerspelling, which is not fluent 

expression,. Periods between letters or signs indicate a drop of the 

hands, which indicates a full or partial stop® Speech is transcribed 

by regular type with conventional English capitalization, enclosed in 

quotation markso Mouthing (speech without voice) is represented by 

regular type enclosed in single quotation markso Free English trans

lations of ASL sentences are written with standard English capitaliza

tion and enclosed within parentheseso
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